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JANUARY 14, 1993 • VOL VI, NO 2 • GREATER PORTLAND'S WEEKLY JOURNAL 
• By Bob Young 
Fire alarms were not working at 215 Congress St. on 
the morning of Dec. 3 when a blaze raced through the 
building, killing four people. Two weeks earlier, 
firefighters had warned the building manager that the 
alarms needed repair, according to Portland Fire Chief 
Joe Thomas. 
The state attorney general's office is wrapping up 
an investigation of the faulty alarms to determine 
whether to charge the building managers or owners 
with criminal negligence or recklessness, said Assis-
tant Attorney General Tom Goodwin. 
But no one is saying why the alarms weren't fixed. 
Jack Linehan, owner of Ross-James Management, 
the company that managed the building, won't 
~. -"",,-.-
comment. Building owner Richard Barbieri of 
Greenville, S.c., won't comment either. 
This much is clear: The Portland Fire Department 
depends on landlords to fix defective alarms and other 
safety code violations. Thomas said the department 
seeks voluntary compliance from landlords before 
taking legal action against violations. And the depart-
ment gives landlords plenty of leeway. Some 
landlords still have not corrected violations they were 
warned about more than a year ago. 
And the department doesn't have enough person-
nel to make sure all landlords are correcting problems. 
'1f this department had 1,1XXl more men we couldn't 
cover every square inch of the city," Thomas said. 
IllustrationlJohn Bowdren 
In the case of 215 Congress St., firefighters hadn't 
reinspected the building before the blaze struck. But 
they expected the alarms to be fixed because the 
building's residen t manager had notified Ross-
James Management about the problem on Nov. 22, 
Thomas said. 
Fire department records show that such delays in 
correcting violations are not unusual. Through the 
first 10 months of 1992, one of the city's fire compa-
nies.had notified property owners of 162 hazards 
during routine inspections. But only eight had been 
corrected during that time. 
Continued on page 8 
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\MINTER BLOW-OUT 
& REMODELING SALE! 
Our entire Kids Gear winter clothing is now 
on sale for up to 50% OFF! 
Limited quantities ... No rainchecks ... 
We are clearing out our remaining kids winter outerwear/ 
clothing inventory in order to remodel our kids department 
to serve you better this spring. Famous makers such as: 
CHERRYTREE'BABY BAG CO'WIDGEON'LACROSSE 
JOLLY KIDZ·FLAP HAPPY'BRAMBILLA FRANCE'HELLY 
HANSEN'JONATHAN STONE AND MANY MORE! 
INCREDIBLE CLEARANCE PRICES ••• BIG DEALS ••• 
BIG SAVINGS ••• NO WINTER ITEM HELD BACK! 
ALSO ... We're clearing out our warehouse of '92 
Spring/Summer overstocks by famous makers ... 
shorts, T-shirts, swimwear, hats, canvas sneakers. 
Bring this ad in to register for a $100 gift certificate 
be used toward our Spring 193 outerwear collection. 
OpeD: tomm~~ 273 CO""'" St., 
MOD-Sat. 8 am-S pm 
Thurs. 'til 8 pm 
KID'S • G EAR Portland Maine 
273 Gong, .. , S,,,,., Pon'and Mane 772·5357 772 5357 
Open Monday-Fnday Bam 10 6pm, Saturday Bam 10 5pm -
PURCHASE YOUR 
I: m :11 ill .1 ~ I i ill .1 i 




ON AMERICA'S TOP 4 NAMES 
QR •• azz, i'll>SIMMONS "o'li.Geo.u, 
t./ ~t"r. U ___ .. child craft JlL ~ 
EVERYTHING AVAILABLE 
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERYI 
PRICE PROTECTION GUARANTEEI 
WE WIll. NOT BE UNDERSOLD 
284 Western Ave., S. Portland, ME 774-2229 
Open: M-W 10-6; Th-F 10-9; Sat 10-5; Sun 12:30-4:30 
COOKIN' 
KATAHDIN 
774-1740 • SPRING AND IllGH STREET 
MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - llPM 
Hi, I'm Dr. 
Kimberly Johnson, D.C. 
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 
Did you know that becoming a chiropractic physician requires a minimum of six years 
of highly specialized college and graduate school training? 
Today's Doctor of Chiropractic must complete 4,485 hours of classroom instruction 
and must pass rigid chiropractic board examinations before earning a license. In most 
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annuallicensc: renewal. 
PERSONAL BACKGROUND 
In addition, I have completed courses in sports injury and work rdated rehabilitation, 
nutrition and -acupuncture certification. I received my bachelors degree at St. Joseph's 
College in Windham, and my Doctor of Chiropractic degree from Logan College of 
Chiropractic in St. Louis. During my training I served as Vice President to the Student 
American Chiropractic Association. Additonally, I have visited a number of other 
chiropractic clinics to study their methods and procedures. 
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer you. Call us and let us help you. 
The symptoms most commonly treated by chiropractors are: 
• Back Pain 





• Painful Joints 
• Shoulder Pain 
• Bursitis 
• Hip Pain 
• Arm/Leg Pain 
• Cold HandsjFeet 
To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, 
please accept my special off .. : 
FREE EXAMINATION DURING JANUARY 
This examination normally co~ts $65.00 or more . 1 will include orthopedic tests, neuro-
logical tests, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for restricted 
or excessive motion in the spine, muscle strength evaluations and a private comprehen-
sive consultation to discuss the results. 
846-6100 • Dr. KIMBERLY JOHNSON 
JOHNSON CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CENTER 
(formerly Abelson Chiropractic) 
76 Main Street, Yannouth 
E-pening and Emergency Appointments Available 
- -~ 
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Cappy Darling, In his skiff on the shore of Turner's Island cove: Mit makes me feel good to do something. If more people done It, 
A conversation with Cappy Darling 
At the foot of Elm Street in South Portland, in the 
shadow of the great oil tanks, lies Turner's Island. 
talk 
Although it was 
actually an island at 
one time, the channel 
between the mainland 
and Turner's Island was filled in nearly 100 years ago. 
Cappy Darling has lived in this waterfront neighbor-
hood, in the same house, for more than 30 years. 
They call you the Mayor of Turner's Island? 
Yup. l'm the peacekeeper down here. I'm the 
mooring monitor. People are at each other's necks all 
the time. You gotta have someone to keep 'em in line. 
Tell me what you do. 
There are 21 moorings off Turner's Island. I decide 
where they go. I never put in a bad mooring yet. I 
tell everyone where to put their boats. I know when 
there's a boat out there that shouldn't be there. 
I take care of the speeders too. Some people ain't got 
no respect for nobody. They speed through here and 
leave a wake that sets the moored boats going rail to 
rail. They're not dealing harshly enough with those 
birds. Some people don't slow down for nothing. I 
warn them once. Then I take my boat and cut them off. 
How did you end up with this Job? 
Portland has a harbonnaster. South Portland 
doesn't. They don't give the Portland harbormaster 
enough money to take care of a busy harbor. 
It's an oil harbor. It's a lobstering harbor. It's a 
tourist harbor. I was brought up on the waterfront. I 
belong to the Harbormaster Association. Somebody's 
gotta help out. I just want to help make a smooth -
running harbor. 
You do all ofthls as a volunteer? 
I don't have my mitt out all of the time like some 
people. 
What's the worst thing you've ever seen out there 
In the harbor? 
People shagging each other's gear. I got my first 
lobster license when I was 8 years old. Now I'm 72. I 
still set gear. That's a lot of years. 
What else can you do to make Turner's Island a 
good neighborhood? 
People come over here to eat their lunch. They 
leave their trash all -over the place. I tell them: PUT IT 
IN A BAG AND TAKE IT WITH YOU. They hear a 
snootful from me. 
By Deborah Dalfonso, photo by Tonee Harbert 
Try a loaf of our .•. & get a' second 




Winter Clearance Has Begun ! 
Open Daily· 56 Main Street • Freeport, Maine • 865-6369 205 Commercial St./773,2217 • 263 St_ John St./773,5466 
, , , 
The people, place. and temptation 
BEST PEOPLE 
bell local writer ______________ .....,.. ........ ______ ~ _ _ _ ~ __ ___ 
Beat local poet ______________________ _ _ 
belt local viaullirtill ____ ........ ""'-_....-o-......... ___ ........ ________ • ________ ~ 
Be.t photo8l'lphe' _______________________ _ 
Beat TV per80nallty _ _ ........ _---'~~~ __ ~. ___ ~_~_ 
belt deejay 
MOlt effective citizen 8roup ______________ ~ __ _ 
MOlt effective elected of(Jd.I ____ ....... ""r ___________________ _ 
BEST FOOD AND DRINK 
Best breakfast lolnl _______ ~ ________ ~_"'__~_'_ __ 
Best all·nlte lllltl_ 
Best restaurant with enlrees under $10 _______ ~~~_~_~_ 
Best restaurant With entrees over $10 ________ ~ _ _ _'_ _ _ __'_ 
Best bar ___ -=-
Belt fretl eals at happy hour ______ ~ _ _____ ~~_ 
Best mom-and-pop store _-=~ _____ '----'-__ _ 
Best IIIndwlches'--______ -'-_"'--___ _ 
Best category for the Village Cafe ___ '"""-"_-'-'-____________ '-
Selitbeer_ , 
Best chowdec 
Best pasta ____ _ - ------- --'--
Best pizza _____ _ 
Best burger 
Best Ice cream 
, -----
Best coffee~~_'_.""--~ _ _ _ ~ __ ~_.~ ______ ~ __ 
Best de Aert """""" _____________ _ 
I 
Fax to 207-775-1615, mall or drop off ballot to: 
Best of Portland, Casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congres St., Portland t ME 04101 
" 
that mak Gre . ter Portland Great 
After you CIIst your ballot In the elections this pMt November, you probably 
thought your dutle~ as al'f!sponslble dtlzen were compleh" Well, you were 
wroug. It's time once again for Casco Bay Wetklys Best of Portlaud survey. llttl!' 
tor you, the dlsCf'mlng readers oC en W, to tell us who and what you love most 
about this great green region. So cast a vote that will really count (or that We' ll 
really count). 
We wllnt to know what you think represents the best Greater Portland has to 
offer. We want to know so badly we're willing to bribe you - by giving liway 
some great stuffllhltty.three ballots will be chosen at random from all received, 
and those lucky rellders Will win 2U tlckets to General Cinema lit the Maine MAli, 
fI ve $20 gift C'ertificlltll from Fresh Market Pasta, five CDs frottl Tallgerlne Records 
and tapes, two tickets to ski Shawnee Peak In Brldgton,snd a handmade 1 urklsh 
klllm rug from Araby Rug Gallery. 
You tell Us what's best. You don't have ttl have RJ\ opinion on every category, . 
and you don't have to explain your choices. But do feel ttee to express youuwU; 
responses will be consldl"led for publication. Be creative and opinionated, Please 
keep your choices current (calendar 1993), and ab(lve all, local <Portland al\d 
surrounding ('omttlunltles). Please do not refer Itl pia Ii outside of southern 
Maine or events before Janudry 1992, and do not nominate artists or personalities 
who don't live or work In Greater Portland. 
Mall, fax or hand-deliver your ballot by Tuesday, Feb. 16. The results will be 
printed In the March 11 Issue of Casco Bay Wulcly. Have Funl 
BEST ENTERTAINMENT 
Best place to hear live mu~lc _ '"'"'"' ____ -'-'-"~-="'---'-=-==z~ ___ __ _ 
Best local band 
Besl place to dance _____ ....... ___ ........ ____ ~_~'___-'-~_"'"'_=__""_ 
Best theatrkal production _____ ~~ __ ~~~_.~ ........ __ __'_~ 
Best bookstore_~_~ __ ~~~"__"___ ............... = __= ....... ~__..~ _____ 
Best record store _--w. ____ ....... ___ ~ __ ...... __ ~ _ __"~'_'"'~~ 
Bellt movie theater_~"""""'=-"~=_'_~ ____ =__....._.~  ___ ....... ___ _ 
Best place for a cheap date _______ ~ __ '_"_"'_"_ _ _ _ ~_~ 
Best U!Ie of taxpayers' money_~~_~_-"-_ 
Best abuse of taxpayers' money _ _ __ --"'~ 
Best local event of 1992 
BEST PLACES 
Best art gallety ___________ _ 
Best place to be seen 
Best local plll<'e for a hi ke ______ ~~_ 
Best place to crosll·country skl_--,"" __ 
Best health dub_~ _________ _ 
Best bank 
Best historic spot 
Best vlew ___ _ 
Best plllce to have a pllllle attllC'k 
Best clothing store 
Best thrift shop ____ _ 
Best place to blly furniture 
Best free parking place 
Best place to kill an hour ___________ . _________ _ 
-
BEST CBW READER 
newsreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland January 6 through 12. 
Leon Planche said he wasn't drunkattheCumbe~land Fair Oct. 
3, although he admitted he had drunk a beer around 10 a.m. that morning. 
Cumberland's suspended police chief testified Jan. 11 that he was sober 
while on duty at the fair, and Planche's attorney Richard Moon presented 
other testimony supporting Planche's claim during a three-ciay public hear-
ing on the chief's cond uct. 
Two Cumberland police officers testified that Planche had alcohol on his 
breath on the night of the fair. State Trooper Michael Edes said he had tried 
to determine whether it was true after being told that Planche "was drunk 
and in uniform." But Edes concluded "it was just a wild accusation." 
Another officer alleged that Planche took two cans of Bud weiser from his 
cruiser at the end of his shift at the fairground. But Moon noted that Planche 
"hates" Budweiser and prefers Miller. 
Town Manager Robert Benson,who is presiding over Planche's disci-
plinary hearing - and has crossed swords with Planche before - will 
render a decision within two weeks. 
Central Maine Power Co. broke the law by 
operating three generators in the Portland area without the 
necessary emissions licenses. CMP will pay almost $100,000 
in fines as a result. The fines stem from 1988 changes in state 
law that required licensing of a diesel generator on Peaks 
Island and two oil-fired turbines in South Portland. 
."It's our obligation to monitor the changes, and this 
was JiOmething we just missed," said CMP spokesman 
David Allen. CMP may be allowed to pass on the cost 
through electric bills, Allen said. The decision will be 
made by the state's Public Utilities Commission. 
CMP also announced it would layoff nine em-
ployees in its engineering department, a move 
expected to save $360,000 a year. 
Tom Andrews landed a seat on the U.S. 
House of Representatives' Merchant Marine and 
Fisheries Committee. Andrews said he will be-
come the fourth-ranking Democrat on the panel 
and use the new position to help Bath Iron 
Works and other shipbuilders compete with 
foreign shipyards. 
Andrews, who was blasted by his election 
opponent Linda Bean for not serving on the 
committee, said Bean's barbs dio:! not affect his 
decision to fish for the post. 
Linda Bean Is stili causing grief for 
L.L. Bean. A Pennsylvania gay rights group, 
Purple Panthers/Philadelphia, says it is trying 
to organize a boycott of the company to protest 
Linda Bean'santi-gay stances. Company spokes-
woman Catharine Hartnett responded that the 
sporting goods giant couldn't control the beliefs 
of its shareholders. L. L. Bean prohibits discrimi-
nation based on sexual preference, Hartnett added. Last year, na tional news 
reports about Bean's campaign to unseat U.s. Rep. Tom Andrews prompted 
hundreds of angry phone calls to L.L. Bean's switchboard. 
Lewiston followed Portland's lead on gay rights, enacting 
itsown human rights ordinance Jan. 7. Butopponentsimmediatelypromised 
a referendum drive to defeat the new law, which passed by a 5-2 vote. 
"No one, I don't care where you live, should be discriminated against and 
that is the issue," said Councilor Normand Poulin after a lengthy public 
hearing that was attended by about 1,000 people. 
Opponents said the final vote didn't reflect Lewiston citizens' views. "U 
the homosexuals feel discriminated against, it's because of the deviant 
lifestyle they have chosen," said Councilor Peter Grenier, who has jOined 
other critics in launching a petition drive similar to one that forced a citywide 
vote in Portland last November. They must gather 1,000 signatures of 
registered voters in two months to trigger a referendum vote next fall. 
Sex-ed films spawned a controversy In South Portland. 
Julie Conroy, a member of the city's Board of Education, asked fellow 
members to review the school's sex education curriculum after receiving 
complaints from parents about the the films, which some said depict parents 
as unable to discuss sex with their children. Though the school system started 
showing the films last year, Conroy said some parents remain unaware of 
their content. School nurse Susan Comyns responded by inviting parents to 
view portions of the film on public access Channel 39 during the week 
preceding the board's next Feb. 8 meeting. 
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Maine's drug war Is coming to Westbrook. The Maine Drug 
Enforcement Agency (MDEA), formerly known as BIDE, is set to move its 
headquarters from Pownal into a former school. MDEA head FrankAmoroso 
said he hoped the agency would be moved in by early February at the latest. 
BIDE came under fire last winter for allegations that it had tried to frame 
Androscoggin County District Attorney Janet Mills, a sharp critic of BIDE. 
Legislators decided not to scrap the agency, changing its name instead. 
Basic phone service may cost more, if New England Telephone 
Co. (NET) gets its way. The phone company wants to raise its rates for local 
calling services in order to lower the cost of instate toll calls. The state's Public 
Utilities Commission (PUC) has denied two motions from Maine Public 
Advocate Stephen Ward to throwoutthe rate hike request. Ward had argued 
that the hike would violate a 1986 state law requiring local service to be as 
cheap as possible. 
NET argues that itneeds the rate hike to compete with other companies on 
long-distance rates. 
"You have captive customers, who have no ability to have local 
calling handled by any other telephone company, being told that 
they should take an increase of $3 a month in order to stave off 
NET's interstate toll competition," said Ward . 
Republicans are using ballotgate to push for 
election of constitutional officers like the secretary of state 
and attorney general. Kevin Keogh, new chairman of 
Maine's Republican Party, called for election of those 
officers by popular vote in the wake of the widening 
ballot-tampering investigation. Currently, they are cho-
sen by the Legislature. 
In other developments in the probe, Republican 
ballot counter Corey Courbin claimed he saw Ken 
Allen and one other man inside a recount room 10 
days before the alleged tampering took place. Allen's 
lawyer questioned the timing of the revelation and 
pointed out incQnSi:>!encies in the story. Meanwhile, 
state Attorney General Michaer Carpenter salem", -
was considering both criminal and felony charges in 
the case. 
Peter Murray will get another shot at 
a Maine Superior Court judgeship. Gov. John 
McKernan has again nominated the Portland at-
torney to fill one of two vacancies on the court's 
bench. McKernan nominated Murray for the same 
post in 1990. But his nomination was scuttled after 
legisla tors discovered he'd failed to tell them 
about a previous reprimand of his law practice 
by a state bar committee. 
Portland state Sen. Gerry Conley, newly cho-
sen as co-chairman of the Judiciary Committee 
that tabled Murray's first nomination, said 
Murray's second shotat the appointment would 
probably generate less friction than his first. "I 
think that there were a lot of political agendas 
popping up simultaneously [last timel," Conley 
said. "He's probably in pretty solid shape, un-
less there's information presen ted to me tha t I don't have now." Conley said 
he was satisfied that the reprimand wasn't serious enough to jeopardize 
Murray's nomination. 
McKernan also nominated Republican fundraiser Howard Dana Jr. of 
Cape Elizabeth to fill a vacancy in the Maine Supreme Court, which has been 
short a member for more than a year. McKernan once worked for Dana's law 
firm, Verrill & Dana. 
Maine's highest court upheld the state's bottle bill. The 
1991 law, which requires beverage distributors to give the state half of all 
their unclaimed deposits on bottles and cans, was challenged by beer and 
soda distributors on the constitutional grounds that it amounted to seizing 
their property. But the Maine Supreme Judicial Court ruled in favor of the 
state, saving Maine the more than $1 million per year it keeps in unclaimed 
deposits. 
A prominent civil rights lawyer will represent Portland 
in its lawsuit against Maine mental health officials. Robert M. Hayes, who 
founded the National Coalition for the Homeless, offered to help the city in 
its suit to stop the release of mental health patients from state institutions. 
Hayes has won landmark cases on behalf of the mentally ill and homeless. 
Reported by Paul Karr, Frank Spurr, AlIan Dowd and The Associated Press; 
illustrated by John Bowdren 
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Rand calls it quits 
After serving one term on the 
Portland City Council, Ted Rand has 
decided not to seek re-election this 
spring because he's frustrated with 
being on the losing end of too many 
votes and believes he hasn't been 
effective. 
"I think I represented a constituency 
that's under-represented - the 
working man who pays his bills and 
doesn't ask for culture or any more 
from city government. But I don't 
think he 
Ii t411't1t:}il I ~~:~ 
don't 
think he's as skillful as activist groups 
at controlling the press and govern-
ment," said Rand, a fisherman who 
lives on Great Diamond Island. 
The most conservative councilor, 
Rand often cast the only dissenting 
vote on issues such as the city's human 
rights ordinance and its plan to 
renovate Hadlock Stadium for a minor 
league baseball team. 
Although he stressed that the 
"public suffers" if there isn't strong 
opposition in a democracy, Rand said 
"an opposition of one isn't much 
opposition." 
He said he was frustrated with the 
way the City Council opera tes. '1 think 
most issues are decided on the phone 
before the charade of public hearings 
and meetings ... it's a game with very 
obscure rules, a game where perception 
is more valuable than action, where 
image, ego and getting re-elected are the 
primary concerns," he said. 
Rand also said that he wants to 
become involved in Great Diamond 
Island's bid to secede from Portland 
and didn't believe it was appropriate 
to serve on the City Council at the 
same time. 
Viewed by some as a reactionary, 
Rand holds far-ranging visions of 
economic revitalization for Portland. 
For instance, he suggested that the city 
should demolish several blocks of 
downtown Congress Street and replace 
them with surface and underground 
parking, topped by interconnected, 
climate-controlled retail, office and 
residential buildings. 
"Development on the peninsula has 
got to go vertical and it's got to have 
parking. Unless businesses provide 
parking they can't compete with the 
malls," he said. 
But Rand added that laws protecting 
historic buildings would prevent such a 
plan from ever becoming reality. 
He also said that the city must seek 
revenue streams other than property 
taxes - such as a local option sales tax 
- to fund services. 
A councilor at-large, Rand admitted 
that his positions probably alienated 
gay rights supporters, "yuppies and 
cultural types." But he said he wasn't 
calling it quits because he was afraid of 
losing an election. 
Rand said there was "no poSSibility" 
he will change his mind about stepping 
down from the council. 
Bob Young 
BEP: Poor must pay 
, 
for emissions tests 
Legislators and advocates are 
fuming over a decision by the state 
Board of Environmental Protection 
(BEP) to charge poor Mainers for 
federally mandated auto emission tests 
that will cost about $20 each. The BEP 
voted 4-3 not to waive the fee for poor 
Mainers. Instead, the poor will receive 
an extra year to repair their cars before 
the tests are required. 
"I would be very surprised if we do 
not sue," said Christopher St. John, 
staff attorney for Pine Tree Legal 
Assistance, an advocacy group for low-
income Mainers. St. John said a state 
law passed last year directs BEr to 
grant a waiver to people who would 
suffer a financial hardship by paying 
for the test. 
"One way of interpreting the 
board's action is that they determined 
a $20 fee will have no impact on a low-
income person in Maine," St. John said. 
'We submit that that is simply not 
true. To [some) people it can be the 
difference between being able to pay 
rent or not pay rent, eat or not eat, buy 
medicines or not buy medicines." 
Under the state's 1992 law, BEP 
could set the income eligibility guide-
lines for the waiver. St. John expressed 
hope that the board will be stripped of 
that power, suggesting that the state 
use federal poverty guidelines instead. 
But Dean Marriott, commissioner of 
the state Department of Environmental 
Protection, backed the board's ruling. 
"If we're asking people to take indi-
vidual responsibility for cleaner air," 
Marriott said, "we should be sure 
everybod y participates." 
State legislators immediately criti-
cized the decision, noting that an 
amendment to the emission-test law 
passed during the last legislative session 
recommended free tests for the poor. 
State Rep. Richard Gould, a Democrat 
from Greenville, was so angered by 
BEr's ruling that he vowed to introduce 
legislation abolishing the board. 
Rep. Jim Mitchell, the Freeport 
Democrat who added the fee-waiver 
amendment last year, said legislators 
took extra care to consider the effect of 
the new law on poor drivers. "I'm 
disappOinted that [BEP) is not comply-
ing with the law [we passed]," Mitchell 
said . He will submit a bill soon that 
spells out exemptions and rules for the 
testing program in state law. 
The new law requires cars in seven 
Maine counties to be inspected every 
two years beginning in July 1994 for 
emissions that cause smog. Repairs to 
control emissions will have to be made 
in some cases. The tests will be 
reqUired in York, Cumberland, 
Androscoggin, Kennebec, Sagadahoc, 
Lincoln and Knox counties because 
ground-level ozone levels are unac-
ceptably high in those areas during 
summer months. 
Paul KarT & The Associated Press 
& other 
mistakes 
• By Al Diamon 
Cut the cake 
Greater Portland legislators are all 
nervous and sweaty at the prospect their 
districts will be shaken up due to 
redistricting. While the area is unlikely 
to lose seats in the Maine House or 
Senate, district lines will be substantially 
redrawn for the 1994 elections, throwing 
lots of state senators and representatives 
into unfamiliar, and possibly hostile, 
territory. 
The state redistricting commission 
has barely started its politically charged 
task, but it doesn't take a computer whiz 
to figure out that Portland no longer has 
the population to justify two state Senate 
seats. The city grew more slowly over 
the last decade than many other parts of 
the state, and to those who fattened up 
fastest belong the spoils. 
According to the 1990 census the ideal 
Senate district contains just over 35,000 
people, an increase of 2,000 from 1980. 
Portland has a population of 64,358, so the 
city is about 6,000 shy of two districts. 
Most of the shortfall is on the ci ty' s 
peninsula, currently represented by 
Democrat Jerry Conley. The best bet 
would be to combine most of Conley's 
current district with the Knightville area 
of South Portland. A small part of 
Conley's district could then be added to 
that of fellow Democrat Joe Brannigan in 
the northern part of the city to make up 
for his shortfall. But the commission 
could also decide to carve Portland up in 
three sections: One district would 
include part of the peninsula and most 
of South Portland, another would cover 
the western part of the city and the 
whole of Westbrook and the third would 
encompass most of Deering and 
Falmouth in its entirety. 
These scenarios have political 
consequences. Portland's Senate districts 
currently give an edge to Democratic 
candidates, and Democratic members of 
the redistricting commission want to 
keep it that way, That usually means 
disrupting the existing lines as little as 
pOSSible, which would appear to argue 
against the three-way split. 
But maybe not. A Portland peninsula-
South Portland district would be solidly 
Democratic. So would a Portland-
Westbrook seat, giving Sen. Majority 
Leader Donald Esty of Westbrook a 
more compact and comfortable district. 
Combining the city's northern third with 
Falmouth creates a Senate district that's 
conservative and potentially Republican, 
but the Democrats have former Portland 
legislator Merle Nelson, who now lives 
in Falmouth, eagerly awaiting a third 
shot at returning to Augusta. Nelson has 
shown in her two unsuccessful Senate 
bids that she can win in Falmouth, and 
she ought to be able to do well in her old 
stom ping grounds in Portland. She'd be 
an early favorite to win this theoretical 
seat against any GOP candidate. 
Of course, that could mean the next 
state Senate would not contain a single 
Portland resident. And all this shuffling 
leaves Brannigan out in the cold, but 
there are rumors both he and Conley 
will call it quits in 1994, so that might 
work out for the Democrats. 
Republicans would prefer to create a 
Senate district covering all of Westbrook 
and most of South Portland. Portland's 
peninsula would then be combined with 
the remainder of SoPo in another seat, 
and a slightly enlarged district encom-
passing the north end of the city would 
complete the picture. The advantage of 
this scheme for the GOP is that while the 
first two seats would almost certainly be 
Democratic forever, the Portland north 
seat would be competitive for a Republi-
can candidate. And it leaves Merle 
Nelson stuck across the borderline in 
Falmouth. (The GOP enthusiasm for this 
idea is probably ill-founded. Portland's 
northern half is already competitive for 
Republicans, and they haven't been able 
to mount a credible Senate campaign 
there in more than a decade. Fiddling 
with the lines ain't the answer.) 
Portland's eight House seats appear 
to be safe, but will need lots of boundary 
manipulation. The big loser in this 
reshuffling could be state Rep. Fred 
Richardson. Richardson's district, which 
currently covers the Western Prom, 
Libby town and Stroudwater, is more 
than 1,600 people short. If the rest of 
Portland's districts could be left alone, 
Richardson's problem could be solved 
by having him absorb the small section 
of the city currently lumped into 
Westbrook state Rep. William O'Gara's 
district. But Rep. Anne Rand on Munjoy 
Hill and Jim Oliver in the West End and 
waterfront need a combined 1,450 new 
residents to bring their districts up to 
acceptable size. The Simplest way to do 
that is to give Rand the eastern part of 
Oliver's district, and give Oliver the 
eastern part of Richardson's. Trouble is, 
that's where Richardson lives, so he'd be 
forced into a primary battle with Oliver 
in a district composed overwhelmingly 
of Oliver supporters. 
An alternative might be to screw over 
Parkside Rep. Herbert Adams instead. 
Adams, whose district doesn't need any 
changes, would lose chunks of the 'hood 
to Oliver and Rand, and gain a portion 
of the Back Cove area, currently repre-
sented by Mike Brennan. 
It all depends on whom the Demo-
crats dislike the most. 
The chances redistricting will result in 
Republican gains in Portland are slight. 
There's no need for ballot box stuffing 
when the GOP hasn't won a legislative 
race in the city since 1978, despite having 
at least three House districts in which . 
party registrations are close enough to 
give them a reasonable shot. No amount 
of redrawing boundary lines is going to 
make up for the bouts of anemia, civil 
war and looniness that have ruined the 
Republican Party in Portland. 
Next week: Redrawing the suburbs, 
for fun and political advantage. 
Do you ever smell cigarette smoke when 
entering supposedly sealed rooms? You could 
call the authorities, but who knows how long 
it'll take them to investigate. Far better to 
contad this column, and see the fads in print 
before they're even known. Write us care of 
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101, or call 775-6601. 
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WINTER SALE - GREAT PRICES 
On all dining room and walls. Any size shaker 
table, any shape, in cherry or ash at super low 
prices! (Beds, Bureaus and Bookcases, too) Now 
thru February 15th. 
Mon~Sat 9:. "j'~'~' 
Thurs 'til 8 • Sun 
The Center for Grieving Children Presents: 
St~'Itt\.Ul 
~t. "\l~~St~; 
1\~ <: : !UGGUR 
UDKlNS 
Sunday, January 17,1993,1:00 pm 
USM Gymnasium, Portland Campus 
---TICKETS---
In advance: $7 !children (12 and under) $9/adults 
At the door: $8Jchildren (12 and under) $10/adults 
Children under age 4 - Free 
Advance tickets available at Greater Portland Shop 'n Saves. 
SpolOOred by: Cole Haan, Fleet Bank, Sebago, Inc. and Shop 'n Save 
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Deputy Chief Reginald Wyman (left) confers with Lt, Thomas Blaisdell. Photos/Colin Malakie 
CAUSE FOR ALARM? 
Continued from front page 
More than an hour before the sun rose at 6:57 on Dec. 3, 
tragedy dawned on 215 Congress St., where the city's most 
deadly fire in 29 years erupted. 
The building housed 25 residents on its top three floors and 
four businesses on its first floor. The building's resident 
manager, Arthur Rice, was cleaning up broken glass on the 
first floor just before 5:30 a.m. when he noticed smoke coming 
from the second floor. Rice pulled an alarm, but it didn't work, 
according to Assistant Attorney General Tom Goodwin. Rice 
then hurried upstairs, alerting tenants to the fire. 
The building oontained an electrical alarm system that 
was supposed to be activated by smoke detectors, as well as 
alarm boxes that were supposed to activate when pulled. 
The building wasn't equipped with sprinklers and its alarm 
system wasn't wired to the fire department. Only hotels, 
motels, hospitals and schools have systems oonnected to the 
fire department, Fire Chief Joe Thomas said. And only 
buildings more than 75 feet tall are required to have sprin-
klers, acoording to Fire Prevention Officer Gaylen McDougall. 
The last time the building's alarm system worked was on 
Nov. 22, when firefighters responded to an alarm set off by a 
smoking stove, according to Thomas. Firefighters discovered 
then that the alarm system couldn't be re-activated, he said. 
Often the local fire company files a System Shutdown 
Report in such a case. The report documents that a 
building's manager or owner was notified the alarm system 
wasn't working. 
But in this instance, Thomas said, a System Shutdown 
Report "wasn't required because the ownership was repre-
sented at the scene" by Rice. The resident manager received a 
verbal warning that the alarm system wasn't working and 
Rice immediately passed that warning on to Ross-James 
Management, aemrding to Thomas. "The local fire company 
office informed me at the time of their call that Mr. Rice was 
making oontact with the management oompany," he said. 
Thomas said he wasn'tsure if firefighters had instructed 
Rice to fix the alarms by a specific date. He also said he 
wasn't aware of any follow-up inspections of the alarm 
system between Nov. 22 and Dec. 3. "With the number of 
complaints and issues we face, the reality is that it's very 
unlikely we'd come around sooner to reinspect," he said. 
But Thomas cited two reasons why investigators had 
later oonclucled the alarms weren't workillg on Dec. 3. An 
electrical technician who analyzed the system found that its 
circuit board wasn't functioning properly, he said. And 
although the media reported shortly after the fire that some 
residents had heard alarms, he added, subsequent inter-
views with residents oonfirmed that the building's alarm 
never sounded during the fire. 
'The alarm has a distinctive tone ... but none of the 
residents heard it. Some thought they heard it, but what 
they heard was an alarm in a nearby building set off by the 
smoke. And what others heard were smoke detectors in 
apartments," Thomas said. 
Goodwin said investigators had interviewed all the 
residents, including Rice, and "everybody we could involved 
with the ownership and managing of the building," He 
wouldn't disclose what Rice or others had said about why the 
system wasn't fixed. But Goodwin confirmed that none of the 
residents had "heard alarms in the building go off." 
Thomas added that alarms might not have saved the 
victims' lives because investigators believe the fire was 
deliberately set and fueled by gasoline. "In theory, the 
building was attacked and fire in the stairways blocked 
access. Had the alarms been working, access would've 
probably still been blocked because the fire spread so 
rapidly," he said. 
The task facing prosecutors is to determine whether the 
failure to fix the alarms amounted to criminal recklessness 
or negligence. "The other question is, did the failure to 
correct the problem cause the loss of life or property? It's 
not an easy question to answer," Goodwin said. 
But it's an answer that lawyers and insurers are anxious 
to learn. "Obviously, there's potential for litigation claims," 
he said. 
While Portland's fire codes don't require faulty alarms to 
be repaired within a specified time, Goodwin said that 
might not make a difference in the state's case. "Whether 
there was a oode violation may not be a critical question," 
he explained. "There may not have been a code violation, 
but there could still be negligence or recklessness," he said . 
"Beyond that I don't want to say anything that suggests 
what particular avenue the case might go down." 
Virgil W. Smith - whom prosecutors allege started the 
fire because his girlfriend left him and moved into the 
building with her father - was arraigned on Jan. 4 on four 
counts of depraved indifference murder, a oount of arson 
and two counts of attempted murder. He pleaded not guilty 
to all charges. 
Playing with fire 
Since one-third of the city was leveled by the Great Fire of 
1866, it seems Portlanders might be expected to be extra-
vigilant about fire prevention. But that wasn't the case at 215 
Congress St. and it's not the case elsewhere in the city. 
All buildings housing three families or more are rou tinely 
inspected once a year by local fire companies. The companies 
look for a long list of hazards, ranging from exposed wires, 
which could spark a fire, to obstructed hallways, which could 
hinder a quick escape in a smoke-filled building. 
These hazards are also spelled out as safety oode viola-
tions in the city's lengthy ordinances. But the ordinances 
don't say that violations must be corrected within any 
specific time periods. 
Instead, local fire company officers use their judgment. If 
they consider a viola tion - such as exposed wires - danger-
ous, they might require a correction within 24 hours. For 
other violations - such as not having fire-resistant doors-
they might give a landlord 30 days to remedy the problem. 
'There are no set criteria," said McDougall, who became 
the department's fire prevention officer about four months 
ago when Lt. Wallace Garroway went to work for the state. 
When local companies find a hazard, they issue a com-
plaint to building managers or owners. Depending on the 
perceived danger of the hazard, they reinspect the building 
within a certain number of days. H the problem hasn't been 
corrected after a third inspection, the complaint is for-
warded to McDougall. He then sends the owner or manager 
a certified letter saying the city will take legal action if the 
problem isn't corrected. 
But violations aren't always reinspected in the prescribed 
time, delaying the passage of complaints to McDougall. 
For instance, Engine Company 4, which covers the Parkside 
neighborhood, reported 162 hazards and just eight corrections in 
the first 10 months of 1992. Only seven of the hazards had been 
reinspected, so the vast majority of violation complaints haven't 
yet reached McDougall. 
Part of the enforcement lag is due to the difficulties of 
tracking down absentee landlords, McDougall said, and 
part of it is "probably because that company is too busy on 
calls to follow up on all the inspections." 
By contrast, Engine Company 11, which oovers Deering, 
reported 59 hazards and 41 corrections in 1992. "The 
neighborhood is less densely populated, it contains a lot of 
nice residences and they're not owned by investors," 
McDougall said. 
In all, fire department companies reported 330 hazards 
during 1992; only 79 were corrected, according to department 
records. 
In every neighborhood, rather than prosecute them, the 
fire department tries to get owners to oomply voluntarily 
with regulations, according to the city's Corporation 
Counsel Gary Wood. 
"We try to run the line between protecting public safety 
and being reasonable in what we can expect out of people," 
Wood said. "Our goal is to get people in compliance, not to 
take them to oourt." 
H the city does take building owners to court, it might seek 
fines, an injunction to close the building and attorney's fees, 
in addition to correction of the problem, Wood explained. 
"But the city tries to avoid that route," he stressed. "And 
even if we've filed for legal action it might be months before 
we get it. We have to give people due process. We can't go 
out and nail their door shut because in most cases there isn't 
an imminent threat, but a more moderate threat." 
But Fire Department Education Officer Gerry DeMillo 
said the city's enforcement policy leaves some firefighters 
"frustrated." 
"Corporation Counsel says who the hell has got time-
see you later. At least, that's the message," DeMillo said. "So 
we have to prioritize. There are loads of violations we could 
give, but we could never chase them all down." 
Wood oountered that the city's policy shouldn't be driven 
by "worst-case scenarios. Then we'd have 100 oode officers 
and 150 attorneys and we'd be spending every day in oourt 
trying to get buildings and businesses shut down. 
"Our enforcement activities are not what ought to drive 
corrections," he added. "It ought to be the common sense of 
owners and managers. They ought to fix it on their own and 
not wait for the city to arrive. And I think most do; that's why 
we don't get into prosecuting many violations." 
"It hasn't burned yet" 
But not all building owners and managers correct 
violations in a timely manner. McDougall is currently 
following up on complaints about 18 building owners or 
managers who - as far as he knows - still haven't cor-
rected violations, some of which date back to 1991. 
One oomplaint involves a building at 6 Walker St., owned 
by George Klemm of Williamstown, Mass., and managed by 
T&R Aannery of South Portland, according to fire department 
records. The building was first inspected on Sept. 20, 1991, and 
cited for the following hazards: All stairways and hallways 
needed to be cleared, all smoke detectors needed repair, an 
"inoperable and antiquated" alarm needed to replaced with a 
new system and a "jury-rigged wiring" needed to be enclosed. 
The building was reinspected on June 9, 1992, and the 
local fire company recommended that the violations be 
oorrected "immediately." McDougall sent a letter to the 
management company on Dec. 2, threatening legal action. 
He has not yet received a response. 
Klemm did not return CB Ws calls. Tim F1annery, who 
said he manages the property, refused to discuss the 
violations or whether they had been oorrected. 
Another case concerns a building at 570 Brighton Ave., 
which contains four business offices and four apartments. 
Building owner Don Howland of Portland was first notified 
June 24 of the hazards, which included smoke detectors that 
weren't working and the lack of a sprinkler over the 
building'S furnace. He was given 30 days to correct the 
violations. The local fire company reinspected the building on 
July 27, Sept. 4 and Sept. 28 and reported "no change" in the 
violations. 
Continued on page 11 
Landlords' hall of shame 
Some building owners and 
managers refuse to correct fire safety 
code violations, although the hazards 
presented by the violations can 
contribute to accidental fires and 
arson and ultimately cause building 
owners to lose insurance payments. 
Portland Police Department 
detective Danny Young. who 
specializes in arson investigations, 
said safety violations "generally" 
make it easier for arsonists to set fires. 
For instance, Young said he had 
investigated a string of more than 20 
fires last year that were set in piles of 
rubbish, which had accumulated 
inside or outside buildings in Portland. 
Fire department inspectors often cite 
rubbish accumulation as a violation. 
Young also said that the failure of 
building owners to correct violations 
can cost them insurance payments. 
Young recalled a fire last year that 
apparently started around a furnace 
"where all types of boxes were stored." 
. "We found out the fire department 
had been in and told them to move 
the boxes because they were a 
hazard. Insurance companies love to 
hear that. . .lt gives the insurance 
companies bargaining power," 
Young said. 
Below are several cases of out-
standing violations from the files of 
Lt. Gaylen McDougall, Portland's fire 
prevention officer. McDougall 
receives such cases only when local 
companies have inspected the 
violations three times and landlords 
still haven't corrected them. 
• Thompson's Point, Inc., was 
first notified May 10,1991, of 
violations in building 4B at its 
complex of buildings at Thompson's 
Point Road. The violations included 
exposed wires, an electrical panel 
that wasn't covered, fire extinguish-
ers that hadn't received an annual 
inspection, a sprinkler system that 
was shut down and several breaches 
in the fire wall between buildings 4A 
and 4B. The company was given 14 
days to remedy the problems. 
The building was reinspected last 
year on July 22, Aug. 31 and Sept. 9, 
but the corrections hadn't been 
made. McDougall sent the company 
a letter Oct. 21, 1992. He hasn't 
received a reply. 
• Thomas Repetta, owner of a 
building at 60 Munjoy St., was first 
cited for violations on July 3, 1991. 
Violations included trash stored on 
the third floor-landing. no smoke 
detectors in hallways, gas stored on 
cellar stairs and paint stored near a 
cellar stairway. 
The fire department gave Repetta 
one week to fix the problems. The 
department reinspected the building 
on J ul y 11 and Sept. 5 and found the 
violations had not been corrected. Lt. 
Edward Ryan from the local fire 
company wrote Fire Prevention 
Officer Lt. Wallace Garroway, 
"Again, your office should address 
this complaint. We, at the company 
level, have attempted to gain 
compliance. As it is now, the last 
condition is worse than the first." 
On Dec. 2, 1992, McDougall sent 
Repetta a letter, citing the violations 
and threatening legal action. 
McDougall hasn't received a re-
sponse. 
• On June 23, 1992, firefighters 
found the following violations in a 
building at 18 Hill St., owned by Tim 
Eddy: "all smoke detectors in need 
of batteries ... improper storage of 
flammable liquid in basement. .. 
improper width of rear stairs ... loose 
and falling plaster on rear stair-
way ... debris accumulation in 
basement, hallways and first-floor 
apartments." 
The local fire coinpany recom-
mended the problems be fixed 
immediately. But they found "no 
change" in the conditions when they 
reinspected the building on Aug. 10 
and Dec. 1. 
McDougall sent Eddy a letter on 
Dec. 15. He is still awaiting a reply. 
Annual Sale 
20% off 
If she', been hinting about bccaning enpgcd, 
See This 
Diamond ... 
. .. before you make any Diamond 
Engagement Ring decision. 
We've just acquired a collection 
of our finest cut high white super 
clarity diamonds. A .44 carat 
diamond mounted in our best 
quality 6 prong solitaire setting is 
just $2,125. Before you make any 
diamond decision you must see 
one of these microscope clarity 
diamonds. If you need help 
financing we'll do everything we 
c.an to find a way to make it 
possible. 
We Really Do Have the 
World', Most Beautiful Diamonds 
Cross Jewelers 
M~actwi"g Jew.14rs si1lC~ 1908 









10 Ozsm &y ~kly 
Fine fabrics for the home at 
wholesale prices or less 
Designer fabric for upholstery 
slip covers or draperies, plus ... 
• Imported Lace 
-Tapestry 
-Window hardware 
-CUt to order foam 
-54" Moire - Batting and thread 
207-729-5459 
Open Mon-Sat., 10-5 
168 Pleasant St., Brunswick, ME 
The Old World bread recipes we use for 
our crusts, the garden fresh 1ngredients 
and the "truly-out-of-the-ord1na.ry" 
flavor combinations we offer have 
made us the only place to go 
when you want the ... 
~~1~~\\ NO.IP.aZA I ~ " IN NEW ENGLAND - Choose from 16 
combination pizzas 
6881'oreA Avenue 




- Or build your own ... 
Choose from five Hear1;-
Healthy pizza crusts 
• New York-Style 
• Chicago Deep Dish 
• Sourdough 
• Six-Grain Rye 
• Whole Wheat 
- Try calzones, take 'n' 
bakers, sandwiches, 
slices and salads 
You've NEVER had pizza THIS good. 
EAT-IN • TAKE-OUT. TAKE 'N' BAKE 
---------------------------• 1 1 I'OODD'8 would like to offer you:  
• $2.00 off any 16-inch or deep 1 
: PIZZA : 
• • 1 
13= 
IB 
DB $1.00 off any 
10 or 12-1nch pizza or calzone 
Not valid in combination with any other offer. 
Coupon expires 1/31/93. cash value 1/20, 
--------------------- ______ 1 Call ahead fo, take-out/ Telephone 201-114-4100; fax ~07-814-4922 
Hot tips: 
Preventing and escaping fires 
In just two minutes a small flame 
smoldering in a seat cushion can 
spread through an entire room, 
raising the room's temperature to 
1,700 degrees Fahrenheit and 
causing everything in it to ignite 
spontaneously. 
The progression from slow burn 
to raging inferno was recorded on 
videotape, without any tricks or 
time-lapse photography, by the 
National Fire Protection Associa· 
tion. That videotape is just one of 
the teaching materials used by 
Portland Fire Department Educa-
tion Officer Gerry DeMilio. 
DeMilio's job is to make people 
understand fire - and how they 
can prevent it and escape it. 
On Jan. 7, he brought his video· 
tape and lessons to Lincoln Middle 
School to teach eighth graders, 
many of whom are babysitters, how 
to respond to a fire. 
DeMilio began his classes by 
citing some facts to the kids: 75 
percent of all fires occur in homes, 
they account for 83 percent of fire 
deaths,54 percent of the fatalities 
are children under age 13, and 
near! y half the fires are started by 
children playing with matches. 
He told students that when 
they're babysitting the first thing 
they should do is find out how to 
contact the local fire department. 
(The phone number is not always 
911. For instance, in South Portland 
the number is 799-3311.) 
Next, he said, they should walk 
through the house because they 
need to know its layout in the event 
of a fire. He encouraged them to 
view the windows as potential 
escape routes and to look outside 
the windows to see what they 
might land on if they jumped. 
He also urged students to look 
for smoke detectors and test them. 
"Most people would assume they 
all work, but about half of them 
don't. And I know 1'd be impressed 
with a babysitter who said, 'Hey 
dopey, this smoke detector doesn't 
work: I think that would be worth 
an extra $10," he said. 
DeMillo showed his videotape 
so the kids would appreciate how 
little time they had to escape a fire . 
Then he created some scenarios in 
which the students were 
babysitting for three young chil-
dren, and had them answer 
questions about how they would 
respond to different situations. 
If a fire started in a chair, he told 
the students they shouldn't try to 
extinguish it because they would 
lose precious time in the effort. 
Instead, he said they should round 
up the otherkids in the house, use 
the nearest exit and go next door to 
call the fire department. "Time is 
your enemy," he said . "And if you 
learn nothing else, learn how to get 
out." 
In the event that a fire were to 
break out on the second floo( and 
the students couldn't get upstairs to 
help the other kids, DeMillo told 
them they should get out of the 
house, call the fire department, and 
tell them where the kids were, 
instead of trying to fight their way 
upstairs to rescue the kids. "You've 
got to make tough decisions, and 
the wrong one may cost you your 
life," he said. 
If they were all trapped upstairs 
and couldn' t get down, DeMilio 
told them to take the older kids by 
the hands, lower them as close as 
possible to the ground, and drop 
them. Then he said they should 
take the youngest child in their 
arms and jump. 
He said his advice would be no 
different for adults, especially when 
it comes to leaVing buildings when 
fire alarms sound. 
"Even though they're condi-
tioned by 13 years of fire drills in 
schools, everyone assumes at first 
that an alarm is a false alarm. You 
wouldn't believe the things I've 
seen. We've had people trying to 
walk into One City Center while 
the alarm is going off," he said. 
For fire prevention tips DeMilio 
suggested that people call their 
local fire department or his office 
(874-8409). "The only calls we get 
antsy about are from people who 
say they've definitely seen a fire 
violation because usually it's not," 
he said. 
Below is a list of potential fire 
hazards for which Portland 
firefighters look when inspecting 
buildings: 
• Rubbish and trash 
accumulation 
• Flammable liquids 
improperly stored 
• Combustibles too near 
heating devices 
• Unsafe chimneys 
• Overloaded electrical circuits 
and improper fuses 
• Inadequate exits 
• Obstructed hallways 
• Defective wiring 
• Heating devices in disrepair 
• Alarm systems out of order 
• Outdated extinguishers 
• Sprinkler systems out of order 
• Inadequate lighting 
• Improper locks 
To verify that these or other 
conditions present a hazard in a 
specific building, Portland Fire 
Chief Joe Thomas said citizens 
should call the fire department. "To 
get the best answer people should 
call us, and we'll send somebody 
out to ensure that the building is in 
fulI compliance with fire safety 
code," Thomas said. 
Left to right: Capt. David Brown, Ronald O'Brien and Lt. Robert Wasslck view 
the damage at 215 Congress St. after hours of Intensive ftreftghtlng. 
ALARM? 
Continued from page 9 
As of Jan. 9, Howland still hadn't 
remedied all the violations. He said 
he had received McDougall's Dec. 2 
letter threatening legal action, and 
"was going to give the city a call." 
Howland said he had been slow in 
correcting the violations because "we 
moved our office and things got 
mixed up:' 
He also said he had fixed the 
smoke detectors "right off" and was 
waiting for a plumber to put in a 
Sprinkler over the furnace. 
When asked why he hadn't made 
all the corrections despite the threat of 
legal action, Howland replied, "Who 
cares? I'm 71 and about ready fQr the 
ground. If they want to sue me, they 
can sue me. I've owned the building 
for 30 years and it hasn't burned 
down yet:' 
A case involving a building at 124 
Walton St. showed that even when 
landlords aim to cooperate, it can take 
them months to correct violations. 
The building, which contains three 
apartments, is managed by Tom 
Vacca of Portland and owned by 
Michelle Bourque Bardsley and Philip 
Bourque of Gloucester, R.I. 
After the fire department had 
inspected the building last summer, 
Vacca learned that all the doors 
opening onto common hallways had 
to be fire resistant, the smoke detector 
in the basement wasn't working and a 
new sprinkler head had to be in-
stalled over the furnace. 
The fire department informed 
Vacca he had 30 days to correct the 
violations. "I went to Lt. Garroway 
and said there was no way I was 
going to be able to do all they wanted 
in a month," Vacca recalled. "It was 
going to take a long time and cost a 
lot of money to make all the improve-
ments, especially replacing eight 
mahogany doors with metal ones .. .! 
felt singled out. I know there must be 
hundreds of apartments in the city 
with wood doors." 
Vacca said Garroway asked for a 
floor plan and they met about a 
month later. Garroway confirmed 
that the mahogany doors had to be 
replaced. Vacca asked how long he 
had to make the corrections. 
"Lt. Garroway said that as long as 
we were talking he wasn't going to 
give me a hard time. But if we were 
talking nine months later, we'd have 
a problem ... . So suddenly we needed 
about $6,000 to $7,000 of work," 
Vacca said. 
He said he had already fixed the 
smoke detector and the Sprinkler 
head. '1 could see why those are 
considered a real threat," Vacca said. 
"But I didn't feel the doors were a 
lifEHlr-death situation." 
Still, he said the doors had been 
replaced and all the correctio;s 
completed several weeks ago. "I 
notified the local fire company that 
they could reinspect the building. I . 
guess we could have done it a little 
quicker, but we worked diligently on 
it," he said. 
But not all building owners and 
managers are as cooperative as Vacca. 
McDougall's file includes complaints 
by local fire companies reporting that 
one building manager "ignored all 
notices" and that hazards at another 
building got "worse" over time 
instead of better. (See "Hall of 
shame," page 9.) 
. Battling complacency 
Despite the backlog of complaints 
and lagging cooperation from 
building owners, Thomas isn't calling 
for the city to hire more firefighters -
although the number of prevention 
officers in the department has 
dropped from seven to just one over 
the last 10 years. 
"Sure, every organization can use 
more people," Thomas said. "But the 
public has to make a concerted effort to 
take more responsibility and make sure 
we assist them." 
While education officer DeMilio 
echoed Thomas' opinion that alarms 
"wouldn't have made much differ-
ence" in the fire at 215 Congress Street, 
he admitted they couldn't have hurt. 
"1 don't want to downplay the 
importance of alarms at all," he said. 
''There' s no question that alarm 
systems will save lives in the majority 
of fires. And the law is clear. It says 
you've got to have an alarm system 
[for residential buildings with 12 
units or morel. If it's not working, 
then your job is to get on the phone 
and get it fixed as soon as possible, 
unless you want to gamble." 
"It's an attitude that people have 
got to take more seriously," Thomas 
said. "But knowing the public the 
way we do, as soon as the emotion of 
a major fire wears off, complacency 
will set in." caw 
Bob Young is News Editor of 
Casco Bay Weekly. 
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NOW OPEN! 
Monday - Saturday 9:304.30 
Creative "Resource Center 
(formerly the Children's Resource Center) 
nas a new nome: 
1703 rorest Ave. 'Portland. 797-95lf3 




IS YOUR SKlN 
TIRED & 
STRESSED? 
The Intensive Hydrating Masque gives your complexion a 
SURGE of moisture. 
This oil-free gel is formulated with organically grown herbs 
Igrown without the use of petrochemical fertilizers 
or herbicides). It helps to reduce the redness and chapping 
caused by dry winter air. 
Come in and try some on ... 
773-4457 
We're Maine's only AVEDA concept salon. 
ON THE C~ER OF MIDDlE & EXCI-WJGE Sll!Em I'J THE OlD PORT 
Just One Taste 
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Fight fire with fire 
Some of Portland's landlords are playing with fire in their blatant disregard 
for the city's fire safety codes. (See cover story, "Cause for alarm?") These 
landlords are courting danger for their tenants [1' rr I.] ~ "11 by taking their sw~t ~ime correcting violations. ._ .. :! ... : .... _ ... ~ ..... _ ... !i.j~ .... _ ... __ They're also courting It for themselves: By 
ignoring the fire department's citations, land-
lords provide insurance companies with a reason to cut payments in the event 
a fire strikes and damages their property. 
It's true that the burden of responsibility for such foolishness ought to rest 
with the property owners themselves, and not with city government, as 
Portland's Fire Chief Joe Thomas and city attorney Gary Wood maintain. 
It's also true that the city ought to give landlords a reasonable amount of 
time to fix violations. 
But the city must also take more responsibility when building managers 
and owners drag their feet - in some instances, for 20 months - and show 
no sign of intending to correct violations. 
The city must crack down on these landlords who are making no effort, 
never mind a reasonable effort, to alleviate fire hazards. 
The fire dePilrtment's files contain records of landlords who have outright 
ignored repeated violation notices. These landlords aren't reasonable, they're 
dangerously derelict. And there's no reason the city should be reasonable 
with them. 
Wood argues that taxpayers don't want 100 more city inspectors and 150 
attorneys running landlords into court. But that's not what's required. If the 
city adopts a tougher approach with landlords and makes it clear they will 
face prompt legal action unless they remedy violations, some landlords will 
certainly jump to attention. 
Another solution is for the fire department to put a higher priority on 
inspections. The department's records show that some companies appear to 
be extremely diligent about citing violations, following up with punctual 
reinspections and ensuring violations are corrected. But other companies are 
either lax in their duties, or just too busy to follow up in timely fashion. 
Ultimately, the department's attitude toward inspections - which were 
once handled by seven prevention officers instead of the lone officer now on 
staff - is revealed in the traditional assignment of inspections to the junior 
officers in local fire companies. We don't mean to slight the capabilities of 
these officers, but the mere fact that the duty goes to the low men on the totem 
pole suggests it's not a high priority. 
We commend the officers who perform these inspections. And we have 
great respect for the professionalism of all the city's firefighters - which is 
evidenced by the fact that until last Dec. 3, Portland hadn't suffered a fatal fire 
in four years. 
But firefighters must remember that more stringent inspections and en-
forcement of violations make their jobs less dangerous in the long run. And 
while carrying out more stringent inspections, they must be backed by city 
attorneys who also make violation enforcement a priority. Because this duty, 
unlike other work that's heaped upon them, is a matter of life and death. The 
same simply can't be said about waterfront zoning or liquor license renewals. 
Some might dismiss these arguments as alarmist. But more attention to fire 
prevention could save lives. And they're worth a little more hard work and a 
tougher attitude toward careless landlords. (BY) 
Ted, Ted, Teddy goodbye 
You'd be hard-pressed to find one issue on which Portland City Councilor 
Ted Rand and Casco Bay Weekly agreed. 
Rand, a crusty lobsterrnan, opposed some of the positions in which CBW 
believed most strongly, such as the human rights [1 trr ~ I] ~ t:ll ordinance and strict zon.ing for the waterfront. _:! : _ ~ _ ! ~_ _ But Rand also embodIes some of the bedrock 
.......................... .- Yankee qualities that make Maine a great place 
to live. He's candid to a fault and blunt as a sledgehammer. 
He's also been as accessible to CBW as the proverbial good neighbor. When 
we called Rand he never failed to call back promptly and supply straightfor-
ward .answers to our questions. And we often wondered why Rand was so 
responsive, knowing that we were his ideological enemy. 
It's probably because Rand believes that opposing ideas and debate keep 
democracies strong. And Rand is the kind of conservative who wants to win 
debates on the merits of his ideas, and not by any less dignified means. 
Whether you agreed or disagreed with Rand, you always knew where he 
stood, and that's a quality too rare in all levels of government these days. We 
at CBW will miss his quiet feistiness and so will the City Council. We only 
hope that whoever replaces him brings the same qualities to the council 
chambers. (BY) 
Zip code credentials 
Bravo to John Philbrick ("Share tru 
'Holiday Memories' at Portland Stage," 
12.10.92) for articulating the frustration 
of theater professionals na tionwide 
who choose not to settle in New York 
City. It seems that one's level of talent 
rises or falls according to zip code at 




Hail to the chief 
In News & Views (12.31.92) Gail 
Collins, director of the Project for 
Supported Living, is quoted as having 
said, "[Michael] Chitwood's criticism 
of the state was hurting mental health 
patients." It continued, "People are 
starting to look at them as animals. 
Horrible stereotypes are being 
reinforced. Chitwood will never know 
the harm and pain he's causing." 
I know of nothing that Portland 
Police Chief Chitwood said that 
would be capable of causing such a 
reaction. Chief Chitwood is respon-
sible for enforcement of the law and 
the protection and safety of Portland 
citizens, including the mentally ill and 
mentally retarded. He has an excellent 
record and has been very helpful in 
forcing change for the benefit of 
citizens of our state. 
Good mental health takes team work. 
Chief Chitwood is a team worker. 
The state of Maine's maintained 
tunnel vision wherein it continues to 
place these ill persons into communities 
of our state, without, at first, having 
adequate necessary support services to 
meet their needs and the needs of the 
communities that must serve them. 
I have been involved with mental 
health and mental retardation prob-
lems and solutions for over 26 years, 
as a legislator and personally. The 
people who are suffering most are the 
patients, their families and the 
taxpayers. They are stressed out and 
have been for years, all as a result of 
the bureaucracy and some of its allies. 
I say, corne onto our team. Listen to 
us. See the handwriting on the wall. 
Each time one of these hard-to-
place patien ts ends up in P6, jail, 
prison or adrift in the ocean off the 
coast of Florida, it's an indictment of 
the state and not Chief Chitwood. 
Change is painful for those who 
must force it as well as it is for those 
who must undergo it. We want 
change. 
~~tJ1..'zb~ 
Catherine J. Carswell 
Portland 
United Way and 
homosexuality 
After supporting United Way for 
over 20 years, I no longer in good 
conscience can contribute to them. 
It's like the United Way is encour-
aging the homosexual lifestyle to a 
group of young impreSSionable 
children. I find this very troubling. 
The purpose of scouting is to teach 
young children good fellowship, 
confidence and trustworthiness and 
not to subject them to an alternative 
lifestyle. 
Please let's keep scouting's good 
moral character for the youngsters 
that someday will become responsible 
adults - adults able to make use of 
the things they have learned in an . 
organization that has been around for 
a long time. 
I'll give future contributions to the 
Boy Scouts, not the United Way. 
£,t//i£:I /;Ji;l/~~d-"" 
Wilder J. McManus 
Falmouth 
N RA suit against 
Portland Housing 
I am writing to reiterate the 
Portland Housing Authority's posi-
tion as it relates to the Board of 
Commissioners and the decision they 
will have to make in regard to the 
NRA lawsuit seeking to have our 
lease declared invalid (New & Views 
12.23.92). 
The reason for this letter is to 
eliminate what may be a misconcep-
tion on the part of the news media 
and the public that the Board of 
Commissioners will cast their vote 
solely on the basis of tenant input or 
opinion on the issue. It is the board's 
policy to give considerable weight to 
the opinions of tenants and their 
representative councils on issues 
directly affecting them, but it is 
erroneous to think that its decisions 
are likely to be solely based on tenant 
input. 
In the decision-making process 
regarding the NRA lawsuit, the board 
will consider many factors, including 
the opinions of tenants, public 
sentiment in general, advice of legal 






istration of the lease and other such 
relevant considerations. 
I hope this will clarify the matter of 
how the decision will be made by the 
Portland Housing Authority in regard 
to whether or not we will oppose the 
NRA lawsuit. 
Peter A. Howe 
Executive Director, 
Portland Housing Authority 
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Goodbye, Mr. Bush 
An p n I tt 
lowe YOll an apology for laking a long time to 
respond to your kind leiter de!lvered 10 me the day I 
became a U.S. duzen In a courtroom In downtown 
Portland. You may I\ot remember the occasion, but 
fat 11111 and a few other immigrants that day was the 
one for which we had waited years, That da y each 
one uf us recel ved a letter from you welcoming liS to 
our nl:w home. 
I remember the courtroom being crowded by 
people of different skin COlOI'll, worshlppt:rs of 
different gods. Yet 1111 of liS were united In a single 
holy deaire: to live free and /IIIfe from tyrllnny. W~ 
were litandlng lhere with hearts filled wllh IiOrtOW 
for all we had been forced 10 leave behind and a 
bitter pallt 100 painful to forget. Our presenc-e in that 
room was In itself a powerful testimony to the 
unlverJIal horror of peflleCuted people everywhere. 
The words In your letter were sweet and encour-
aging ali I was wlmeSslng my rebirth. Though I 
knew thll! letter was not written by you but by 
8Omeone else, probably a bored and overpaid 
governn)llnt worker, [ Btill accepted It with pride 
and gratitude. 
I pretended that you, the president of the United 
State., had actually SIlt down, perhap~ by a large 
window In a White House room, to write to me, a 
stateless Kurd, an uprooted tree separated from my 
familiar vilUey and trying to find new roots among 
the tall pines of Maln~, 
1 pretended that to write thl~ letter you had IIIIt at 
the same desk Thom .. Jefferson had uled to write 
the warda of wi,dom that years later would comfort 
me In my darkest moments ot pain In IIOUtary 
confinement. 
Holding your letter J felt &afe. Did l .. y .. fe? As a 
Kurd It I. hard to feel safe enough 10 call a place 
home, For centurlell, the Kurdish people have Peen 
persecuted ju~t lor wan ting to feel /IIIfe and call1ng a 
land Iheir home, Irt Kurdlstan villages, Kurdish 
motherll have old keys tied 10 ch,lns, which they 
weal' iii necklaces. These keYIl at one time or another 
could have opened doors to hou&Cs and fam1houses 
that no longer exist. As the houses have been 
destroyed by al'IJlles In wars and a8 part of govern-
ment programs to relocate the Kurdish inhabitants, 
------------~ 
r from a n I 
the old keys remain as a reminder of the lost dreams 
of a lost generation. 
However, I am nol WIlling this letter to talk abClut 
the plight of my people. Instead I would like to talk 
about the recent V.S. presidential election. 
For years T had wanted to have the chance to 
vote, a simple wish lihould yOIl happ!!n to live In a 
democlacy bllt a dangerous one If you happen to be 
In the wrong place. During the recent election, 
standing In a voting booth, lears of Joy in my eyell In 
celebration of my new empowerment as an Indi-
vidual, I did not VOle for you. 
Although alone In the booth, I must confess that I 
had company. Right there with me were all those 
faceless pt:ople whose defilre to have basic IIOClal and 
political rights, Including Ihe right to vote, had 
landed them In prlaona and ~orture chambers, lind In 
front 01 firing IIquads, 
In that tiny booth, the size of an average prlliOO 
cell In many countries, were a few laces that I knew 
well.They were my cousins, executed by the Shah of 
Iran's secret pollee (yoll do remember the Shah, the 
guy you and your Republican predecessors In the 
citizen 
While House ~up­
ported tor decades). 
Also there were a few 
of my best friends, 
killed by Khomenl's Revolutionary Gllard~ (the 
same Khomenl to whom you and President Regan 
secretly lIPId anns). The crowded company also 
Included a few young ChineSe faces objecting 
politely to your candidacy for an office that, In their 
minds, should make every effort to keep the vulner-
able flame of democracy burning everywhere. 
With al\ the whispers of protest in my head, and 
the rude looks of gh08ts over my shoulder, I had no 
choice but to reject your candidacy. Someone once 
IiiIld it Is only fair to let citizens of other countne!! 
vote In the U.S. presidential election too, After all, 
whomever we elect as president wUl make decisions 
that could have grave consequences In the lives of 
innocents abrOlld. 
Irt short, you lost my trust and vote not because 
of the "read my lips" scandal or because of your 
excuses not to pay any taxes In Maine, but because 
r 
you fililed the Innocents abroad. While yOIl had the 
means ilnd the power, YOIl failed tu wipe a few tears 
from the tired face of humanity, Yon chose to side 
with executioners and tortUfI.lI·S. 
Even now, YOII have the power to leave your 
mark on history . In the Middle East, for e1>ample, 
you have the power to rescue democracy from a 
painful, gradual death. The emir~ of Kllwalt, who 
have gotten their crowns and young wives pad., 
should relllm the favor by letlb'~ demOCIacy filld 
root~ in their oil rich Iloll. Ask yOUl' friend Hllf12 
AS/Illd of Syria to relellse a few political pdsoners; 
that ought to tum you Into an InterllaUonal hero. 
Request your Israeli frlend~ to go easy on breaking 
the Jegs of yuung prote8ting Palestinians. Then tell 
the Iranians to ~top financing the extreme funda-
mentalist grOIl~ In lebanon 110 \hlltlsraeU 
innocents may live In peace too.Te\1lhem that if 
they are Interested In Western investment they need 
10 stop the daUy el(eClltions. 
A few years ago you and Barl>ara went to Turkey to 
wine and dine and lour the Turkish pall,,:es and 
gardens. Go back again to 800 their prisons and 
refugee camps, where Kllrdlsh children piay with 
parts pi used ml8~letl as toys. I requeat that you visit 
the torture rooms subsldlled with my tax doUal'. 
Later, If yOIl wish, you may alliOlliend your tax money 
to ualn Maine. Here we expect such courtesy from ollr 
nelghlxmi. 
Should YOIl succeed in performing all these acts, 
you would start to feel a lot better abou t yourself 
and the world thllt your grandchildren will share 
with others long after we aU are gone. Feel humble 
lind pray from the depths of your heart for all 
victims, here and elsewhere. Then I could do my 
Bhare by praying fot you to a different goa than 
yours, in Kurdl.h language, asking lor forgl veneSII 
for all of \lS. 
Reza J~/II/j works for the welfare department of III~ city 
01 POTt I/md , whm 1111 helpslhe homeless . In luly of 
1991, he visited the WlIIte HOUSIl awl spoke to 101m 
Sununu abcnd human ri~ht$ concerns In the Middle 
East, 
Art for people with non·di~-rimlnatin tastes 
1n a recent letter to the editor (12.31.92), Very 
Spedlll Arts Maine (Arts for All) was criticized for 
participating in an art exhibit at the Danforth 
Gallery, which rents a third-floor lipace In a 
warehouse and Is not yet universally accessible. 
People with dlsabilltie. are regularly barred 
from fluch spaces. It Is a frulltrallng and hurtful 
experience. Very Special Artel Maine Is supposed 
to promote aCCell5 to the arls. To ha ve thlll type of 
dlllCrimlnation by liS would be particularly 
Insulting. The writer, however, did not relate all 
the factli of the situation. l'erhaps she didn't know 
them. 
The "Can Do" exhibit II showing In tile univer-
sally accessible Portland Public Library from Dec. 
14 to Jan, 31. 
Very Spedal Art/! Maine agreed to collab()rate 
In creating the exhibit In order to demonstrate to 
[owners of the) Innumerable, lnaccellsi])le art 
spaces throughout Maine how they might cre-
atively comply with the Amerlcans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA), rather than claim "undue 
burden" and eecape compliance, 
People from the Danforth Gallery, Community 
Support Services, Inc., and Very Special Arts 
Maine all donated time and money to the creation, 
framing, assembling and hanging of the "Can Do" 
exhibit. The exhibit hung tor two weeki at the 
Danforth Gallery before being moved to the 
acceai6lble space at the Portland Publ1c Library for 
a illx-week stay. The Danforth Gallery conlinues to 
hope that their landlord wi \1 install an elevator, 
which will make them accessible. 
Here's what we /IIIid to the Danforth Gallery, 
and what we want to say to all art spaces: "If you 
want to exhibit in your space and you're not yet 
citizen 
acceSSible, work \0 
become accessible 
and conduct your 
exhibits In a second, 
accessible apace as well, and not a second-rate, 
separate-but-equal exhibit. Commit to overcoming 
your constraints, the constraints of your physical 
space, the constraints in your creative thinking. Be 
Inclusive In the best, rna lit positive ways you can, 
and push fpr that elevator." 
Apparently the fact that "Can Do" was being 
co-exhlblted In an accassl])ie lipace escaped the 
letter writer. Using our Umtted resources, we 
advertised both openings and iet them be knOwn 
to the comm\mity all best we could, We conducted 
receptions and artists talkll at both the Danforth 
Gallery on Nov, 25 and at the Portland Public 
Ubrary on Dec, 14, 
(We were also a bit distracted. On Dec. 3, prior 
to the llecond avent, Very Special Arts Maine was 
burned out of our acceslilble office on Congress 
Street. We have had our hands full trying to 
recover, and continue to clean up and look for a 
new acceslilble llpace.) 
Very Speclill Arts Maine is proud to have the 
reputation among the arts and cultural facilities In 
Maine as a strong and vocal advocate for creating 
universal access to our /ltate's cu\tmal wealth. The 
Danforth Gallery will testify that Very SpeCial 
Arts Maine is a constant voice regarding their 
need to create full access. The Maine Mts Com-
mission has for years recognized us aSlheir 
liaison regarding the arts and 504 [a provision of 
the l~ehab\litalion Act of ) 973, which prohibits 
dlacrlmlnatlon against people with disabilities 
\mder any program or activity that'siedetillly 
funded], and now regarding the arts and the 
ADA. 
We, too, experience feelings of frustration when 
artll organizations do not ~ke access a priority, 
even though we recognize that many ilre .trug-
gllng to stay afloat. For the most part, we try 
patiently to create an "everybody wins" situation. 
We're looking for allies. We want tp move away 
from labeling and name calling and move toward 
Incluliion and respect. Working creatively and 
collaboratlvely, through project. like the "Can 
Do" exhibit, helps make arts for all a reailly. 







TYlng the Knot? 
You want all the details to be 
just right. Let US provide the 
Free Parking at both 
service and quality in floral locations. 
arrangement you deserve on All major credit card 
your wedding day. ~ accepted on phone orders. 
HARMON,;t~BARTON'S . 
HARMON'S:~~BARTON'S 
584 Congress Street 
Portland· 774-5946 
117 Brown Street 
Westbrook· 854-2518 
REMODELING? RENOVATING? BUILDING? 
Check Your Flooring Needs with 
CARPETS 
• Very extensive selection of carpeting in every price range 
- we deal directly with manufacturers, 
• 4 major brands of no wax linoleum 
• Vinyl, ceramic tile 
• DO-it-yourself products 
• Decorating assistance 
• Credit cards & financing 
14 Oak Hill Plaza 
(Behind McDonalds) CA RPETS 
Scarborough ' 
1-800-244-0944 • 883-3438 
= MEREDITH WILLSON'S 




... the Broadway smash applauded as the crown 
jewel of American musicals. Don't miss this 
Bianchi , 
COlDe in anel see 
our new 1993 
Bianchi line. ' 




333 Forest Ave. 
Portland, Maine 
(207) 773-6906 
Shiver me timbers! 
Feast your eyes on buckets of oysters, 
dozens of steamers and platters 
full of Maine seafood. The galley is open from 
11 am till midnight. 
Aye Matey. 
And wet your whistle with one of the finest 





Maine's ~ Authentic 5 Portland Pier • 772-4828 
Oyster Bar 
TICKETS 
$ 10 $17 $23 $28 




Tuesday, January 19 
7:30 pm 
--... 
fully~staged production performed by the *children's tickets 
national touring company Musicals America. half·price 
The first American to 
win the Chopin 
International Piano 
Competition, Garrick 
Ohlsson comes to 
Portland for an 
alt..Chopin 
evening of delight! 
.~. 
Illr~llll --- ; .-. 
- - - - --
/a7lUJlry 14, 1993 1.& 
10-day calendar 16 
silver screen 18 
stage 19 
concerts 20 








& stay amused. 
Feeling Bulgar 
Some days you're just in the mood to attend a wedding in Bul-
garia or a feast day in Macedonia. Here's your chance to recreate 
one of those special Eastern European moments. 
Join the Huddled Masses Orchestra, a seven-piece, Maine-based 
band that plays ethnic dance music, Thursday, Jan. 14, at 9 p.m. at 
the living Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth St., Portland. If you love Ivo 
Papasov, famed Bulgarian wedding musician, you'll like Huddled 
Masses. 
"He is our hero, that's for surel " said band leader Joe Niemczura. 
And at five dollars, you won't be Balkan at the price. Call 874-0022 
for more. 
ftiti 
By Emlyn Williams 
Directed by Michael Howard 
Jan. 22,23,24,29,30,31 
Feb. 5,6, 1993 
For lid<eta & Inlormatlon 
799-7337 • 799-7338 











92 Exchange SI, 
Portland, ME 041 01 
Phone 77-LOCOS 
Open Every Day 
~­---
thursday 14 
• A capitol idea: Yarmouth becomes 
Maine's capitol for the day today when 
Gov. John McKernan visits - accom-
panied by his staff and commissioners 
of the state's major departments - as 
part of the state's community relations 
program. 
Got any questions you'd like to ask 
the guv? All members of the Yarmouth 
Chamber of Commerce and residents 
are invited to schmooze with 
McKernan & co. over lunch from noon 
till 1 :30 p.m, a t Yarmouth's 
Westcustogo Inn, Route 88. For 
reservations and further info, call the 
chamber at 846-3984. 
• Black and white and blues: "The 
Devil's Music: Portraits of the Blues," 
an exhibit of black and white photogra-
phy by Myron Samuels, opens tonight 
from 5-7 at Raffles (555 Congress St, 
Portland). The show features photos of 
many great blues musicians from 
Memphis to Chicago. The Bar-B-Q 
Boys, featuring Samuels on harmonica 
and Ed Murphy on guitar, will also 
play,761-3930. 
friday 15 
• Hark to the trumpet sound: Ralph 
Malik, trumpeter extraordinaire, 
brings his..jazz quintet to cafe no 
tonight and tomorrow. The quintet 
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Wellness via a clearer neNOUS 
system. through \'00 and Ne1\o.ork 
Chlroproc11c, Please coli to lean 
more, We offer pre-<:are Infor-
motIon.weHne$educotton and 
a happier. healthier you, 
Please come to our open house 
on Sot, Jan, 23rd 1 (}3pm , 
(snowdote.SUn,. Jan. 24th 1-4pm) 
207-284-ntIJ • Saco 
Go to the birds 
Saturday, Jan. 16. 
the music of Charlie Parker, Monk, 
Coltrane and Cecil Taylor, while 
continuing a process of creative 
exploration. So be in the no at 9 p,m. 
at 20 Danforth 51, 772-8114, 
saturday 16 
• For the birds: Wing your way to a 
"Back Yard Birds Workshop," which 
starts at 1 p,m, with a speaker from 
Maine Audubon Society, who will 
show slides on Maine's back yard 
birds. At 2, adults will construct bird 
houses while children busy them-
selves making special bird feed and 
simple bird feeders. At 4:30, everyone 
who doesn't eat like a bird will feast 
on a vegetarian potluck supper, 
The workshop will be held at the 
Allen Avenue Unitarian Universalist 
Church (524 Allen Ave., Portland), 
which is also sponsoring the event 
Babysitting is available upon request 
A donation of $3 per adult covers 
material costs; kids get in free. Bring a 
vegetarian dish for the supper. Not 
birdseed. Reservations and/or 
babysitting: 892-8391 or 797-7240. 
sunday 17 
• King, James: Attend a presentation 
on "James Baldwin and the Idea of 
Redemption," held today at the 
Portland campus of the Bangor 
Theological Seminary in honor of 
Martin Luther King Day. The program 
features the film biography "The Price 
of the Ticket," and will be introduced 
by Dr. Esther Nettles Rauch, associate 
professor of English at the seminary, 
Baldwin, author of "Go Tell It on the 
Mountain," "Tell Me How Long the 
Train's Been Gone" and 'The Fire 
Next Time," stressed the need for 
people to get along with each other 
and was one of a few influential black 
spokesmen in 1950s America. 
Go see it today at 3 p.m. at the 
seminary's Portland facility at 159 
State 51. Coffee and refreshments will 
be available. 774-5212, 
• Tap for Sapp: Gospel singer-
songwriter-educator Jan Sapp shares 
her powerful music today from 3-5, at 
a Peace Church ceremony celebrr.ting 
Martin Luther King's birthday. She'll 
also conduct a gospel workshop from 
1-2:30. Sapp is a nationally known 
artist whose most recent recording is a 
collaboration with Pete Seeger and Si 
Kahn. 
Suggested donation for the cer-
emony is $10; the workshop costs $20. 
Both will be held at Allen Avenue 
Unitarian Universalist Church, 524 
Allen Ave., Portland. Info & work-
shop registration: 428-3238. 
monday 18 
• Speak, memory: Jeremy Irons stars 
in 'Waterland," the story of a high 
school history teacher who tells his 
students about his own tormented 
past instead of textbook history. The 
narrative involves a journey back to 
wartime England, where the man met 
his wife and witnessed the ravages of 
war. Sinead Cusack, Irons' real-life 
wife, plays his on screen wife, 
The film's "unrelenting belief in the 
healing power of memory," wrote 
Boxoffice, "is a story of intimate yet 
visionary proportions." See it now, 
remember it later - at The Movies on 
Exchange Street. Call 772-9600 for 
show times. 
tuesday 19 
• Show pian-o: Concert pianist 
Garrick Ohlsson performs Chopin 











490 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND 
207-IT5-4860 
Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St. Tickets are 
$10-$28. Reservations: Portland 
Concert Association at 772-8630. 
wednesday 20 
• Let's hope the quality's good: Union 
of Maine Visual Artists hosts an air 
quality art show tonight from 5-7 in 
their gallery at 19 Mason St, 
Brunswick. The show is curated by 
Roy Rike. It runs through Feb. 24; 
gallery hours are 1-5 Monday-Friday, 
12-4 Saturday. 737-4749, 
• See what's blowing in the Windy 
City: Vintage Repertory Co. opens 
"Sexual Perversity in Chicago," a play 
by David Mametthat follows the 
relationship of two couples through 
different settings, tonight at cafe no, 20 
Danforth St. Admission's $6, and the 
show runs at 8 Wednesday nights 
through Feb. 17. 772-8114. 
thursday 21 
• The Maine course: Mike Perry, L.L. 
Bean's outdoor discovery coordinator, 
will help you remember it's a wonder-
fullife here in Maine wi th a slide ' 
lecture on enjoying and preserving 
recreational areas across the state. The 
program starts at 7 in Portland 
Museum of Art's auditorium and is 
free. 773-ARTS. 
friday 22 
• Home economics: Do-it-yourselfers 
(and impoverished get-someone-else-
to-do-itters) need to head over to the 
Civic Center this weekend for the 
Portland Home Expo, aimed at 
answering the home improvement, 
remodeling and real estate questions 
of homeowners, buyers and renters. 
The expo features home improve-
ment demos; financing workshops; 
artisan displays; reps from national 
manufacturers, local building suppl y 
companies, appliance manufacturers, 
carpeting and flooring suppliers; 
architects and deSigners; and real 
estate companies. It runs today from 
4-9 p.m., Saturday from 11 a,m,-9 
p.m., and Sunday from 11 a.m.-5 p.m. 
'935-2249. 
r----- SAFFIRE -----. 
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YARMOUTH MARKETPLACE 
24 US 1lI1.'tI>rno<IIl, 840-4711 ' Do ,lOan 10 lOpm 
POP INN 
POPCORN SHOPPE 
99 Exchange SL PLld 871 0380 
See some folks who ara happy to have the blues Thursday, Jan. 14. 
saturday 23 
• She's danced in India. She's whirled 
through Europe. She's leaped through 
South America. Now she's dancing 
her way into your heart Meet 
Sukanya, classical Indian dancer, who 
performs tonight at 7:30 - courtesy of 
the Maine Arts Commission - at The 
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington 
St., Bath, Tix are $10, $8 for students 
and seniors, Reservations: 442-8455. 
Make your house beautiful, Friday, Jan. 22. 
Submissions for Entertainment 
Weekly sections must be received 
in writing on the Thursday prior to 
publication. Send your Calendar and 
Ustings information to Ellen Uburt, 
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress 
St., Portland, ME 04101. 
m -great lood - great music - great beer & wine 
Than 1114- rrom Booton Jazz pianist PANDELIS 
KARAYORGIS & HIS QUAIITET 
It, 11154 rrom Booton THE RAPHE MALIK 
Sat 1116 QUINTET . 
T_ 1120 VinL Rep. Co, ~u David M ..... r. 
'SEXUAL PERVERSITY IN 
CHICAGO· 
Than 1121 rrom NYC THE HOllY PALMER 11UO 
reoonooU ..... ~ • ""-d monday" 





week of 1/15/93 
• CALL IN PORTlAND: 
Mayor Harlow discusses general city issues of the 
past 4 years. (t hr.) 
• HEAlTII VIEWS: 
A Special Kind of caring (1 h[ ) 
• DISCOVER USM: 
Reseach & !he benefilS kllll! oomll1lJ1ilY (t/2I'1.) 
• SAVING A IlATURAL RESOURCE: 
The Pleasa'll RiVer Watershed (15 min.) 
• EUlER ABUSE (15 min.) 
Prog~s premiere Frl 7-1DPm, and are repealed Sal.- MOfI .l·4 
& 7-1Opm and Tues., Wed., to Thurs. gam-noon. 
Cable CI1l.mel37ln Portland, So. Por11and, cape Eizabeltl, 
Falmouth, & Scarborough. ChMnel varies In GOIham. 
Dinner Served Daily, 
inclunding Sundays • 5-1Opm 
Also serving fabulous 
Sunday brunch • llam-2pm 
Located 1 mile north of Route ~02 
on Rt 85 in Raymond, 
Reservations Accepted - 655-7841 
Visa & Me Accepted 
!EmlY IRO NS 
JAN. 13-19 
(ONE WEEK) Wa terland 
WED-TUES7.9:15 
SAT-SUN MAT 1, 3:15 
JAN.20-24 a 
WED-FRI7,9 
SAT-SUN MAT 1,7 · SLEEPER 
willem dafoe susan sarandon lID 




A1l1C1dln The animated tale of a poor teenage boy who 
wins the love of the sultan's beautiful daughter with 
the help of a genie (the voice of Robin Williams). 
Features six new songs from the late Howard Ashman, 
Academy Award-winning composer of "Beauty and 
the Beast.' 
A11v. An airplane canrylng a Chilean rugby team 
crashes In the remote, snow-oovered Andes moun· 
talns. Survivors are forced to eat the dead to remain 
alive and, even worse, climb over a 13,()()().foot 
mountain. Based on the non-fiction book by Piers 
Paul Read. Starring Evan Hawlle and Vincent Spano. 
~.UIII'd Whitney Houston, In a daring casting 
move, stars as a black popular singer whose life Is 
being threatened by a crazed fan. Not to worry, she 
hires an ex·secret service agent (Kevin Kostner) to 
ensure her physical wel~belng. They fall In love. Bad 
movie, nice clothes. 
~ or Evidenc. Madonna stars as a femme fatale 
accused of murdering her lover. Wlilem Dafoe stars 
as the lawyer who sets out to prove her Innocent and 
ends up In her bed, compromising both their ethleS. 
I don't think you know what pain Is. 
Bram Stoll .... Dr*,u'- A vampire (Gary Oldman) 
journeys from Transylvania to London, drawn by an 
Innocent young woman (Winona Ryder) who Is the 
spitting Image of the love he lost four centuries 
earlier. The fate of mankind - not to mention that of 
Winona - Is In the hands Qf one man, Van Helslng 
(Anthony Hopkins), a vampire slayer. But can he 
serve up the stakes In time? Also stars Keanu 
Reeves. Directed by Francis Ford Coppola. 
CMplin Downey Jr. plays Charlie Chaplin In 
this biographical drama, which uses original film 
footage and recreations of original film to explore the 
life, loves and art of one of the greatest talents In the 
history of movies. Geraldine Chaplin stars as Charlie's 
mentally III mother. 
Th. CrylRi a_ A British soidler (Forest Whitaker) 
Is kidnapped by the IRA butmanages to befriend one 
of his captors. The captor becomes obsessed with 
the soldier, and later, the soldier's lover. Directed by 
Nell Jordan ('Mona Lisa' ). Also stars Miranda 
Richardson. 
Th. Dlatlngulahed GentI ....... Eddie Murphy plays a 
small-time grifter who manages to scam his way Into 
Congress. Once In Washington, he becomes the 
qUintessential politician - taking advantage of all 
the perl<s, playing both sides of every Issue - until 
he meets the lobbyist of his dreams (Sheryl Lee 
Ralph). 
A Few Good Men When two Marines are court· 
martlaled for murdering a fellow corpsman, the 
government enlists Navy Lt. lG. Kaffee (Tom Cruise), 
a slick Harvard lawyer known for his plea bargaining. 
He, In tum, Is bullied Into trying to discover the truth 
by another officer (Deml Moore), who suspects a 
cover-iJp. Jack Nicholson gives an Incandescent 
performance as a sincere but irrevocably corrupted 
colonel. Rob Reiner directs . 
_ •• Young Mel Gibson stars as a daredevil test 
pilot who volunteers to be cryogenically preserved 
after he loses his true love. Rftyyears later a couple 
of kids dethaw him, setting him adrift In a strange 
new world. Elijah Wood, the child star of Barry 
Levinson' s "Avalon: gives a wonderfully expressive 
performance. Jamie Lee CUrtis also stars. 
HoIIII Follows the rise and fall of Teamster boss 
Jimmy Hoffa (Jack Nicholson), beg1nnlng In 1935 as 
Hoffa tries to entice a truck driver (Danny DeVIto) to 
Join the Teamsters and become his right-hand hench-
man, and ending In 1975 with Hoffa's mysterious 
disappearance. Nicholson's performance Is riveting, 
but the screenplay blUrs the line between fact and 
fantasy to a disturbing extent, among other Inad· 
equacles. Written by PulItZer Prlze.wlnnlng author 
David Mamet. Directed by Danny DeVito. 
Horne Alon.2: Loat In N_Yorl< Careless Kevin 's at 
It again. This time he loses his family at an alrportand 
ends up alone for the hOlidays In New York City, with 
only his dad's credit cards to keep him warm. By a 
remarkable coinCidence he runs Into the two Inept 
burglars he thwarted two Christmases ago. Stars 
Macaulay Culkin , Joe Pescl, Daniel Stem and 
Catherine O'Hara. 
_ •• da End In this adaptation of E.M. Forstar's 
novel, the clash between dlffer9nt segments of early 
2Oth-<:entury British society Is reflected In the re[a. 
tlons between the bohemian Schlegel sisters and 
the conventional Wilcox family. Thoughtful examina-
tion of Forster's phllosopihy "only connect" - the 
Interconnectedness of lives - and of women 's place 
In pre-llberatlon society. Stars Vanessa Redgrave, 
Anthony Hopkins, Emma Thompson and Helena 
Bonham-Carter. 
u.t 01 the Mahle.n. Based on James Fenimore 
Coope(s classic novel about colonial America, In 
which the French and English, each allied with Native 
American tribes, waged a fierce and bloody battle for 
the new continent. Amid the conflict, Hawllaye, a 
frontiersman born of English parents but raised by 
Mohicans, rescues and falls desperately In love with 
the daughter of a British officer. Stars Daniel Day-
Lewis and Madeleine Stowe. 'Mlaml Vice' creator 
Michael Mann directed and co-wrote the script Vivid 
and violent 
lHp 01 F.lth Steve Martin, In one of his finest 
performances, stars as aJaded tent-show evangelist 
who tools around the Bib Ie Be It staging fake miracles 
and bilking large, gullible crowds. When one of his 
'mlracles' turns out to be real, he's forced to 
question his lack of faith. Also stars Deborah Winger 
as his street-smart business manager, Llam Neeson 
as Winger's love interest (check out his SOuthern 
brogue), and Lolita Davidovich. 
Ulllrt 51..,.., Paul Schrader's psychological thriller 
abouta drugcourler(Willem Dafoe) who goes through 
a mid·llfe crisis after his dealer (SUsan Sarandon) 
decides to qultthe business. Also stars Dana Delany. 
Th.!;over A French schoolgirl/nymphet (Jane March) 
engages In a torrid affair with an older Chinese 
aristocrat (Tony Leung) in French colonial Saigon, 
circa 1920. But their love Is doomed because he 
must marry a Chinese woman to receive his inherit-
ance and she Is too young to realize the signifICance 
of her feelings for him. Based on Marguerite Duras' 
novel. Mythic In itS simplicity and power. 
The MIJIhtY Duck. Emilio Estevez stars as a former 
hockey player picked up for drunk driving. Instead of 
being sent to the pen , I.e., the big penalty box, he's 
sentenced to coach a losing pee·wee hockey team. 
From Stephen Herek, director of 'BiII and Ted 's 
Excellent Adventure.' 
N_here to Run Jean-Claude Van Damme stars as a 
hardened criminal who breaks out of prison and 
hides out in the wine country of Northern Callfomia. 
He falls In love with a widow (Rosanna Arquette) with 
two children and winds up helping them fight deve. 
opers. 
p_en ... 57 Wesley Snipes stars as an airline 
security expert forced to match wits with an interna-
tional terrorist while the two, along with a planeload 
of passengers, are 40,000 feet In midair. 
A River Run. Th.ough It Robert Redford directs this 
adaptation of Norman Maclean's autobiographical 
novella about how he and his younger brother were 
taught the art of life through fly fishing by their 
PresbYterian minister father. Set In Missoula, Mo., In 
the first quarter of this century, 'Rlver' Is an absorb-
Ing parable about accepting life's rare moments of 
grace In the face of Its Inexplicability. Brad Pitt plays 
the headstrong littie brother, Tom Skeritt plays the 
fastidiously restrained father, and Emily Lloyd makes 
the most of her somewhat undeveloped role as 
Norman's love Interest 
Scent 0/ • Woman Al Paclno stars as a blind, retired 
veteran who rebels against the small town life pre-
scribed for him. With the help of a 17·year·old prep 
student, who's been hired to take care of him, he 
escapes to New York City. Directed by Martin Brest 
('Mldnight Run "). 
Toy. A toy manufacturing tycoon dies and leaves his 
business to his brother, a genera l (Michael Gambon), 
who wants to retool the factory to manufacture 
weapons . Thedeceased 's son (Robin Williams) fights 
to save the cherished toy factory from his demented 
uncle's clutches - so that there can be peace, 
harmony and 'squeezable fun for everyone· in the 
world once more . Phenomenal production design, 
simplistic plot. stunted character development. D. 
rected by BanryLevinson. Also stars Donald O'Connor, 
Joan Cusack and Robin Wright 
T •• pM. Two Chicago firefighters attempt to find 
stolen gold hidden In an EastSt. Louis tenement. and 
end up bumping heads with local toughs who also 
wantthe booty. Stars Ice-T and Ice Cube (no relation). 
Directed by Walter Hili ('Another 48 Hours'). Mind-
less and violent. 
Under 51",. A group of terrorists capture a U.S. 
battieshlp on Its way to being mothbal led , Intending 
to sell itS nuclear warheads. The entire skeleton crew 
Is drugged - except for one man, a Seal and former 
CIA operative, played by Steven Seagal- who else? 
Almost worth seeing for Tommy Lee Jones ' per· 
versely whacked-out performance as the man who 
wants to nuke Honolulu. 
U .... Peopl. On the day of her husband's funeral, 
Pearl , a 56-year-old Jewish mother from Queens 
(Shirley Maclaine) , finds herself being pursued by a 
love-crazed elderly italian man (Marcello Mastroianni), 
who's been infatuated with her for 23 years. Also 
stars Kathy Bates and Jessica Tandy. 
W.tertand Taunted In his classroom by students 
who find history boring, history teacher Tom Crick 
(Jeremy Irons) scraps lectures on the French Revolu· 
tlon and replaces them with the tormented story of 
his own life. 
what's 
where 
OWing to scheduling changes after CBW 
goes to press, movie goers are advised 
to confirm times with theatres. 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective Jan 15-21 
Used People runs Dec 16 only 




Leap of Faith (PG-1.3) 
1:30,4, 7:25, 9:50 
Bram Stoker's Dracula (R) 
1:35,9:40 
Aladdin (G) 
12:30, 2:40, 4:45, 6:50, 9 
Home Alone 2: Lost In New York (PG) 
1:20, 4:15, 7:30, 9:50 
The Bodyguard (R) 
1, 3:45, 7:15, 10 
Scent of a Woman (R) 
12:30, 3:45, 7, 10 
The Lover (R) 
12:45, 3, 5:20, 7:40, 10 
Used People (PG-1.3) 
7:30 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S, Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Jan 15-21 
A River Runs Through It (PG) 
1,7:20 
Chaplin (PG-13) 
12:40, 3:40, 6:40, 9 :35 
A Few Good Men (R) 
12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:25 
The Distinguished Gentleman (R) 
4:10, 9:55 
Forever Young (PO) 
1:20, 4 :20, 7:30, 9:45 
Hoffa (R) 
12:50,3:50, 7 , 9 :45 
Nowhere to Run (PG) 
1:40, 4 :40, 7:40, 9:50 
Alive (R) 
1:10,4, 7:10, 9 :40 
Body of Evidence (R) 
1:30, 4 :30, 6 :50, 9:10 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St. , Portland 
772-9600 




Wed-Tues 7, 9:15; Sat-Sun 1, 3:15, 7, 
9:15 
LIght Sleeper (R) 
Jan 2()"24 
Wed-Fri 7, 9; Sat-Sun 1, 7 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Jan 15-21 
Second shows Sat-Mon only 
Last of the Mohicans (R) 
1:10, 3:50, 6 :50, 9:30 
Mighty Ducks (PO) 
1:30,4:10, 
Passenger 57 (R) 
7:20,9:50 
Uncler Siege (R) 
1:40, 4 :20, 6:40, 9 
Howards End (PO) 
1, 3:40, 6 :30, 9:10 
Crying Game (R) 




Continued from page 15 
In the title role, Madeleine Potter 
portrays Hedda as a spiteful brat, 
unhappy with her marriage, home, 
maid and relatives, She has turned her 
back on a passionate flame (Eilert 
Lovborg, played by Colin Lane) and 
married a placid bookworm (Jorgen 
Tesman, played by John Griesemer) to 
insure her financial and social future_ 
The problems begin after she and 
Jorgen return from a six-month 
honeymoon, during which he has 
completed his doctorate. In her 
absence, Lovborg has changed his 
ways with the help of Thea Elvsted 
(Judy Prescott), his new love interest, 
and is competing directly with Jorgen 
for a professorship. 
Potter brings a venomous snobbery 
to Hedda, conveying her frustrations 
sta e 
work around her, The suspension of 
disbelief vanishes when she is on 
stage. 
The technical aspects of "Hedda" 
were up to PSC's usual high 
standards, although there were 
moments when the ruriously non-
period music and red, red, red! set 
were too much to bear, But these 
moments were rare, and Mitchell· 
Greenhjll's sound mixed well with 
Rozario Provenza's set and Robert 
Wierzel's lighting design, Tom 
Broecker's costumes were 
magnificent, capturing the period and 
defining individual characters. 
Roberta Levitow's direction was 
solid, although some of the blocking 
was crowded and Hedda's extreme 
mood swings were confUSing at times, 
The pace of the show 
<three acts with two 
intermissions) was fine, 
with manic energy, John 
Griesemer is superb as 
the dominated husband, 
Jorgen, whose beaten-
puppy desire to please 
Hedda at any cost 
overrides any seH-
respect he may have 
had, His portrayal of the 
stammering, obsequious 
MHedda Gabler" plays . 
through Jan. 24 at Portland 
Perfonnlng Arts Center, 25A 
Forest Ave. TIx: $19.50-$28. 
774-0465. See Stage IIsUngs 
for details. 
and rarely did the 
production drag or fall 
into overt melodrama, 
PSC's "Hedda 
Gabler" is a good solid 
show, yet the title 
character fails to 
whipping boy is flawless. Colin Lane's 
Lovborg is intense but not paSSionate, 
with the result that the scenes 
requiring passion seem posed and 
forced, 
Michael Santo as the conniving 
Judge Brack - Snidely Whiplash sans 
moustache - is one of the show's 
high points. His depiction of the 
snide, self-absorbed dandy is 
consistent and dear. 
Victoria Boothby as Juliane 
Tesman, Jorgen's aunt and surrogate 
mother, and Claudia Hughes as Berte, 
Jorgen's and Juliane's longtime maid, 
are also effective. Their characters 
convey an intimacy that comes only 
from familiarity gained over many 
years. 
Judy Prescott is the one weak link 
in the production. Her stilted and 
mechanical performance as Thea 
Elvsted, Lovborg's current flame and 
the object of Hedda's jealousy, 
contrasts starkl y with the level of 
stage 
"A1lv.l· SonLight Dance Company presents a lively 
program of mu~igenerationailiturgical dance Jan 24 
- Sun 3 pm - at the Church of the servant, 35 
Lafaytte St, Portland. Donation . 773-1648. 
"Buuty.nd the Beaat" Lewlston/Aubum Commu-
nity Little Theatre presents Louise page's adaptation 
of the classic fairy tale Jan 15-16 - Fr.Sat at 8 pm 
and Sun at 12 pm - at Great Falls SchOol. Academy 
Street, Aubum. Til: $9. 783-0058. 
"The ..... rdw.lk MelodJ Hour MunI .... • at The 
Mystery cafe Dinner Theatre, No Tomatoes Restau· 
rant, 36 Court St, Auburn . Shows every other Satur-
day at 8 pm. For Info and reservations call 1-8()(). 
37()'7469. 
"Neddll Goobler" Portland Stage Company presents 
Ibsen's psychological drama of sexuality and de-
struction Jan 5-24 - Tues-Thurs 7:30 pm; Frl8 pm; 
Sat 5 & 9 pm: SUn 2 pm - at Portland Performing 
Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave, Portland. Tix: $19.50-
$28. 774'()465. 
"uttle Thiel' dI Be.-,," LA ARTS presents tine 
Bennington Marionettes' production from "Tales of 
the Arabian Nights' Jan 16 - Sat at 2 pm - at 
Lewiston Junior High School, Central Avenue, 
Lewiston. Til: $6. 782-7228. 
connect with the audience in a way 
that evokes a sympathetic response_ 
Hedda's emotional tangents weren't 
sustained long enough for the 
audience to keep pace_ Regardless of 
whether this was an acting or 
directing decision, it failed. As it's 
difficult to sympathize with a 
character who isn't easily understood, 
the audience was always a step-and-a-
half behind her moods, 
Each of the other characters 
developed an emotional rapport with 
the audience. In a production that 
depends on one character so much, 
that character must connect with the 
audience emotionally. 
Is Hedda villain or victim, 
antagonist or protagonist? The 
audience must develop an-
understanding of the central character 
- positive or negative - to be 
involved in the playas a whole, and 
that's what's missing in "Hedda 
Gabler." CBW 
"Night Must F •• • The Portland Players presents a 
three-act murder mystery set in England during the 
1930's in which two women are brutally murdered by 
a cunning psychopath Jan 22·24, 29-31 & Feb 5-6-
Fri-Sat 8 pm, Sun 2:30 pm - at 420 Cottage Rd, S. 
Portland. TIx: $13, $12 seniors and kids. 799-7337. 
"Nol. Su.plclon." at The Mystery cafe Dinner The-
atre, SOnesta Hotel, 157 High St, Portland. Shows 
every Saturday at 8 . For Info and reservations call 1-
8()().37()' 7 469. 
"Shirley V.lentl .. " The Theater Project presents 
this comedly of a woman with caus~c wit. wry obser· 
vatlon, earthy charm and the middle-age blues Jan 
28-feb 14 - Thurs-Sat 8 pm, SUn 2 pm - at The 
Theater Project, 14 School St. Brunswick. 729-
8584. Til: $10, $8 seniors and students. 72~584. 
"SnIIQ T.1k: U,..m M ....... from the _her" 
LA ARTS presents A Traveling Jewish Theatre's one-
woman performance of humor. Insight, stories and 
songJan 23 - Sat 8 pm - atAubum Middle School, 
Upper Court Street, Auburn. T1x: $8. 782·7228. 
"The S-QIMen" Das Puppenspiel Puppet Theater 
presents Hans Christian Andersen's classic Jan 16 
- Sat 1:30 pm - at Portland High School Audito-
rium, 284 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Til: $7. 772· 
8630 or 8~9-2707. 
"Sleuth" Port·Star productions serves up dinner 
theater at The Bake(s Table Restaurant, 434 Fore 
St, Portland. Shows every Saturday at 7:30. Til: 
$27.95 (Includes dinner). 775-0303. 
Art & Soul continued on page 20 
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A Traveling Jewish Theatre 
((Snake Talk- Urgent Me§ages 
from the Mother') 
L/A ARTS 
234 Lisbon Street 
Lewiston, Maine 04240 
(207) 782-7228 
Jan, 23, 1993, 8:00 pm 
Auburn Middle School 
$8, General Admission 
"What [Naomi] Newman's 
powerful stage presence 
and lovely singing voice 
... does with these 
characters is amazing ... 
[Snake Talk] contains 
scenes of great insight, 
humor and theatrical 
power. II -San Francisco Chronicle 
Tickets: UA ARTS and 
Lewiston/Auburn Shop 'n Saves 
SEASON UNDERWRITERS: Androscoggin Savings Bank, Liberty Mutual Group, 
Fleet Bank, Clover Health Care, Shop 'n Save, Sun-JournaVSunday, WCSH . 
6Alive!, Mechanics Savings Bank, Community Credit Union, St. Croix Parish 
Credit Union, St. Famille Credit Union, Rainbow Credit Union, Garrand & Co, 
GRAND OPENING 
(AGAIN) "* * "* 
We're (still) celebrating the Grand Opening of our new store in 
PORTLAND 
(Clarks POIId Plaza, Gorham Road in front ofHQ· 201-871-7553) 





smCTED 818 FLOOR CEUMIC • 4 COLOU 
CONTRACTORS! Have you hean1 about our NEW CONTRACTOR PROGRAM? 
Including LOWER PRICES • .IU GLUE It GROUT • nEE VACATIONSI 
Visit any store or call Tom Regan at 508-580-6600 for details! 
TILE*:.CITY 
Where Choice And Value Equal A BeaUliful Home. 
, , . 
Delicious. Homemade ,.. ...... ~ .......... ~.......... ., 
iEnJoy An 
I · ~enlng .. 







I 9 Dana Street 
Old Port 
PORTLAND 
771 .. 0771 
PINING Hauas. 
• LUNCH Thllrs-FrI 11:3()'2pm .. 
DINNER T-Th 5~9, Frl·Sat 5- 10 
• LOUNGE Thllrs-frill;3Clam-4:00 




of it all at 
Sugarloaf/USA. 
Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel 
January Specials 
Skt and Stay at Maine's biggest 
mountain and finest resort hotel. 
janlU!or;J midweek lodging and 
UJt packages start at 
$ 6 5 per penon double _pilley 
W .. ~ .. ,j '.'~""I''''\ ... ~~~ . pot _I,hl . 
Par re.ervatlon. or Information 
from U.S, or Canada calla 
1 .. 800 .. 527 .. 9879 
SUII!rloaf MOUII,-In HOI4II 
JIoIC UIlIl, C.rrab .... u Valley, 
Milne 04947 
. , 
· . · .' . · · . 
, · , · · . 
SIZZLlN' SPECIAL 
5 vlslls only $15 
10 visits only $25 
f un in the sun 
Will b'urn your huns 
Un\es5 you tEln \ I 
before hi~i~ 
{he sir/a 
A Month Unlimited only $39.95 
• 
" , . . 
• ', I , " . . ..' '\ 
, .. 
~ I" · '. . 
i • • •• , • 
• , ' l ' _ t ".I". 
• Ii' ' 
· :..' ... ~ , .,>':':'" 8AI~$(t~ 
Glh Cerllflcotes Available OPEN SUNDAYS 104 
8 EXCHANGE ST PORTlAND 775-2555 8:3().7 M·F • 8:30-5 SAT 
SKI 
'We're brutally honest, 
because we know what It's like 
to ,rudge miles to some 'great' 
spot recommended by a 




• S8 detailed map~ 
• Recycled paper 
and soy-based ink 
from fodor', Travel publlc_tlon., lnc, 
SI4 , ~O 
38 ExctJan&" Street, In tlJe Old Pan • 774 062 
Mon.· $al. 10·6, Sun. 12· ~ 
I • 
'5 DAYS 4 NIGHTS 
• Round trip air from Portland 
• Hotel & Hotel taxes for 4 Nights 
• Rental Car with unlimited miles 




148 High St., portland, ME 774-8294 
Arl (:; Soul c~mt/flul!d frum pas- 19 
tag 
"TUlGtIoola" Dinner th .. ter ftlltullnll New Yor~ 
StO"'1 lit to mllJle II" Olty Squlrl Ral\aurant. 50 
WMrI St Portland. ShOWI every Til" .t 8 pm , Tlx: 
$8, 775·7994. 
auditions 
CllthHI81 ChllI1IItrll~ ~dliloni Iinaerl for III 
"onllllJrllOllohOlr Auqltlollu"Jan:l-" alSt.I uke', 
Cathedral , 143 Sl.te 51. Portland Call172·~34 for 
appointment, 
~1"..1t ... Compilnr holdlnon EqU!\y audition_ 
for two rol4l1 In thl upc:omln, prlmler of 'Sorderl o! 
loyallY' Jan 26 from 2·5 pm. Rol •• lnolude I woman ._Q SO-SO ~~ I man In hll lallt 30' •. YOlllhuUld 
prepilre IWO eow .. tln. monololq ... IIlr. to nve 
mlnutlll In IInllh. and PrinK' lIIlotoarlph and 
r.IUm., 0.11 71 .... 104\3 !or Info and appointment 
t.o, 
saturday 16 
An ~nl", !If Drlnkl", aonta (folk banent concert) 
7'30 pm Sw-dlnbor,11II1 Church, 302 Stevena Ave. 
P~rtl.nd : T1~ : $Sln Idvln"" '15 It door 7739049 
Lo".Ine L .. ..,_ lennMt HIIII/IICINI (Q~lolm.r and 
1U1Ili!) 7:30 pm, Curti. ~ltlle Theltlr It Thl Chooo-
lilt ChurCh. ~ Wathlnaton Ave, BIrth , Tlx: $7 In 
aQ'ilncI, til lit door, 7211-3185. 
tuesday 19 
.. rtak OhitIOll\ChOpln) 7:30 pm, Po!tland CI~ Hln 
AuditoriUm. so MyI1It at, POI'llll!1d. TIx: 128, '23, 
ti7 II!1d UO. 772·81530. 
Arl (:; Soul co"l/nuM on PfIB' 22 
Henly Douglas Jr. (left) wtth Heavy Metal Horns: MWe all bring different flavors 
Into wbat we do and mix the music up a lot. w 
Heavy Metal Horns play 
everything but heavy metal 
• By Patti LAnigan 
Heavy metal is about the only kind 
of music you won't hear at a Heavy 
Metal Horns show. The nine·piece 
band's show mixes up rhythm and 
blues, world beat, funk, rock, reggae, 
jazz and rap. Ninety percent of the 
music is original, with covers of songs 
by Steve Win wood, Tom Waites and 
Willie Dixon thrown in to further spice 
the pot. 
'1 think it makes an evening more 
refreshing not to hear the same groove 
in every song," said Douglas. That's 
fun for the band and its audiences, but 
the music business seems to have an 
unwritten rule against such diversity. A 
band that cannot be easily categorized 
music 
next Heavy Metal Horns release. The 
horns will tour the United States at the 
end of January with Extreme, then 
leave again in March for Japan, 
Australia, New Zealand and Hawaii . 
"This thing with Extreme is opening 
up a lot of doors," said Douglas. It is 
his hope that contacts made on the 
Extreme tour, good timing and a new 
release will open new doors for Heavy 
Metal Horns. The band's playful stage 
presence, subtle message and incredible 
mUSicianship should open the rest. 
"We don't let the school thing go to 
our heads," said Douglas, referring to 
the fact that all of the players studied at 
Berklee College of Music or New 
England Conservatory, 
"We have a good pulse 
with the street and add 
and marketed faces 
greater difficulties in 
the quest to be signed 
by a record label than a 
band that fits neat! y 
into a specific slot. 
Bu t playing by its 
own rules is working 
Heavy Metal Horns perform 
Friday, Jan. 15, at Zootz, 
31 Forest Ave., Portland. 
773-8187. 
the stuff learned in 
school." 
There is no weak 
instrumental link in the 
band, but one distinctive 
for the band. Since its first gig in 1989, 
the Boston-based band has performed 
at the Montreal Jazz Festival, the 
Boston Globe Jazz Festival and a host of 
clubs in New England. In 1990 Heavy 
Metal Horns released a CD and 
received Boston Magazine's "Best of 
Boston" award. In 1992 the band 
collected the Boston Music Award for 
Outstanding Club Band and the Boston 
Phoenix/WFNX·FM Best Music Poll 
award for Best Local R&B/Soul/Blues 
Act, edging out Chucklehead, Barrence 
Whitfield and the Savages, and Ronnie 
Earl. 
Heavy Metal Horns began in 1987 as 
a hom section (saxes, trumpet and 
trombone) tha t recorded and 
pe,rformed with soul and blues bands, 
including Wrecking Crew, the Del 
Fuegos, the I-Tones, James 
Montgomery and Big Blues Meanies. 
Three years ago the horn section added 
guitar, bass, drums, keyboards and 
percussion.to form a complete band. 
Recently, the horn players got a big 
break when the rock band Extreme, 
Boston's latest succe~s story, hired 
them for a European tour. While the 
horns were away, the other band 
members began recording tracks for the 
voice might lend it the Signature sound 
sought by record labels. Funk and blues 
pieces that show off the Tower of 
Power-like horn section are Heavy 
Metal's strong suit. 
Bands like Heavy Metal Horns, 
Chucklehead, Mighty Mighty 
Bosstones, Authority, The Second Step 
and Urban Blight from the Northeast 
seem to be generating a new wave of 
funk and pushing for one grooving 
multicultural world. 
"Those horn bands are competition 
for us in a sense," said Douglas, "but 
we're friends with those people. There 
is mutual respect while we're trying to 
one up each other." Mutual respect 
musically and personally seems to be 
the message behind Heavy Metal 
Horns. The band includes members 
from Japan, Trinidad, St. Kitts and the 
East and West coasts of the United 
States. 
"Our one message is very subtle," 
Douglas said. 'ILook at the band 
members and hear the music. 
We're very different people of different 
nationalities, and we try to work 
everything out. It's like the Beatles 
song. We hope you can make it work 
too." en 
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BEST BAGELS IN THE OLD PORT! 




879-2425 • '5 Temple Street • Portland 
JAN,17 













doors open 6:30pm 
show starts 8:00pm 
APPEARING JAN. 19-23 





200 RIVERSIDE ST· PORTLAND ME 207) 772·8033 • 1-800·992-0006 
MON.·WED.4PM·1 AM;THURS.,FRI., SAT. NOON·1 AM 
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1 ~800~828~ 7080 




Portland's Largest Adult 
Entertainment Center! . 
Offering a huge selection of videos, 
magazines and toys for the 
discriminating adult ... 
, .. ".' 1I.l\·'~ "·h ... , .... " ••• , S"iu·.ohillg 
Hu· .... \lId Th"11 SOIlU'!" 





At These Prices 
Why Rent?! 
., .. a ··D.:v.:.n . . ·::.;:· 
{~:·IDtl,,/::·::·riN·r·:U· . 
PORTLAND 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
Also in KITTERY 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
Route 236 • 439-6285 
Open M-Th. 10-10 • Fri.-Sat 
10-11 • Sun. 12-9' 
Art & Soul continrad from page 20 
clubs 
thursday 14 
P_W. KoI,.yo ...... hi. Qu8rtet Qazz) cafe no, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Cohort (original hard rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, 
Portland. 772-7891. 
H'-eel M .... o.c_tnI (tradl~onal Bulgarlan/ 
GreeI< dance) The LlvingTree CultUre Club, 45 Danforth 
St, Portland. 874-0022. 
Th.S ..... (altema~ve rod<) Moose Alley, 46 Market 
St, Portland. 774-5246. 
Th. Look (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton SI, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
The Burty Brothe .. (rock) Raoul's Roadside Attrac· 
tlon, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Lazer KoIl'8Oke wtth Rocket Rusty (karaoke) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S, Portland . 7674627. 
TBA T-8lrds. 126 N. Boyd SI, Portland. 773-8040. 
0 ..... Mlc with Bill C_ (acoustic) The Wrong 
Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Port· 
land. 775-1944. 
o..py Bob (cutting edge dance) Zootz, 31 Forest 
Ave, Portland . 773-8187. 
friday 15 
"-Ice ....... (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769 c0n-
gress St, Portland. 773-9893. 
The ............... QulntetOazz) ClIe no, 20 DMforth 
St, Portland. '772-8114. 
The T ..... BnI1s encI T .... IIonbeI ... _ (alternatlve/ 
original garage rod<) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 
772-7891. 
Bon.hNd. (rock) Granny Killam's Industrial 
Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St. ·PortlMd. 761-2787. 
....... Law_ MMIIIo (latin calypso) The living Tree 
Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 8740022. 
The T_ (a~ernatlve rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St., Portland. 774-5246 . 
The Look (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Ei&IIt to the .. (R"'B) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 
865 Forest Ave, PortlMd. 773-6886. 
LecIy Luck (rock) Spring Point cate, 175 Pickett SI. 
S. Portland. 7674627. 
u .... Rockets (rock) Hllrds, 126 N. BO'fd St, Port· 
land. 773-8040. 
St,.~ Up (pop/rock) TI pperary Pub, Sheraton Tara 
Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Sh ...... ndwIch (hard rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub 
at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
The H-.y MtItIII HotM (dance band) Zootz, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
saturday 16 
.... "'" ....... (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769 Con-
gress St, Portland. 773-9893. 
The R.I"", M.III QulntwtQazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth 
St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Z1rco z.rwo_rtc JIC B.nd (folkabllly, bluegrass 
'" Cajun squeeze) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland . 
772-7891. 
SWI"lllrc St .... (country) Granny Killam's Indus-
trial Drlnkhouse, 55 Market SI, Portland. 761·2787. 
Rockln Vlbrlltl_ (reggae) The Living Tree Culture 
Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 874-0022. 
The TIOU .... (a~ema~ve rock) Moose Alley. 46 
Market St, Portland. 774-5246. 
The Look (rock) Old Port T avem, 11 Moulton SI, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Port City AII.tII .. (dance rock) Raoul's Roadside 
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland . 773-6886. 
L8c1y Luck (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, 
S. Portland. 7674627. 
Deei"Y Ken 4ardner (dance rock) T·Blrds, 126 N, 
Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
St"lIht Up (pop/rock) TIpperary Pub, Sheraton Tara 
Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Sh8lkS.ndwIch (hard rod<) The Wrong Brothers ' Pub 
at Port BIlliards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
Deei"Y _ .... (wortdbeat) Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 773-8187. 
sunday 17 
_Ip, Fount8InhNd. Blud,eon .nd _ Not (all 
ages) The Living Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth SI, 
Portland. 874-0022. 
MIchMI Whiskey'. Loc81 Color (rock) Old Port Tav-
ern, 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774'()444. 
EIderbNry ...... (,60s San Francisco sound) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6886. 
Don C.mpbell.nd IMve Rowe (acoustic rock '" folk) 
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-
4627. 
HeecIIlner ComecIJ Ntpt WIth BrIM KAey" W."en 
McOoNlicl (comedy) T.fllrds, 126 N. Boyd SI, Port· 
land. 773-8040. 
Jim DuI'Iy (acoustic) ""'arts End , 52 Wharf St, Port· 
land. 773-0093. 
Dee"" Bob (request night, no cover) Zootz, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
monday 18 
MlchMi Whl,key', Loc81 Color (rock) Old Port Tav-
em, 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774'()444. 
0 ..... Mic with Randy Mor.blto (b.y.o.) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland . 773-
6886. 
0 ..... Mlc with Ken Grtnwl"Y (acous~c) Wharfs End, 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
G_ DeeJ"Y (alternative industrial grunge) Zootz, 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187 . 
tuesday 19 
Sbrt. StrMI Tradltionlll JIIZZ Band (New Orleans 
Jazz) Cybele 's Bistro, 57 Wharf SI. Portland. 775-
6257. 
Open Mlc with EvllClebrt. Band (b.y.o.) The living 
Tree CultUre Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 874-
0022. 
u .... Rockets (rock) Oid Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774'()444. 
Dillie Muon (folk) Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6686. 
0 ..... MIc with Peter III_on (b.y.o. acoustic) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 7674627. 
SoIatIce (acoustic '" electric) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf 
St, Portland. 773-00.93. 
wednesday 20 
Open Mic NIJIIt (b.y.o. acoustic) Geno's, 13 Brown 
SI. Portland. 772·7891. 
o..py DIlle (disco/reggae) The Living Tree Culture 
Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 8740022. 
..... heIora' Ni&IIt (topless) Moose Alley, 46 Market 
St, Portland. 774-5246. 
U .... Rockets (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
DamIen .. IIr""x (rock) Hllrds, 126 N. Boyd St, 
Portland. 773-8040. 
_on C_ (acoustic) \M1arfs End, 52 Wharf St, 
Portland. 773-0093, 
Open Mic NICht WIth One of ThoM Thl. (b.y.o. 
Jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port BIlliards, 39 
Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
o..py L.8rry (progressive dance, chem·free) Zootz, 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
dancing 
_ -.Inc" locations to be announced. Smo!< ... 
and chem-free dances with swing, latin'" ballroom 
music Fridays from 9-12 pm '" Sundays from 3-6 pm. 
$5. 773-3558. 
The Llvlrc T ... Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, Port· 
land. African, world beal, reggae and altemative 
rock. Open Tues·Sun. 874-0022. 
M.I"" Ballroom, 614 Congress SI, Portland. Every 
Sat 9-mldnlght. Cost: $5. No reservations required . 
773-0002. 
The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open nlghtiy, 8 pm 
on ... Naked Thlrstdays: no cover, drinks $1.25'" 
drafts 254 ; Fr)'Sat until 3 am; Sun·Mon: chem free. 
Cover: $3. 772·1983. 
S.lut_, 20 Milk SI, Portland. Open nightly unUi 1 
am. Nc cover. 774-4200. 
T·Blrd'" 126 N. Boyd SI, Portland. Sun: comedy 
night; weekdays: special events; Frl & Sat: rocl< '" 
roll. dance. 773-8040. 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: chem·free; 
Thurs: cutting edge dance; Frl: live national acts; 
Sun: request night; Mon: alternative/grunge guest 
deejay In the Cave. 773-8187 . 
art 
• openlng 
Denforth 11.11..,. 34 Danforth SI, Portland . Opening 
reception Jan 20 from 5-7 for 'Reflections from 
Downeasl.' the works of artists Leslie Bowman, 
Susan DowIey, Katie MacGregor, Elizabeth Ostrander 
and Ken Schiano. Show runs through Feb 6 . Gallery 
hours: Wed·Sat 10-5. 775-6245. 
MUMUm of Art Olin Arts Center, Bates College, 
lewiston. Opening recep~on Jan 15 from 7-9 for 
suspended woven-metal sculptures and other mIXed 
media works by Petah Coyne. Coyne will speak Jan 
15 at 7 pm In Lecture Hall 104, Olin Arts Center. 
Show runs through March 7. Museum hours: Tues· 
Sat 10-5, Sun 1-5, 786-6158. 
PorUand Chamber or Commerce 145 Middle St, 
Portland. Opening recep~on Jan 14 from 5-7 for the 
work of Maine artists Tim Caveny, Maml Lawson , 
Martha Oatway and Steve Sechak. Show runs from 
Jan!H'eb 22. Gallery hours: Mon-FrI 6-5. 772·2811, 
ext. 223. 
R","_ c.r. Booketo .. 555 congress St, Portland. 
Opening recep~on with Jazz band Jan 14 from 5-7 pm 
for 'The Devll's Music: Portrait of the Blues: a black 
and white photography exhibit by Myron Samuels. 
Show runs through January. Hours: Sun 12-5, Moo-
Tues '" FrI9:15-5:30, Wed-Thurs 9 :15-8. 761-3930. 
Union of M8Ine VI .... I Artl,ts, Inc. 19 Mason SI, 
Brunswick. Opening reception Jan 20 from 5-7 for 
'Alr Quality,' an exhibit of artists' response to air 
quality. Show runs through Feb 24. Gallery hours: 
Mon.fri 1-5, Sat 124. 737·4749. 
around town 
Afrtcan Impcllls and _ Enlland Arta 1 Union St, 
Portland. Original artwork & adVice to collectors. 
Hours: 10-9 Mon-Sat, 12-6 Sun. 772·9505. 
&ace! Works 15 Temple SI, Portland. 'The Pool 
Series: selected photographs from a limited ed). 
tlon, hand-colored portfolio by Donna Lee Rollins. 
Showing through Jan 15. Hours: Sun-Sat 7-5. 879-
2425. 
FreeStrMIStudlo8 City Center, Portland . Sculpture 
by Karen Dow, paintings of Chris Mir and paintings 
and sculpture by Lyn Mir. Through January. Gallery 
hours : Mon·Sat 10-7, Sun 12-5. 774-1500. 
Fr ... t Gully 1I.lIery 411 Congress St, PortlMd. Work 
of gallery artists. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 12·6, or by 
appointment. 773-2555. 
Jew.ler', Work 30 Exchange SI, Portland. New 
works byTeresa Mowery, Sally Webb. Martha Sullivan, 
Rachel Alvarez. Elizabeth Prior. Elizabeth Nowers, 
Julie Atzgerald and more . No set gallery hours , 
Jewell Gallery 345 Fore St, Portland . 'Coastal Maine 
and the Caribbean,' the paintings of Bill Jewell. 
ShowlngthroughJanuary. Gallery hours: Mon·SatlO-
5, or by appointment. 773-3334. 
Lewl. Gallery Portland Public library, 5 Monument 
Square, Portland, 'Can Do,' the work of artists who 
work In or are clients of Community Support Services, 
a community program serving people with disabili-
ties. Showing through Jan 31. Hours: Mon, Wed & Frt 
9-6; Tues & Thurs 12·9; Sat 9-5. 871·1758. 
Meander G.II..,. 40 Pleasant SI, Portlana. ' Country 
in Mind: The Spirit of Aboriginal Australia,' showing 
through Jan 31. Gallery hours: Tues·Sat 12-6, or by 
appointment. 871-1078. 
The Photo G8Ilery Maine College of Art. 619 Con-
gress SI. Portland. The photos of Mona Jimenez 
show Jan 18 to Feb 12. Gallery hours: Man-Thurs 
8 :30 am-9:30 pm, Frl 8 :30-5, Sat·Sun 114. 775-
3052. 
Pine T ... Shop and Bayview lIatlery 75 Market SI. 
Portland. Group show of gallery artists Including 
CerolSebold, caroICon~ , DavidClough, Tlnalngraham 
and Greer Morton . Through January. Galle!y hours: 
Mon·Sat 9:30-5:30. 773-3007. 
Portland Museum of Art Seven Congress Square, 
Portland. Hours: Tues, Wed, FrI '" Sat10-5, Thurs 10-
9, Sun 12·5. Admission: adults $3.50, senior citI-
zens and students with 10 $2.50, youth &18 $1, 
children 5 and under are free. t.!IJsel"1' admh,slop Is 
ha~·price 10-noon Saturday. 773-2787. 
, ,,rtI,to You Lewe: Mo""t. Renoir and Other Ma.· 
t ... Works by European masters of the past two 
centuries from the Joan Whitney Payson Collec~on 
ana other private lenders. 
",,"HI Ade_: The Early y .... Seventy-seven rare 
photographs, Including some of Adams ' earliest 
work at Vosemlte. Showing through Feb 7. 
"The SCott M. Black Collection A sampling from 
Soott Black's 19th- and 2Oth-century paintings and 
sculptures, Including works bYChagall and Toulou .... 
Lautrec . 
PortI.nd Perlormln,Arta Center Lobby Recent land-
scape paintings by David Little . Showing through Jan 
24 . Hours: Tues-Thurs 7-7:30 pm, Fr17:30-8 pm, sat 
4 :30-5 pm. 774-0465. 
TheS..""",'. Club 1 Exchange St, Portland. 'DOwn 
East Aalr: A Holiday Art Show, ' the work of Annette 
Lavallee and HeatherK. Baker. Through Feb 14. 772-
7311. 
The Spirited llourmet 142 St.. John SI, PortlMd. 
'Mixed Media: works by students of Alayne Reed 
shows through Jan 31. Hours: Mon-Frll0-6, Sat 10-
5. 773-2919. 
TheStoln G.llery 20 Milk St. Portiand. ' Archltectural 
Constructions," spectacular buildings In clear and 
black glass by George Ponzlnl shows Jan 16 to Feb 
28. 'Blown Glass Show,"a show of blown glass from 
all over the United States shows through Jan 15. 
Gallery Hours: Moo-Sat 11-6, Sun 11-5. 772·9072. 
Th .... M ... ., Cablnetmak ... 415 Cumberland Ave, 
Portland. 'Heavenly Works," a show of mixed media 
angel Imagery shows through Jan 30. Hours : Moo-
Sat 9-5. 774-3791. 
out of town 
_dclnCoilege MUMUm of "rtWalker Art Building. 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. The museum Is open to 
the public free of charge. Hours: Tues·Sat 10-5, Sun 
2·5. 7253275. 
'Robert V.n V,.nk ... Architectural Landscapes of 
the Unconscious. Showing through Feb 28. 
'Lewe 8nd Deeth Prlntmakers Interpret the Classics . 
Showing through Feb 28. 
'Sylvl. Dyer Paintings on view through February In 
Moulton Union, Lancaster Lounge. Hours: Mon-Thurs 
7 am·12:30am, Fri-Sat7 am-2arn, Sun 7 am-11 pm. 
Coriacan R_w.nt 9 Mechanic SI, Freeport. 011 
pal~ngs and pen-and-Ink drawings byValerle Wallace. 
Hours: dally 11:30-9. 865-9421. 
Cry or the Loon Art 1I.lIery Route 302, S. Casco. 
Photographs of Peter R. Jacobson. Showing through 
Jan 31. Gallery hours: dally 9 :3().6. 655-5060. 
Th. 1I.lIery 8t WIlli- Cove Stuclloe Route 123, S. 
Harpswell. Work of gallery artists. Through January. 
Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat 114, Sun 124, or by ap-
pointment. 833-6081. 
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art 
Ie ... Contenopor.ry Art 19 Mason St. Brunswick. 
New paln~ngs by Anne Greslnger showing through 
Jan 15. Hours: Moo-Fnl-5. 72!H1157. 
_ ... M.rttl .... M ... um Maritime HlstOl)' Bldg. 
243 Washington St. Bath. Gallery hours: dJelly 9:30-
5.443-1316. 
'Th. M..ttJ .... Folk Art rA A. De CJen:k Paln~ngs by 
Belgian artist portraying the coastal and deepwater 
vessels thatenteredtlle ports of Antwerpand Uverpool 
In the last days of sail. on view thrQugh the year. 
,_ W_: NortII A_Ie 5 ......... In the Ere rA 
DNcovery Rare world mapsand nautical charts. early 
navigation Instruments. JIIustr~ons of fine art and 
archaeological material bring together the Old and 
tile New Wonds In tile Age of DJscowry and be)'ond. 
on view through the year. 
'Born 110m C ... otI ... This exhibit Includes water-
color paintings. drawings. sketches and oils by John 
Faunce leavltt. focusing on his made-from-memOl)' 
renditions of tile last generation of coasting schoo-
ners that piled the coast of New England un~1 tile late 
1930s. on view through the year. 
SeIMo ........ n ArtIHs a.llery Route 24. Great Is-
land. Works by 21 Maine artiSts. Gallery hours: Tues-
Sun 10-5. 833-5717. 
ThOlllll' Memoll., Ubrery 6 Scott Dyer Rd. Cape 
Elizabeth. 'InclpJentimagery.' an exhlbltotprlnts. oil 
paintings and drawings by lorl A. Tremblay showing 
through Feb 20. Hours: Mon. Wed. Frl-Sat 9-5; Tues 
& Thurs 9-9. 799-1720. 
VotIt Inotltut. M ...... m 371 Main St. Saco. 'From 
Town to City: Saco In 1867: photos. art~acts and 
dOCuments depicting changes In Saco I~e. On view 
through the year. Hours: Tues. Wed & Frll-4; Thurs 
1-8; Sat 1-4. 283-3861. 
other 
Meehlne KnIttInJ PrGtrem The Southem Maine 
Guild of Spinners and W_s hosts a program on 
machine knitting with handspun yams Jan 16 from 
10 am-2 pm at the Alfred Pansh Meetinghouse. 
Route 202. Alfred. Brlngyourlunch and and hands pun 
samples (coned or centerpull ball) to try out. 839-
5512. 
sense 
Alrlcen FoIklON Storyteller Jane Gilbert transports 
you to Afnca with her stories. songs and artifacts Jan 
16 from 10 am-noon at The YWCA. Dorothy Hamlin 
Room. 87 Spring St. Po~and. Free. 883-9764. 
AIDS: An Open SyRems Approech John Greenberg. 
PWA and Director. Treatment Mematlves Research 
Center offers a radical new understanding of AIDS. 
Its context and treatment Jan 14 trom 7:30-9 pm at 
tile MatJovich Society meeting at Rines Auditorium. 
Portland Public library. 5 Monument Square. Port-
land. 773-1209. 
J ...... _n Aim. Lecture The Portland campus 
of tile Bangor Theological Seminary Is sponsoring a 
program on writer James Baldwin In honor of Martin 
luther King Day Jan 17 at 3 pm at 159 State St, 
Portland. The program features the film 'The Price of 
tile Tlcket: and will be Introduced by Dr. Esther 
Nettles Rauch. Professor of English at the Bangor 
Theological Seminary. Coffee and refreshments wJII 
be available. 774-5212. 
Bleck South Afrtcen Women', L __ Nomqcobo 
Sangwenl speaks Jan 16 at 7 pm at Immanuel 
Baptist Church. 156 High St, Portland. Sangwenlls 
a representative ot the Afncan National Congress 
and a director of Amnesty Intemational. A recep~on 
follows. Donations accepted. 883-9764. 
Let·, T.* Lend The PO~and Museum of Art spon-
sors a panel discussion and open torum concerning 
environmental topics In Maine Jan 17 at 1:30 pm at 
7 Congress Square. Po~and. Discussions Include: 
'Maine's Woodlands: Use and Sustainabillty.' 'Gov-
ernance and land Rights: ' Private Inl~atlve and 
Coastal Preservation.' 'Ansel Adams: The Future of 
tile Maine North Woods.' and 'Protection of Endan-
gered Species in Maine through the Creation of 
Private Reserves.' The discussion is free with mu-
seum admission. 775-6148. 
Publlahlrw Semi .. linda Spencer. a former senior 
ed~or at Yankee Books. teaches a seminar on 
getting published Jan 16 from 11 am-4 pm at the 
Maine Writers and Publishers AJllance. 12 Pleasant 
St. Brunswick. The seminar Is for fiction and non-
fiction writers and will tocus on how to present your 
book or Idea to a publisher. Cost: $35. $30 M\WA 
members. 729-6333. 
Slide Lect ... Mike Perry. l.l. Bean's Outdoor Dls-
COII8ryCoordlnator. presents asllde lecture on enjoy-
Ing and preserving recreational areas across the 
state. from the mountains to tile coast Jan 21 at 7 
pm at The Portland Museum of Art. 7 Congress 
Square. Portland. The lecture Is free with museum 
admission. 775-6148. 
wellness family 
Community H .. 1th S .... ,c .. sponsors adu~ health 
screening tor diabetes. anemia. colorectal cancer. 
high blood pressure and cholesterol at the following 
locations: Jan 19 trom 12:30-2 pm at Gray Congre-
g~onal Church Hall; Jan 20 from 9:30-11:30 am at 
Windham Community Building; Jan 25 from 1-3 pm at 
Scarborough Town Hall; andJan 27 from 9:30-11:30 
am at St Anne's Church. Gorham. Fee for services. 
775-7231-
Fr .. Manage Massage therapist Eliott Cherry gives 
10-mlnute minI-massages from 11:30 am-l:30 pm 
Jan 14-16 at Raffles Cafe Bookstore. 555 Congress 
St. Portland. Raffles will display new books on 
bodywork and health. and during the six days of this 
event, 10% otthe proceeds from the sale of selected 
titles will be donated to the Muscular DYstrophy 
Association of Maine. 772-2442. 
Helha V .... lor People with AIDS Is available every 
Wed and Frl from 12:45-2 pm at 22 Monument 
Square. Portland. Cost: $1. for those who can afford 
~. 797-5684 . 
.... rt Saver Cou ... USM l~ellne offers a CPR adu~ 
and pediatric heart saver course Feb 2 from 6-9 pm 
and Feb 9 from 6-9 pm at the USM Portland Campus 
Gym. FalmoUth St. Portland. Registration deadline is 
Jan 22. 780-4170. 
Lekob Splrttuallty David M. McCart presents an 
evening of lakota spirituality Jan 22 at 7 pm at 
Northeast Mataphysics. 33 High Rd. Cornish. Cost: 
$10.625-7447. 
Medltetl ... Cia .... Tlbetan Buddhist medlta~on 
master Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche teaches a five-
week Introduction class on the practice of meditation 
at the Brunswick Dhanna Study Group. 98 Maine St. 
BrunSWick. Cost: $25. Free open house Jan 27 at 7 
pm. call 725-8473 for more Info. 
R .. _Iv. Voge Take a vacation from stress by 
attending this beginne~s sampler of Iyengar hatha 
yoga Jan 16 from 8:30-11 am at Portland Yoga 
Studio. 616 Congress St. Portland. Cost: $20. 797-
5684. 
W_ '. Medltetlon Workshop learn to listen to 
your inner voice. 781-0944. 
Women Over 150 A support group facilitated byloulse 
Bennett will explore this vital time ot I~e and those 
that follow. 772-1910. 
_ketbllll Clinic Portland Recreation teaches tile 
fundamentals otbasketball for kids age 7-10 Jan 16. 
23 and 30 from 11-11:45 am at tile Reiche Commu-
nity Center. 166 Brackett St. P~and. Cost $12. 
Registration required. 874-8873. 
Children'. M .... um rA M.lne Invites kids to partic~ 
pate In the following activities: Pre-school Computer 
Workshop - a variety ot com puter software learn ing 
packages tor pre-schoolers and parents to leam and 
share every Tues from 10 am- 12 pm; After-school 
Computer Workshop for elementary school children 
every Wed from 3:15-4:15 pm; Weaving projects 
using looms Jan 18 from 10-11 am (pre-school) and 
from 3:30-5 pm (after-school). The museum Is lo-
cated at 746 Stevens Ave. Portland. 797-5483 to 
pre..-egister. 
MunJO)' Branch Ubrery offers a public story hour tor 
children ages 3-5 each Wednesday at 10:30 am at 
44 Moody St. Portland. 772-4581. 
PortI.1Id Public Ubl1lrY Invites children to enjoy Its 
upcoming programs: Tales forTwcs Jan 15 at 10:30 
am. Family Story Tlme Jan 16 at 10:30 am. Finger 
Fun tor Babies Jan 20 at 9:30 am. Preschool Story 
Time Jan 20 at 10:30 am. Tales for Twos Jan 22 at 
10:30 am. The IIbrary's located at 5 Monument 
Square. P~and. 871-1700. 
Rlvert ... Ubrery offers Toddler Time for 1- to 2-year 
olds. Including games. stories and songs. Wed at 
9:30 and 10:30 am & Frl at 9:30 am; Preschool Story 
Hour for ages 3 to 5. Frl at 10:30 am. The IIbrary's 
located at 1600 Forest Ave. Portland. 797·2915. 
RoilersklltlnJI.esIlO .. Kids can spend the morning 
learning how to rollerskate Jan 16. 23 and 30 at 
Happy Wheels. 331 Warren Ave. Portland. Portland 
Recre~on offers lessons from 9-10 am. followed by 
free skating unUil pm. Register betore Jan 7. 874-
8873. 
Volunt .. r Coech .. S Portland Parks and Recreation 
offers a National Youth Sports Coaches AsSOCiation 
clinic Jan 14 & 21 from 6-9 pm at 21 Nelson Road. 
S Portland. The $150 fee includes certification and 
membership benefits. Including liability Insurance. 
767-7650. 
W .. UttIe Ba,ketlMolI Portland Recrea~on teaches 
your little one the basics of basketball while having 
fun Jan 16. 23 and 30 from 9-9:45 am (3-4 yearoOlds) 
and from 10-10:45 am (5-6 yearoOlds) at tile Reiche 
Community Center. 166 Brackett St. Portland. Cost: 
$12. Register before Jan 5. 874-8873. 
real uzzle Blf Don Rubin 
Odd couples 
We've paired 60 famous personalities whose 
first or last names are in some way related --
Wilson (Goode) and (Eve!) Knievel, for example. 
See if you can match the rest. 
1) c..'.ld.::=========~M:.~c.:mbrldg. 2) <:,;,1., Fr.dric 
3) K..n •• lIy 
4) Lucille Ma.t.,.on 
5) Chubby C.ryl 
I) B.nny Frankie 
7) Glenn J.mie 
')"W'''_~_~~ _________ u"o" 
I) 
10) 
11) m." ...... __ ~~=======N.'U" "'''~ _____ --:- P •• rl 
12) ou., .. "', __ _ I 
14) Julia ____ _ .~ .. ____ -::- I.W. 
151 n ...... ____ _ 
101 ~;::~=====~~ 7) I 
10) 
"I uu ..... _______ _ 
.01 
"1 
nl ••• " .... , ______ ~ 
.31 -.. I;~;.~~ ") ---
"1 '----""""'7--- ......... 
;;;;;~===========Yictor 
29) H.th." Ollv., 
30) Vidor Ell." 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? 
There is a $20 gift certificate from 
Alberta's for the first-prize winner. 
The second-prize winner receives 
two free passes to The Movies at 
Exchange Street. Winners will 
receive their prizes in the mail. 
Drawings are done at random. 
Contestants are ineligible to win 
more than one prize in a four-week 
span. Only one entry is allowed per 
person per week. 
All entries for this week's puzzle 
must be received by Wednesday, Jan. 
20. The solution to this week's puzzle 
will appear in the Jan. 28 issue of C4sco 
Bay Weekly. Send your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle 11158 
Casco Bay Wuldy 
551A Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
This week, Betsy Dawkins and a 
friend will dine at Alberta·s. Tammy 
Urquhart will take in a movie at The 
Movies at Exchange Street. 



















(DO" Rubi" -, book. BRAJNSTORMS. """ ", ... Uy publislwl by H..""., mi. Row.) 
I Clip {if Save Clip & Save Clip tif Save Clip rif Save Clip & Save Clip t? Save Clip {if Save 
r ~ • ~ 
I 100/0 OFF OVER-WORKED SAILS? o...p " !l!atud~ f!IlicIt @ ~~A " 
Ho.ne Cooking Send Your Sails Away For A Little R & R r V 
;
1 _ .... 0 Lb. W .... ""'CK. M'",," 1 LowT., COM'",mOO" Embm,,' wl~ ""'~" :,' at its Best! REPAIR & STORAGE (~th 'h'"",,pon"~ 1/311921 I Stylish Like-New Clothing & Estate Jewelry 
COMPLETE BREAKFAST I 
SERVEDANYIIME I 20% off 
'~ Variety & Fro", $1.50 10 $3-95 I I 
tel (207) 828"()003 wl'th thl's coupon , R t present rhls coupon and get 1096 ofIJ f (207) 828 0003 
I 32;~~~~~ expires 1/21/93 Portl~d Sail _ I 50% off all Children's Clothing o...p " 
I South Portland d •• t I 463 Stevens Ave. r 772-3304 Now Delivering Anytime I an RIGGING CO. I Portland. ME Open 10-6 Mon-Sat I 
~ ope~ailY ~m.::o::: _ :,~an~ '~o~ .:.o~~ ~c:~o _ L 18.!~e Str~t, Portlan~ 828-0003 _ ~:'1MA~: _ 1. __ .262:::55 _______ 2,2~ S~day ____ I 
I I PRESTIGIOUSLY III A II A ACU LAJE I KNITIlNG· SPINNING· WEAVING· SUPPLIES -INSTRUCTION I 
I I I V V V \t\ I - CALL FOR CLASS OATES - )k, I 
I hgckwgyes I ProfeSSional Auto Detailing I 150/0 off *' I 
:~ ~ the Image Maker : $ 2 5 off :. ~ ifvet : 
I Introductory Hair Cut I detailing special ' Christmas ~ I 
, $1500 reg, $2200 -with Mindy : Ireg. $1(0) : Stocking Kits ~aJUL: 
: 50 Maine Mall Road I Complete reconditioning pockage inside and out. , ~I, 
I South Portland, Maine 04106 774-3712 I Includes double carnuba wax and Scotchguarding. I expires 1/23/93 ~ l' 
I Offer good for New Clients only with this coupon. I Todd A. Burnhom ~ 823-5991 I 174US RT1. Scarborough (across from VIP Plaza) • Tues-Sat 10-6' 883-2951 I 
~ ___________________ J ___________________ ~ ____________________ 1 
sweat 
AI,Ican Dance Clas. Casco Bay Movers Dance Stu-
dio offers a class taught by lisa Newcomb and 
drummer Jeff Densmore Jan 16 from 1-2:30 pm at 
151 St John St. Portland. Cost: $10. 871-1013. 
Cnco Bay Bicycle Club meets every third Tues at 7 
pm at the Portland Public Safety Building (Police 
Station). Middle Street. Portland. Meet Margaret 
Vendebrook and MDOTCommlssionerDana Conners 
and learn more about their plan for developing and 
managing the State Bicycle and Pedestrian Program 
at the meeting Jan 19. Call 774-1118 or 854-5029. 
English Country Dancing with live music by the 
Merrymeeting Musical Menagerie Jan 24 from 7-10 
pm at the Bowdoinham Town Hall. School St. 
BowdOinham. All dances taught. Cost: $4.50. 666-
3090. 
Everybody Polkal The Co penhagen Cafe Orchestra. 
a fiddler/guitar/bass trio on tour from Europe, per-
fonns for an evening of traditional New England 
contra and square dances. polkas. waltzes and other 
couple dances Jan 23 at 8:30 pm at Chase Hall 
lounge. Bates College Campus. lewiston. Cost: $4. 
$2 students with ID. 786-6330. 
Leaml ... T_Skl Day. The Maine Nordic Ski Council 
and the Maine Forest Products Council hosts a 
series of ski days to benefit Project learning Tree. an 
environmental education program. Each ski day In-
cludes askilngserninarfrom 10 am-l pm followed by 
family skIIng. Cost: $12. $6 kids 12 and under. The 
tollowing ski days are planned for this winter: Jan 17 
at Harris Fann. Dayton; Jan 24 at Natanls. Augusta; 
Jan 31 at Carte~s Farm. East Bethel; Feb 7 at The 
Birches. Rockwood; Feb 14 at Katahdin Country. 
Millinocket; Feb 21 at Bethel Inn. Bethel; Feb 28 at 
Sugarloaf. Carrabasset; March 7 at Saddleback. 
Rangely. 824-3694. 
MelneOutdoor AdventureClubbrings together people 
who enjoy the outdoors. MOAC offers trips and 
events to people of all skill levels. beginner to expart. 
Upcoming: Jan 16. cross-<:ountry skiing at Miles 
Notch Trail in North lovell (874-0097). For updated 
trip info. call the Outdoor HoUine at 774-1118. For 
club and membership Infonnation call 772-9831-
Speedeklltlng The Maine Speedskatlng Club holds 
weekly practice sessions at various rinks. January 
practices will be Jan 16 from 2:15-3:15 pm at the 
Bowdoin Arena In BrunSWick. Jan 24 from 12:50-
1:50 pm at the Alfond Ice Arena In Orono. and Jan 30 
from 8:15-9:15 pm atthe Bowdoin Arena In Brunswick. 
Cost: $13. $10 children. Hockey or figure skates are 
fine. 926-4608. 
VolJeylMo1I Tournament USM lifeline sponsors the 
Winterfest Volleyball Tournament Jan 23 from 9:15 
am-5 pm at USM campus Gym. 96 Falmouth St. Each 
team must have three men and three women on the 
court at all times. call 780-4170 for fee Infonnatlon 
and registration by Jan 15. 
Winter EcolC'!J)' W.lks The Maine Audubon Society 
sponsors a Winter EcologyWalks Program for groups 
ot all ages from Jan 13 through March 26. Walks are 
conducted on the Gilsland Farm Sanctuary In 
Falmouth. School groups. scout troops. neighbor· 
hood groups and all others are Invited to make a 
reser;ation for the 1993 season. 781-2330. 
our 
towns 
BelIn Supper The Blue Point Congregational Church 
Invites you to attend a baked bean supper Jan 23 
from 4:30-6:30 pm at the North Scarborough Grange 
Hall. Route 22. N. Scarborough. Enjoy two kinds of 
baked beans. brown bread. franks. American chopped 
suey. cole slaw. rolls and homemade pies. 
Cost:$4.5O. $2 children. 767-7604. 
M.an L.ut/l8r KI,. Day The Intema~onal Students 
and The Minority Students organlza~ons Inv~e you to 
'Impromptu Night' Jan 14 from 7-9 pm at tile USM 
campus. Bedford Street. Po~and . Bnngyourstories. 
poems. music and experlences to share. 883-9764. 
Art & Soul continued on page 26 
MASTERFUL 
"loe season's most 
pleasant surprise, a 
comedy that can make 
you cry .... Shirley MacLaine 
gives one of her finest 
performances. 
... Jessica Tandy and 
Sylvia Sidney are 
masterfully directed_" 
-David Ansell, NEWSWEEK 
BEST 
'''Used People' puts a 
dreamy smile on your face_ 
It may be Shirley 
MacLaine's best movie 
vehicle since 'Tenns of 
Endeanllent'." 
-Michael Wilmington, 
LOS A!,'GElES U\IF5 
"A delicious, very 
touching family story 
that's kissed with a 
touch of magic. A sure 
Oscar contender with a 
great, totally winning cast. 
Shirley MacLaine is 
wonderful Marcia 
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HIlARIOUS 
~ __ .A delightful script, 
full of humor, heart, and 
wjl\d,onl_ The culture 
~..oJib(l highly 
story of love, 
dreams 
that come true_ A major 
Oscar contender." 
-James Grant, SCENE MAGAZINE 
DELIGHTFUL 
~A delightfully quirky 
comedy drama about 
second chances and 
family life, offers a 
top-notch cast_" 
-Judith Crist, COftUNG A lTRACI10NS 
FUNNY 
~ruch in feeling, vividly real 
and often bitingly fUlIllY-
Shirley MacLaine's 'Pearl' 
is a gem_ Marcello 
Mastroianni is magical." 
-Bill Diehl. ABC RADIO 
ENJOYABLE 
"The folks who embraced 
'Fried Green Tomatoes' 
and 'Moonstruck' should 
etljoy 'Used People; too 
_ .. fun to watch." 
-MikeClark.lJSA TODAY 
FREE PASSES FOR ADVANCE SCREENING 
IIHH,j:£l'l Thursday, January 21st 7:30pm _ 
I ''''44 ~ 'iM To receive free passes, stop in to ~~i(~V§ID~EO~v PO~RT~"~T,M,~ today. 
VIDEOPORT ' lower lobby. 151 Middle St. • Portland 
28 Casco Bay l'kdiy 
the Book of Love? 
n to page 31 to find out. 
Introducing 
Flex-Time Classes! 
Starting Jan. 21st for Beginners, Intennediates, and 
Advanced. 
For infonnation call 1-800-559-4143 or 283-4143 
Largest selection of stained j9ass in Southcf? 
Maine. A complete line of stamed glass supphes, 
gifts and custom work. 




Casco Bay Weekly. 
See page 24. 
.G 
RADIO THAT'S GOOD 
FOR YOU 
Join the Whole Self Medicine Show for a 
weekly call-in discussion (780-4909) 
concerning health care and well ness issues. 
Tuesday 7-8pm. Future s~ows will focus on: 
Tues., Weds. 10-5 
Thurs. & Fri. 10-7 • Sat. 9-5 
A Stained Glass Studio 
18 Pepperell Square, Saco • 283-4143 
Stress Management; Cabin Fever; and Love, 
Health, and Relationships. 
CLIP & SAVE ---- ----, 
1 The college financial aid I application process 1 
1 has changed! 
1 IT IS TIME TO APPLY FOR FINANCIAL AID 1 
If you are (1) currently in college, (2) plan to begin college in September 1993, or 1 
1 (3) the parent of a student who will be continuing education this fall, it is important to know that the time to begin preparing financial aid applications is now. During the 
1 past year, the application process has changed. As a result of these changes, more. 1 students and families than ever before will be eligible to receive federal student ald. 
Students must file their financial aid applications promptly and accurately . That is 
1 where we can help. 1 The Finance Authority of Maine (FAME) and the Maine Association of Student 
Financial Aid Administrators (MASFAA) are working together to make sure that 1 
1 students and families get the help they need in applying for financial aid for higher education. By calling the Finance Authority of Maine's Financial Aid Hotline, you can 
1 request information about state and federal financial aid programs. Students and 1 families can also get answers to their questions about guaranteed student loans , state 
scholarships, grants, and other types and sources of financial aid which are available to 
1 help students and families pay for education beyond high school. _------\, 1 
EXPANDED HOTLINE HOURS: ~ _-------.-
1 Typically, FAME's Financial Aid _----------;;oaIAA"O =. \',,1 Hotline is available during regular \ ,Oa 1A0a' , thiS coupon to. . return - e 
1 
business hours. However, dunng January \ p\ease ca~, ~~orit)' of !';\al:ce Division 1',1 
and February, the Hotline's hours will be 'l'\nance,..u ation fto,.ssista 
, • f,duc 
expande d to 8;00 p .m . on Monday and ,!';\alnetonCourt 0 
. . h ' 1 Wes ~'f,0433 · 
1 Thursday evemngs. Dunng t ese , fto,.u~usta, ". \,1 expanded hours, financial aid officers and \ staff from FAME's Education Assistance \ Name 
1 Division will b e available to take your \ \"" calls and answer your questions about \ fto,.ddresS ,1 
financial aid for higher education. \ 
1 If you have questions about \ _------.-.1 college financial aid , or if you would like \ 'J'e\ephOne _--------
to receive financial aid information , \ ---------- 1 
1 please make plans to call the Financial - ~ Aid Hotline: W 
I M 
1,_800:22R8-3734 ~--! 
I. ...................... .. 
Art & Soul continued from page 25 
etc 
ACT UP /Moline (AIDS C""lltIon To Unl ... h Po_rj 
Is a diverse group committed to nonviolent, direct 
action to end the AIDS crisis. OJr goals Include the 
establishment of a Maine AIDS Resource Center and 
the se~ ... mpowenment of People Living with AIDS 
Community. Meetings open to the public and held 
!'Very Men from 7·9 pm at 72 Pine St, Portland 
(Andrews Square Building). New members welcome. 
Wheelchair accessible. For more Info write ACT UP/ 
Maine, P.O. Box 5267, Portland 04101. 774-5082 
or 828-0401. 
Alph.I 0 ... Peer Support Meeting for Individuals with 
disabilities and other Interested parties. Two monthly 
meetings: thlrdThurs of every month, 1·3 pm at 1700 
Broadway West, S. Portland; third Tues of every 
month. 50 7 pm at 100 State St, Portland. 767·2189. 
Amn..ty Intem_1 Group 174 meets Jan 14 at 
6:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 
Woodford St, Portland. The group Is looking for 
IndividualS to take on the roles of group coordinator 
and fund raising coordinator. 775-9117 
Bee. Honey Would you like to raise bees and leam 
how to harvest honey? The University of Maine 
Cooperative Extension Service offers a nine- session 
Introductory course In beekeeping Wed nights start-
ing Jan 20 from 7-9 pm at the fire station meeting 
hall, intersectlonofRoutes115& 9, North Yarmouth. 
Cost: $15. 1·8()().287-1471. 
BII Brother or Slater To Be The Brighton Medical 
Center Invites brothers· and slsters-to-be age three 
to ten to attend an activity session Jan 17 from 3-5 
pm at the medical center at 335 Brighton Ave. 
Portland. Enjoy stories, coloring books and the off!. 
c lal Big Brother/Big Sister certifICate. Cost $10. Cali 
879-8458 to register. 
Divorce Perspectives Board members lead four 
topical group discussions on the stages of the 
divorce process Jan 20 at 7:30 pm at Woodfords 
Congregational Church. Support group for people 
facing problems In divorce meets year-round Weds at 
7:30 pm In Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 
Woodfords St, Portland. Donation of $1.50 requested. 
7744iELP. . 
Dulcimer .nd GuIUr Workshop Lorraine Lee and 
Bennett Hammond present a dulcimer and guitar 
wor1<shop Jan 16 from 3-5 pm at the Curtis Little 
Theater at the Chocolate Church, 804 Washington 
St, Bath. Ali levels welcome. Cost $10. Call 721)-
3185 to register. 
Enriched GoIderlApC.nter inv.ltes men and women 
60 and CHer to dally luncheons at 297 Cumberland 
Ave , Portland. Meal at noon. The following programs 
are offered at 12:30 pm: January blrthdeys with 
music by Beau & DavId , Jan 20: music program b9 
David Moore, Jan 27. Donation: $2.50. 774-6974. 
C..-pel Workshop Nationally known gospel singer 
Jane Sapp conducts a wor1<shop on gospel singing 
Jan 17 from 1·2:30 pm at the Allen Avenue Uni\.aj1an 
Universalist Church, 524 Alien Ave, Portland. Cost 
$20. Celebrate Martin Luther King's blrthda; at a 
Peace Church service foliowingthewor1<shopfrom 3-
5 pm. A donation of $10 Is requested for the Peace 
Church service. 428-3238. 
P.rllment.rl.n Me.tlnl Attention all you 
Parllmentarlansl The Maine Dlrlgo Unit holds a regu· 
lar meeting Jan 25 at 10 am at the Woodfords 
Congregational Church, 202 Woodford St, Portland. 
831)-3878. 
~.Ion Workshop Casco Bay Movers offers a 
percussion wor1<shop taught by Michael Wingfield 
Jan 16 from 3-5 pm at 151 St. John St, Portland. 
Bring your percussion Instruments If you have them . 
Instruments will be provided. Cost $15. 
Rallr ..... Open H_ The Maine Narrow Gauge 
Railroad Co. & Museum Invites you to attend its open 
house Jan 19 from &9 pm at 58 fore St, Portland. 
Guided tours and a video on narrow gauge railroads 
will be available. Refreshments will be served. 774-
1067. R....... RMettI..nt PfoIr.m Volunteers are 
needed to helpwelcome European, Asian and African 
refugees. Register now for upcoming volunteer train-
IngJan 22 from 6-9 pm and Jan 23frorn 10 am-5 pm. 
871-7437. 
Self oer.n.. Workshop The Rape Crisis Center 
sponsors a self defense workshop covering sexual 
assault awareness and personal safety Jan 24 from 
1-5 pm at the Portland Police Station Auditorium, 
109 Middle St, Portland. Cost: $25 In advance, $35 
at door. 871)-1821. 
WOII_ Dance Enjoy an evening of worldbeat 
music and InternatlonalfODd Jan 16from 6-10 pm at 
lOOTZ, 31 Forest Ave. Portland. Proceeds benefit 
the family Crisis Shelter Women's fund. Cost: $5. 
767-4952. 
y.nnouth R.ll0 Club meets the third Sunday of the 
month at 1 pm at the Yarmouth Community House, 
East Main Street, Yarmouth. 84!Kl700. en 
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OVER 100,000 READERS CALL 775-1234 OR FAX 775-1615 
AffiNTlON SCARBOROlXlH, WIM)HAM ~lD CARE- Convenient location in quiet GREATlIVING SPACE-Cool roommates. WESTERN PROM- Female to share pleas- SOUTH PORTlAND- 2BR, sunny, WfW 
bulletin board AND GORHAM RESIDENT&- PART TIME neighllorlloodwithfenced~nyard. 11 years NIS. chem-free to share sunny cape on ant, sunny 2 BR apt. Hardwood floors, carpeL very clean, country stenciled, JOB-Eam $20-$30 per week for 4-5 hours experience. Reasonable raIDs. Drop-ins quiet streeL close to everything in North rard, parkini' $28S1mo. includes heat. healDd, $5501mo. 799-4335. 
delivering Penn)$Mrs and Magazines. welcome. Monday-Friday. Call 775.Q;15. Portland. $24S1mo. incl udeseve rything. mdsay, 77 -8734. 
STATE ST.- 2 aplS.- 1) 3-4 BA, large 
ADOPTION: From diapers to diplomas, Walking and d=~ ar.ilable. Call 797-2335. 
we're ready! We'1IIa well-tdocated, gentle Advanced Delivery 1735. MOTHER OF TWO WOULD LOVE to care WINDHAM, OFF At. 302- Responsible kitchen, DR, LR,stor~e, parking, $490/ 
COI4lIe who Y«)uld prOYide a loving, sacUIII for your children. Supervised in- and out- INTOWN-Consideratefemale NIS wanted MIF wanted to share 2BR townhouse, mo.+; 2) 1 BR. large R, kitchen, stor-
home for your baby. PIeae call aiff and CRUISE SHIP JOBS- Upto$900.weekly. door play in a happy, ~althyenvironment to share 2 BR, 3rd floor, modem, sunny off-street parking, WID. Must like cats. age, pariking, $290/mo.+sec. dep., lease. 
Madelyn, (1KlO)392-5310 .".ume. Free room/board, now hiring ski.ed/un- Full-time rate: $45 weekly. m-4177. apt w/skylights. No pets. Avail 1/1193. $l25/mo. includes all. Available imme-
Available immediately. 878-8419 or 780-
skilled, menlwomen. Noexperiencenec- $237.50/mo. +112 uti Is. call LOri, 773- diately. call 892-7225. 5574. 
BUDGET TRAVELERS UNITE! Looking essary. 818-960-9144, ext. C909. roommates 3657. Y ARMOUTH- MALE WANTED TO SHARE STUDIO APARTMENT in well -main-for other "studenVbudget" travelers to 
EASY WORK! EXCEUENT PAY! As- nice 3BR home, WID, large yard. Must tained, quiet, West St Victorian. Heat & share: Travel tips, road stories, money-
semble products at home. call Toll Free 
MIF, SHARE large apt. on the hill. Bright, 
be responsible and neat. $300/mo. in- utilities included. Lease, deposit and saving ideas, and "must-see" places. 
1-800-873-6365 ext. 1379. ALFRED- Roommate to shalll walBrfront 
porch, hardwood floors, great views, cludes all. 846-4952, leave a message. ~od references required. Avail. 211 . call Brian, 773-6226. house. Dock, fireplace, yard. Peto.K. s:mt yard. I have a cat and smoke cigs. $275/ 95/mo. Call 761-1622. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION AM> ASSIS- mo. +112. Cal I Penny, 324-8029 mo. includes WHW. 775-3405. THAN< YOU, ST. JUDE. forfavorgranted. apts/rent -M.M. Gagnon TANCE regarding the inYBStigation of fi- ASHMONTST., PORTLAND-Male room- MALE STUDENT SEEKING ROOMATE to USM, MAINE MID AREA-Great 2 BR apt., nancing, business opporturities and Y«)rk fullyfu mished, WfW carpeting, ceiling fan, 
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU at home opportunities, casco Bay Weekly mate, 2 BR duplex. Off-street parking, share apt. next to USM. Hardwood floors, track lighting & more. $49S1mo. includes 
HELPED save a life? Do it this week by urges ifs readers to contact the Better WID hook-up, oil heaL very Quiet loca- skylights, heated, off-street parking, on- 150SPRING ST.-SunnY,spacious, 2 BR heat & ubls. Call 799-0090. 
donatin~ blood at the Red Cross. For BusinessBul\I3u, Inc., Maine Division, 812 tion. N/D, responsible only. $325/mo. 
site laundry, secure building. $<IOO/mo. condo, modem kitchen, good closets, 
more in ormation call us at 1-800-428- Stevens Ave., Portland, ME 04103-2648. +112 utils. Call 780-1415. includes utils. 774-6408. storage. walk to downtown, laundry fa- WESTEND-Gracious4 room apt. in Victo-
0734 or 775-2367. NORTH DEERING- Seeking 3rd room-
cility, gas heat. Available 211/93. $600/ rian rov.llouse.lmmaculatecondibon, ex-
mEE ROOM, BAXTER BlVD. AREA- WS EAST END· 2BA, 2 floor house, share mo. +ubls. 879-7900. Quisitefeatures: hardwood Hoors, 12' ceil-
eFREE HAJRCOLORe female,eXchange 12 hourshW. assisting with NlS GM. Skylights, yard, parking. mate, NlS, 25+, for large colonial. Off- BACK BAY AREA - Water views, deck. 
ings, butle(s pantry, patio. $G50/mo. 
non-walker. Dependability essentiai. m - $275/mo. + 112 utils. Must like pets. NIS street parking, WID, busl ine, convenient heated, parking. 761-9426. models needed for advanced 
4216. only. 773-8922. location, deck wAarge yard. $285/mo. newly renovated, new hardwood floors, salon workshops. includes all except gas. 878-2312. 2 bedrooms, off-street ~ariking . $465/ WILLIAM ST., 68- 3BR. 2nd floor, DR, 
For more Infonnation, call GIRLS WANTED mOM ME. NH & MA- EAST END- NlS FEMALE to share large mo. plus utilities. 767-4 79. LR, back porch, parking, small pet O.k. 
Panache Salon Between 7-19, tocompeteinthisyear's 2BR on Quiet street near water. Sunny, PORTLAND, NEAR EASTERN PROM- DANFORTH 169- Sunny 1 BR, newly $575/mo. +utiis. (oil heat) ,sec.dep., ref. 
Portland's Haircolor Specialist. 4TH Annual 1993 Portland Pageants. 2nd floor, soma hardwood. $27S1mo. Roommate needed to share nice, big, & lease. Sec. 8. 772-6136. 
n2-5767 OVer$20, 000 in prizes an d scholarships. Heat/HW included. 761-6931 . clean house. Only SI4S1mo. includes 
redecorated, quiet building, superinten-
call tOd~ HOO-PAGEANT Ext. 1376 heat. HfW, parking, and white picket denton premises. Heat, utils incl. $435/ WOODFORDS DUPLEX- lBR. DR, LR, mo. 879-2478. kitchen, bath, storage, parking, WID. (1-800-7 4-3268). EASTEND- Prefer professional F, chem- fence. Pam, 871 -7095. 
rldeshare free, to share quiet apt. $240/mo. + 112 EAST END-l st floor, 5 sunny rooms w/ Recently repainted, hardwood floors. GLWWlTEED WORK AVAllABlE- Make utils. Off-street parking, pine floors, fur- PROFESSIONAL FEMALE SEEKS SAME to Small pet negotiable. $<I6S1mo. 871-
$100+ pe~ EASY homebased work. nishedexceptyourroom, waterview&2 share a modem, spacious, 3BR, 1-112 bath full bath & WID hook-up. Parking, yard , 7142. Leave message to call. 
Phone(20 142B. H&JErmrprises, P.O. cats. 761 -4556. duplex in the comtry. WID, DfW, wm, storage. $495 +utils. 772-7916. AUGUSTA -> PORTLAM>, MON.-mi., BoX # 8628 Portl<r1d, ME 04104-8628. deck, cable and etc. $3OOImo.+. 893-1459. houses/rent leave 7:00 am, retum 5:30-6:00 pm. EASTERN PROM, OVERLOOKING HAR- FESSENDEN ST.- Near USM, spacious, Alternate vehicles? Share expenses? NI LADIES- EVER WANTED TO WORK on a BOR-Share spacious, sunny apt with pro- PROFESSIONAL, discreet GM, 34, seek- modem, bright 3 BR apt DfW, laundry, 
S. I have parki ng!!! Call 437 -2813. phone fantasy line? Work from home, fessional 40s woman. Lots of plants, caL ing NIS, responsible MIF, GIS roommate parking, gas heat. S650/mo. 284-2359. PEAKS ISLANO- 3 BR FURNISHED year-
GOING TO D.C. FOR INAUGURATION-
have fun! Great Pay! 708-654-3813. and room for your things. Easy-going, for large, modern house. 3 acres, WID, LAROSE GARDENS, WestbrooklGorllam round home. Largeyard, waterview, beach 
Looking for ride or riders. Leaving 1/19, MODEL WANTED-Female, to pose nude envi ron mentlily aware WS plllferred. Park- fireplace, own bath. $l25/mo. includes line-I-2 bedrooms. RINNAI GAS HEAT- rights. $6OOImo. +utils. Sec.dep., refer-
returning 1121. Call 775-3074 or 617- for artist Must be mature, and very ing. $32f>'mo. +utils. 775-4941. heaVcable. 892-1056. ERS. Clean, modem units with dish- ences, lease. Avail. Feb 1 st. 766-22ID. 
247-9606. Please leave message. dependable. For more information call EASTERN PROM- Professional, NlS, RESPONSIBLE N/s FEMALEseeking same 
washers, disposals, parking, coin laun-
PORTLAND NEIGHBORHOOD- Kent St. 783-4317. Fee negotiable. dries, professional management $475-PORTlAND ->SOUTH PORl1.AND-lliYe at young F seeks another. Very spacious, to shalll2 BR, COZi apt Hardwood floors. $560. Call 874-7724. CoZi ener~ efficient cape w/all appli-
Woodford'sCorner, Portland, lWrkat OCBS, WANTEO-INOIVIOUALproficientwith Mac ~eat views, own BR & bath. Must see! Park Ave. $250/mo. Includes heavHW. ances, Fran lin filllplace, patio, wlwcar-
Mon . .fri., Bam-l2pm. Shalll gas, no driv- Design program for T-shirt Jogos. Must 2S1mo. +112 utils. 871-1097. Must see! Available 211. 828-0769. MAINE MED AREA- Newly remodeled, 2 pet, washer/dryer, waterview. Sorry no 
ing, I'm blind. Call Bruce,775-2493. have compulBr. 774-3369/878-2438. FESSENDEN ST.- Mature N/S, respon- SAGO- Mature F WS preferred to shalll 
BR, LR, DR, kHchen, bath. Sunny, quiet pets. 773-5144 for appointment 
building, some parking. $4OO1mo. +utils. 
help wanted Dosltlons wanted 
sible, clean, somewhat quiet MIF stu- house. Quiet neighllorllood. 5 mins. to (gas). Available immediately. 799-8895. WESTBROOK- Single house, 3 rooms, 
denVprofessional to share sunny, at- beach or turnpike, WID, storage & parking. bath, sunporch, 011 heat. $<ISO/mo. 
tractive 2BR apt Includes heaL HW. $25OImo. +1/3 utils. Sheryl, 282-3874. PORTLAND- USMnvlE Mad Allla. 1 BR +sec.dep. & utils. 856-6031. 
$325/mo. + security. 871-8230. effic. Hdwd floors. sundeck, yard, fr~ 
$5OOWEEKL Y, NEW! EASY! Stay home, MATURE, PROFESSIONAL COUPLE-Ex- SCARBOROUGH- Female roommate painlDd. Quiet, non-smoker, no dogs. 
any hours. Easy AssembIY ... $21,000; perienced housesitter/caretakers, seek- GF, PROFESSIONAL, seeking NIS F to wanted for nice home in Pleasant Hill inci. heat & HW. 767-28441700-4642. offices/rent Easy Sewi~ ... $36,6OO; Easy Wood As- ing short and long-term positions within share spacious West End apt 2 BR, 1st area, close to beaches, lots of privacy. 
1;8m ~ .. $ ,755; EasyCrafts ... $76,450; 25 miles of Portland. Excellent refer- floor, hardwoodlcarpet, WID, gas heat, $300/mo. +u~is. Gall 883-8927. SACO- FIRST 2 WEEKS RENT mEE! 
Easy we~ ... SI9,5OO; Easy Electron- ences. Leave messages for John, 874- modem facilrtiQS, par1<ing. $300/mo. + Sunny 1 BR, nice neighllorhood, 2 miles PORTLAND, HISTORIC BUILDING-
Ics. .. $26, : Matchmaking ... $62,500; 1030(day), 772-1831 (eves.) or write: 112 uti Is. Avail. immed. 775-5112. SlNGLE,WORKINGMOMTOSHARElarge from beach,avaiiableJanuaryI5th. $4201 Small office suite perfect for altemative 
Investigating ... $74,450; TV Talent 135 Main st, Belfast, ME 04915. household w/other females in safe Port- mo. 284-1910. health care providers, massage thera-
Agent ... S40,900; Romance GM, NIS, 2 BR HOME on casco Bay, landneighllorllood. Reasonableweeklyrent pists, etc. Reasonable renL heat in-
Agent...S62,500. No selli~. Full ~uaran- PERSONAL CARE COMPANION for eld- Portland. S26f>'mo. +utils. and deposit. includes everything. Take your pick of SCARBOROUGH- Furnished 1 BR, WID cluded, parking. 772-6005. 
teed. FREE information- 2 hour olline. erly- Part-time. Like cooking, cleaning. Par1<ing, yard, beach, design your own rooms. Students welcome. 772-1402. hook-up, two miles from beach, excel· 801-379-2900, copyright IME011451. Flexible hours. References available. Call lease. 871-9940. lent location. No pets, NIS, $l00/mo. SPACE AVAILABLE FOR HEALTH CARE provider to share with same in Old Port 774-8889. STATE ST. - Need NlS who likes cats to +utils.883-3712. 
$500 WEEKLY, NEW! EASY! Stay home, GORHAM- Share farmhouse, 3 miles share nice apt Have your own BR and wHh adjacent parking. PT- W, F, Sat. any hours. Eas~ Assembly ... $40,900; 
child care past USM on At. 25. MIF, smoking O.K. LA. 112 rent. $27S1mo. 112 utils .• 
SHERIDANST.-3 BR, off-streetpark~ , $300/mo.; FT, $<IOO/mo. call 774-9666 
Easy Crafts ... $ 6,450; Easy Wood As- 2 rooms available 1/16/93. $250/mo. allout $421mo. Prefer person in recov- oil heaL newly renovated, 1 stfloor. , weekdays, 865-9316 weekends. se m bly... $98,755; Photog raphy ... +114 uti Is. Must like music and dogs. call ery. call Kathy, 772-9749. 
no pets. $56S1mo. Lease, references, 
THERAPIST WANTED TO SHARE bright, $36,600. No selling. Fully guaranteed. Kristen, 839-4732. sec.dep. Avail. 3/1. 871 -1534. 
FREE information, 24-hour ho~ i ne , 801- BABYSITTER M:EDED to calli for our two attractive, Portland office space. Social 
379-2900, copyrightIMEOI1402. month old son in our Scarborough home. GRAY- HOUSEMATETOSHARE passive 
STATEISPRINGSTREET&-Largequiet room SOUTHPORTLAND,COUNIRYSETTING- worker, physical therapist, etc. $8Ihr. or 
2-5pm, M-F. Older person or mother with solar home with professional GM. Small 
wlhardwood noors, Idtchen & bath privi- Beautiful new 1 BR apt Gardening, beauti- base rate. Everything included. Some 
ARTISTS: DESIGNS NEEDED for grow- similar situation ideai. 883-1758. BR with loft sleeping area, wood stove, 
leges. ColMHlient to coIeges. $25O/mo. in- ful backyard and barbecue patio. $4501 referrals. Dr. Robinson, 773-5573. 
ing T-shirt company. For information WID, storage, deck, lots of privacy, 2 
ciudesall. 828-5138, leave message. mo., all utils. included. NIS,799-2764. 
call 774-3369/878-2438. BEARS & BlANKETS Licensed Home Try our Daycare, owned & operated by licensed miles from exit 11 . ~ you're responsible WESTBROOK- Share huge 3 BR house, SOUTH PORTLAND- 1st floor, 1 BA. Ex-
paSS this paper on nurses. Faith, fun, home~ikl environ- wHh a quiet lifestyle & are looking for a plenty off-street parking and storage. 5 cellent location, clean, sunny, private 
ment. Lots of ltC. Off outer Folllst AVI. house mate (living situation only), call mins. from USM, on bus route. $245/ parking, storage, WID hook-Up. No pets. Wheels Deal! to a friend 797-6397. 657 -4363. $3OOImo. + 112 utils. mo. +1/3 uti Is. 856-7315. $<I85/mo. +utils. 883-9616 eves. 
CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM BY PHONE: 775-1234 BY FAX: 775-1615 
categories check one the sure sell your ad: 
a bulletin board o busl",,_ services 25 words ... $11 per week 
a loet & found (fIN1 o financial additional words .. . 5D¢/Wordlweek 
a rfdesha .. IIreel o stull for sale BUY 3 WEEKS, 4th IS FREEl 
WHEELS DEAL: $25 run 'til it sells! 
a help wanted o yard sal. 
a bust ...... opportunities a give aw/lf (fIN) get it to us 
a positions wanted o wanted By Phone: 775-1234; or for long distance 
achRdcaNl Darts & crafts 1"800-286-6601 (visa/me) 
aroommat .. o theat .. arts 
By FAX: 775-1615 
By Mail: The Sure Sell, 551A Congress St. 
a aptsI .. nt o fairs & festivals Portland, ME 04101 
a houses/ .. nt D music By Hand: 73 Oak St., Portland 
Off Congress, behind the Magi"e Muffin Number of words: 
a .... onal/ .. nt a wheels 
deadline Number of weeks: a art studlos/ .. nt a boats Phone #. 
abust ........ ntal o rec .. stlon Monday, 6PM, pre-paid 
First 25 words 
Name: $11 per week: $ 
o real .. tat. Oleamlng fine print + add. words @ 50~ ea.: $ Address: o t.1d for 181. a publications Buy 3, Get 4th FREE: $ 
o mobile hornet a animals aasoIled ads must be paid la n adv.oloe wlh cash, peroonaI cI1ed<. monov order. VI .. or Masterta"d. Lost & FOlrld nems listed Wheels Deal 
o legal notices Jree. a.8Ied ads .... non-refrndal::j" CBW sIloIl not be -. lor o visa 0 me expo date $25/ run 'til it sells: $ a auctions lI"'Iy~aptkal errors, orrissions. ordialQ8Sin the ad 'A4lIc:tl do 
not oct tho valle or content a OLtlot~ chlngO tho maring 
o body&lOul o dating servlcn or tho ad. Q-edt will be isaJed..nen able error has been # Total: $ deI_ witI*l one week or plbIcailon. 
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HELPING PEOPLE TO HELP THEMSELVES! 
OPEN HOUSE 
Tuesday, January 19, 2-3 pm 
Patricia M. Curit 
Natural Therapeutic Specialist 
Teacher & Certified PractitIOner 
Well ..... Worbhop 
Starting Sat. 2113, 
1-4 pm for 7 Weeks. 
Non-refundable $20 
deposit due 1122. 
LESBIAN 
THERAPY GROUP 
Ongoing lesbian Ihcnpy group 
acxepting new members in February. 
Dealing with a variety of issues. 
Tuesdays, 5:3().7:30 p.rn. 
$75/monthly. Call 775-7927 
SHIATSU 
ACUPRfSSURf of Natural Holistic AltamatiYes 
Membe~ AMrA. MCR ·3N-23t2 Gentle, relaxmg, hea/mg 
An fxpUUnct of dup balance F::·i ...... ;.;:::.~""'-'~..",..:.;.;-,=-~~·:· 
Divon:e Strategy Group 
for Women 
Starting Tues .• Jan. 19 
5:00 pm - 6:30 pm 
Claiming & Using Your 
Power During Divorce 
A Power Workshop 
for Women 






Lisa Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T. 
Indivudual & Group Therapy 
for Women Focusing on 
• Eating 
• Body Image 
• Sexuality 
775-7f)27 
LIBERATING THE BODY 
Women's Group" 
Women's Issu .. of Self Image, We/gM, 
Aging, Abure & Sexuality 
Body Issues 
In a safe, supponive envrrorunent we will move inlO the nch temtory of 
our Bodymind. Here we have access to the patlerns of our personal 
histon .. and cultural cooditiorung that have shaped our postures and 
thinking. Through a gentle and respectful approach we will learn to listen 
to our body's wisdom that con open us to the fuller expression of who we 
are. Group leader Marilyn Hardy. M.S .• Licensed ProfesSlonai Counselor 
& Certified FeldenkrlllS Pracuuonet 
Evening and morning gTOOps begm in January at CENTER PEACE, 129 
Burnham Road in Gorham. Call Marilyn far more mformauon. 839·2019. 
onlces/rent 
BEST FIND SINCE 
lHE DEAD SEA SCROLLS 
Historical, Old Port office 
space offerin!;) big 
business amenittes at a 
sman, sinale office 
prices. J:fecepl/ 
Secretary. Conference 
Rooms, Fax & Xerox 
plus more, from $200 up. 
Call 772;-8667 
and ask for the Landlord who 
was around when they 
copied the book of Isaiah. 
real estate 
DO YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SAlE? 
Why nol advertise It through THE SURE 
SELL? Call 775-1234. 
mobile homes 
Wl£RE IS LIN HOMES??? Ate. 202, Au· 
bum,ME. New lot, newoffice,lowerpnces. 
So, H you're looking for a new Champion. 
Dutch, Reetwood or Norris. let us give you 
a better price. We donl eat unless we tal 
sell you a new home for less 1 mile from 
thetumptke 786-4016. Daily 9-6. S~day 
11·5. LUV Homes, 1049 Washington St, 
Auburn, ME. 
$13,395: New Aeetwood 2BR, gorgeous! 
ORS1.350doWIl.18O@Sl26,APR9.5% 
1 mllefromtumplke. 7864016 DiIIly9-6, 
Sundayll·5 LINHomes, 1 049 Washmg· 
ton St, At. 202. Auburn, ME. 
FLYNN IS IN! S28,OOO, STANDISH mo-
bile on Its own land! Here Isachanceto 
start out oWning, not renting! I have seen 
this home! Believe me wilen I say "What 
an opportUnity!" Jeff Flynn. ERA Home 
Sellers, 774-5766 
FlYNN IS IN! STANDISH, $22,000· Mo· 
bile home SIte ready to go! Rare oppor· 
tUnity. Pnstine setting. Jeff Flynn. ERA 
Home Sellers, 774·5766. 
Knpalu C,rlif"d Massa9' 
CranIoSacral Th"ap), 
Polarily 
The Journey itself 15 home 
207 761 7608 
West End Portland, Me 
mobile homes 
P~AY. 1984· 15'x 76', deck front & 
back, 2BR, 2 bath. wIllrtpooJ bath, adult 
pari!, fumished many extras. WII P<f{ en· 
tf1lllC8fee. $45.000. 883·50651892·2177. 
SAVE BIG BUCKS NOW' Sale ends the 
21st Reetwood 2BR, $13,395; ChamPIOn 
2BR,SI9,995.Dutcl164x28,$37.666 ~ 
othe rs too. LUVHomes, 1049 Washington 
St., Rte 202, Auburn, ME. 
body & soul 
ADULTMADRIGAlSINGINGClASS!Leam 
SInging, blealhlrl!l &Slght·readlng skills & 
how to have fUf11 For timid beginners to 
expenenced SOrl9steIS! Seven·week class 
begins Jan. 21 from 7-9p m No class 
Februaryvacatlon.lImltedenroliment. Call 
Edith Doughty. 443-9603 
Women's Way 
to Wholeness 
An opponunity to explore the 
depths of ou .. elves and our 
history within the safe and 
supportive clfele of women. 
Thursday evenings 
weekly for 10 weeks 
Starting January 14th 
ot CENTERPEACE 
body &. soul 
ASTROLOGY REPORTS· Natal. Compat· 
lbility, Forecasts. Your birthchart can tell 
you more about yourself. your relation· 
ships,andyourfuture than you may think. 
~curate, personal and inexpenstve' As· 
trology SeIVlCes (0 0 B ), 9344889. 
CHANNElING FOR PERSONAL 
GROWTH. Call Tyler 774·1183. 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE· Karen 
Austen, M.A., l.M.T., licensed Massage 
Therapist. A1leVlate chroniC backaches, 
headaches, neck and shoulderstlHness, 
sClattca, stress. Improve fleXibility. 
muscle tone, Circulation. athletic perfor· 
mance By apPOintment, 865.(J672 
EUROPEAN PSYCHIC· Jonathan Matlcs. 
MSD· Pledlcting & analyzing past happen· 
Ings, present problems and future events 
112·hour/hour sesS/OIlS. PsychiC, Tarot & 
Counseling Portland. 775-2213. 
FREE ACUPUNCTURE CONSUlTATION I 
Call the Portland Center of OlSSlcal ~u· 
puncture, 775-0058, for an appointment. 
OPENINGS AVAILABLE IN ON-GOING ELEGANT NORTH CONWAY, N H TIME 
SHARE for sale. Unit IS available In late 
NOv. for the rest of one's IHe If Inter· 
ested, please call 874·2452 to diSCUSS 
other detals. 
,.--------------------...... Mixed Therapy Group (Tuesdays. 4-6pm). 
S "'TV BIG BUCKS NO:lJ(J, LeadbystephenAronson,PhD Insurne 
FlYNN IS IN! $59.000- 2 South Portland 
homes that represanta real value. Don't 
wait, the time IS nowl Jeff Flynn, ERA 
Home Sellers, 774·5766 
FlYNN IS IN!$69,900, GORHAM· Picture· 
(l1Irtect Norman Rockwell farm·style home 
with a Curner & Ives garage, set among 
green fields or S/low-rovered countryside· 
dependson when you buy! Jeff Flynn. ERA 
Home Sellers, 774·5766. 
FLYNN IS IN! $69.900, SOUTH PORT· 
LAND· 3BR family home, new furnace, 
ft l' .c. '" • reimbursable For 1010. 772·3176. 
Sale ends the 21st OPENINGS IN ONGOING Women's Sex 
N Fleetwood 2 BR, r~,.,' $13,395 and Love dependency group Focus on • ew 'UlVi 6.........,· VISIon and empowerment. Call Keztan 
or $1,350 down, ISO mos. at $126, APR 9.5% Hlnchen. MA. LSAC, LPC. 78 Main St., 
Yarmouth 846-4748 
• Champion 2 BR $19,995 • Dutch 64x28, $37,666 
Many others, 100. 
-, LUV 
HOMES 
Daily 9-6, Sunday 11-5 
Rte. 202, Auburn, ME 
207-786-4016 
new Windows, needs decorating. Don't TAl CHI CHUAN IS an ancient Chinese 
Sit on your hands and let thIS go by. Jeff ,...--------------------, Martial Art, based on mental and phYSI' 
Flynn. ERA Home Sellers, 774·5766. cal balance One learns to blend WIth an 
WHERE IS LUV HOMES? opponents force to control It TAl CHI IS R.YNN IS IN! All offers considered, All'! • a flUid system based on meditation In 
IntD'M"I condo,2BRexpanslV811oorpl<W1.I'w movement. ExcelJentfor SPintua! growth, 
beentoldtDcreatBsomeexcitBmenthere!Or Rt. 202 in Auburn. ladlant physical hea~h and unequaled in 
e1se1 Help me keep my good name' Jeff redUCing the effects of stress and ten· 
Flynn. ERA Home Sellers, 774·5766. New lot, new office, lower prices! Slon In ones Itfe Beginners through ad· 
If ' I k' I.' Ch' D t h vanced classes, including Push.flands. PORTLAND. S76,l00· Big house, 3BR, you re 00 mg lOr a new amplOn, u C, Visitors welcome For information call 
bath. den, lamlly room. Elegant hVlng, Fleetwood or Norris, Let us oive you Gene Golden. 772·9039 
Immaculate, perfect condition! "Where c' 
There's a Wills, There'S a Way!- SHANE a better price. TAROT FOR BEGINNERS: Introduc:tory 
WILLS. ERA Home Sellers, 774·5766. Tarot classes sponsored by Tarot Socl· 
land lor sale 
FlYNN IS INI S25.00Q.. 4 7 acre bUilding 
lot Close to Portland, close to my heart 
live here and commune WIth nature· 
grape nuts is lhe cereal of my choICe I 
Jeff Flynn, ERA Home Sellers, 774·5766. 
Cl(Jssifiecls: 
775-1234 
We don't eat unless we can sell you a new ety of New England. Ten·week seSSIon 
I.' I beglnnilljl week of January 25th For 
home lor ess. information call Jeanne. 799·8648. 
1 mile from the turnpike. THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE AND BODY· 
_____________________ 1 WORKforwomen(maleclientsa:cepted 
on referral only): Recovery issues, stress. 
body awareness. health maintenance. 
GlftCertificatesAvallabie. Andrea E. Price, 
l.M.T.871'()121. 
Daily 9-6, Sunday 11·5 
1049 Washington St. 





Trust u.s wuh your body 
Continuing Recovery 
Workshop/Group for Women 
8 Evenings in Jan./Feb./March 
focusing on. 
• Self Esteem· FamUy Issues 
• Relationships· SpIrituality 
• Dealing Wllh The Inner Cnlle 
• Empowerment 
Call 
Keziah Hinchen MA, LSAC, LPC 
78 Main Street, Yarmouth 
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION· TM, 
the most SCientifically researched, effec· 
tive technique to lemove stress and to 
unfold full potential. Classes can be of· 
fered In your home. Call Don at 865-
3467 for more information. 
WOMEN OVER 35· New women'stherapy 
group starting In February to deal With 
relationships, family of origin issues. chil· 
dren. sexuality. Meeting In Brunswick, 
Wednesdays. 5.30·7'3 pm S75/mo 
Rachel Sager, M A. 729-7269m5·7927. 
WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP· A safe 
place to bnng your Issues. Call Carne at 
773·9625. 
business services 
ELECTRICIAN· CALL "FORREST" at 
Town & Country ElectriC for lowest pnces 
In town. Specialty. fuses to breaker pan· 
els licensed & Insured. Contractors· 
CALL US! 772·5257. 
CAN BUILD THAT SPECiAl PIECE of 
furmtule or cabillets to your needs Also 
remodeling work Free estimates and 
designs. Call Roy 773'()372 
CARPENTRY· AlL PHASES, no rob too 
small or large 20 years experience, ref· 
erences avallabie, reasonable rates. Call 
Bob Thompson, 775·6309 
CONNOlLY'S PLUMBING & HEATING 
SERVICE· Remodeling, electriC 10 011 
converSions, Burnham Boilers IIlstalled. 
Fullyinsured Oualltyworkat reasonable 
rates References lrom satislled cus-
tomers. 883·2213. 
DIRTY, HARD-TO·CLEAN BATHTUB? 
Restore any bathtub. Easy cleaning, no 
tOXIC odor. no mess, no peehng, no 
down time. lifetime walranty PoIy·Tub 
Restoratton. 774·8184 
ECONOMY DOWN- Will barter for some 
seMCes light trucking. rubbish removal, 
landscaping. tree work, garage, barn. 
attic demolition. Fall cleanup, profes· 
sional moving Call 761·0193 
EXCEPTIONAl HOMES· Housekeeping 
weekly, b"weekly, monthly. Areyoutired 
of dOing It all? Or argUing over wIlo Will 
clean what? Call now! Es~mates, refer· 
ences 934·5853. 
EXPERIENCED MOVER Will move small or 
large loads locally or Iong-i1lstance. Ga· 
rages and attics cleaned also. Excellent 
local references and low rates. 774·2159. 
FALLIS HERE! So calion us, We do fall 
cleaning. lighttrucklng, rubbish removal, 
yard ralung, landscaping, lawn installa' 
tion. attics, basements & garages 
cleaned. Call 775·7972. 
~-~w'~hjw~;'~~)f 
The Chinese Healing 
Arts Center 
Dr. Zhao Mel 
Traditional Chinese' 
regimen for nourishing 
physical and mental 
health 
• Oi Gong ExercIse 
• Massage - acupuncture 
without n&edte. 
• Balanced Diet 





JACK DUNN REMODELING· Additions, 
garages, roofs, Window and door reo 
placement. decks and sheds. Framing to 
fin ish. No JOb too small Free estl mates. 
Insured Call J. Dunn 856-6617. 
MASTER PlUMBfR looillng for extra 
worknights<Vldweekends CltyorCoun· 
try plumbing. Insured, rates S28/hour. 
767·5233 
MATURE, RESPONSIBLE PERSON to 
clean home. Flex. hours, affordable 
Prices. free estimates. Call Wendy If in· 
terested, 828-1918. 
NEED ELECTRICAl WORK DONE? Best 
deals on selVtce changes, "Fuses to 
8reakers' Ceiling fans· you buy, I as· 
semble and h<Vlg. Anything electncal, no 
job too big 01 small. Quality workatvery 
reasonable rates Free estimates Master 
Electnclan,lnsured Gerry's ElectriC, 773-
5897. 
NEED HElP? Cert~led Paralegal can help 
With Wills, power of attorneY,lMng WIlls. 
IMng trusts, bankruptcy, divorce. word 
processing. taxes Carolyn Pardi, 772· 
6620 Reasonable rates. 
OPERATION WEATHERSTRIp· Stop the 
mother of all Drafts' RepalrslReplace· 
ments and Ouallty Weatherstnpplng for 
Windows and doors THE DOOR DOC· 
TOR 839·3204. 
SUNSHINE CLEANERS· Housecleaning, 
weekly or bl·woekly. by plofesSlonally 
trained staff. 16 years experience. Af· 
fordable rates, excellent references, In· 
sured! bonded. Free estimates. Greater 
Portland 799-5323. 
TUCKER'S LIGHT TRUCKING· Malnte' 
nance & furniture moving· Painting, 
house cleaning. odd lobs. landscaping, 
tree work, rubbish removal. handywork. 
Cleaning attics and basements Free es· 
tlmate. low rates. Call 761'()193. 
TUCKER'S TRUCKING· Local or long 
distance. General trucking & profesSIonal 
moving of all types Rubbish removal, 
basements, atttcs & garages cleaned, 
freight hauling. 8 to 24 footers available 
Best rates around ProfeSSIonal servtce. 
Fall clean uP. call 761'()193. 
TUNES "R' US OJ SERVICES· All CD's. 
10,000. song playllsts, lighting, fOll, 
bubbles. 1800+ watts. Call the pros. $99 
Special, some restrictions. 775·6443. 
Pager. 1·80(Hi39· 7707 
VIDEO TAPE CONVERSION· Americanl 
Foreign or Foretgn! Amencanvldeotrans· 
fers P.O. Box 1479, Scarborough, Me. 
PhonelFax 207 ~3·5575. 




'! NEW/ Stoker Cool Stove 
~U'fil1-3 oio,llOIOocIul 
PEA' NIJ'I' t.lllilhi or Iblklnl 
:: STOYJIj·IUCE ~..i' ' COAL !!TOV!S 
:i • oi'lK'roNaoxl:S 
ii, ' WOOD Ptl.Lm'8 
LEGAL FORMS PREPARED 
AT LOW COST 
WITH NO LEGAL FEES 
Corporations' Power of Altorney • Independenl 
Cotllraclor AgreemetJts • Deeds· Wills· Living Wills' 
Divorce' Battkruptcy & Hundreds Morel 
Discount Legal t.800·198·FORM 
Documents, Inc. 773·8900 
VISA/MC ACCBI'I'BIJ 
lei 111061'11 
2RU l ..t ltt~rt'lll1w SU t!! t!l 
We,rbtook Mnltir' I~092 
TIMOTHY A. DEFtLlPP 
P~tl rE-IJIIIONAL L MII) C:; URv!:.yot' 
Guitar Studio Worluhop 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
QUICK REFUNDS 
WITH ELECTRONIC FILlNG 
/-2 Day Check with Refund 
Anticipation Loan 
Other Ftling Options Available 
Many Returns Completed 
While You Walt 
• 1,,,,oll4bl, ' Prompt 
• Bt/HrI'ttc,jf • CQ'Ifld'IltIlJI 
For estimate or IIPPQlntment, call 
John HudllOn at 772.1199 
7 •• m, ttl 10 p.m, .1 day. & Week 
, Talt Plannlng 
II1d Preparation 
• Computerlted Monthly 
Accountlna 
• Fln8lclal SlItemenll 
• Aeeourttlna S)'ltettII 
II1d PIllrmIr'R 
EMERSON & FRAZIER, CPAs 
Individuals • Partnerships • Corporations 
879·1690 
Initial One Hour ConsultatIon Free or Charge 
MONEY ~OA COLLE<lE· CAlL 1-800·228· 
3134. Art you Iooklna for ftnll1Cllllid 10 
http JlI'f eoIllgt bill.? 00 you ""d hIIp 
fllling out flnanclll aid end echolatshlp 
lottnl? H 10, pI.1It mike plM. to clll It. 
~n.1CI AlitIIorilv 01 Milne's Rllln:lal Aid 
HotIlntlt l,I1O·~28·3734 011 Monday Md 
1hurlday evenlngl from 5:00p,m to 
8:00IJ.n1. dutlng th. ntOI1ths of JIr1uary 
I1d ttbruary Tf'e call1nd the In1otmatlOl1 
1I.lttt, 
ltull lor lale 
APFALlZGJWFCOLLECTOI1SDELlGfn 
WIth orlQlntl and collector pllell of lhe 
Yorklown pattlrn, atl plec .. totaUlhU 
5850, H.tdlY .ver used Asking 1450 0' 
B.O, can 828.Q024, 
IMWAY PRODUCTS MEAN QUALITY 
and PIIfSOI1lll11tvlca. Try ua And 1Ie.1 
PIlont 1183·S008, -----
AnENTION FERRETS OR olhet comp. 
I1lmlll' Forsall,11abulou,'arretcondo, 
Som. WIW carpel 112 balh, 4·lIorys of 
lush living, Isklng ~150, B,O. 797·3499. 
CASIOCl· l0l DIGnAL SVNlfIESIZER· 
181nlallill sounds wllh unlimited cus· 
10m sounds, MIDI compallbl. pilch 
bend, IlOttabll. Excellenl condilioltbil 
manuats Includsd. $1()O, CAli 761-6 12 
11tlt 6pm ot on week.nd •. 
--..,---,-. 
COUCH, 6~ good condition, S 1 OOi Skllom 
H skll., $30 or B.O. Call 773-5385, 
DELI A 824 PHONE SYSTEM WI rH 14 
PlIONES, Including twospeakat and one 
ller.larlal phon. Asking SI900 Call 
715-5221, days, 
EVERESTIJENNIMlSWHEElCHAIRwtth 
02 c.rrl.t, Like new. 1500. Call 883-
02440 
FOR GilLE· 4 CEMEfERY LOTS AI 
BROOKLAWN 10% below cuttenl sale 
price, Call 114.fl11Q, 
FRANCO BEl GE COAL STOVE· Lal. 
mOdll1 Ixcenent condition, btown .nenle $82S (cO!tt $1,800 new). 846 
9011. oatt eves , leave message, will 
deliver. -------
IlUARANlEES fIRE ONl Y AS GOOD 
Ihtcolllpanythaloffer.thel1l. Walch out 
lor "mOl'ey back' oll.rs ltom unknown 
COmp8I1IH. .-- - - -
HOME ElECIRIC rlANO, Yamaha BP 
3100, wainul IIsls over $3000 will sell 
for S I 600, BllsllNE LL rElfSCOPE, wllh 
atttlChmAIli'l, like n!tW. $75 929·~803 
HOMEMADE QUALm' COUNTRY· 
STYLE ~DY. AYlrllty to chooll froln 
dlttYlr.dfr,sh, ~r .. brochure: BUtnham, 
40 JeN.tlOn St.,l!lddefotd, ME 04005, 
KENMORE WASHER & DRVEI1, 8 Yllrl 
old, S3()O for bolh, Ethan AlI.n rtcllnel, 
living room couc:h & chalr,ltlndlng hu· 
mldlfl." belt offtr. 797·1966. 
-~~-
MAtTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS .. 
FRAMES· NIW, liquidating compl,t,ln· 
vtntory, Twin· M · QUltn· King, cattu· 
Ilrtl"pMonISllso, Call fot del8111, 772· 
6737,778·8122. 
-
MOVING SALE· Stov., reftlgmlor, 
washer, dry.r, kltch'n sal, rlcllner, 
couch, humidifier, Wl!ltbed, mlcrowav, 
& muth mortl 18-4 SUtnml1 AYI. (off 
Auburn 51.) Sat., Sun., 9·4, 
ONE DOlEN LONG·STEMMED ROSES 
and on. pound gourm.t chocoill .. 
S24.VS OtIlv.red In Gteater Portland. 
Call'JUIlgecaulIII', 191-6091. MC I1d 
Visa 8C(llplld 
RAVlSHIMl RECAlLS, 101 CONGRESS 
sr.· A new 1 ulld clotl1lng consignOient 
1I0rl, Jewelry & ItCCHSoriH. Open: Tues.' 
Sal,jOllm-5jJm, Ic:ceptlng I .. gerwomln·s 
Clotllltv;j, ltt'll11IlII ~ tootther! Cash 
or conslgnmd Call 874:g365, 
SEARS BEST )tEAVY DUTY larg. Caplll' 
IIv wlShet/drysr, like new. Call ev.nlng., 
8ii5·9316, --------
SUPER NINrENOO· Buy 5001. galT1tS for 
thlll.W X·m.gln. SeIIlng.Jotlt Madden 
Football, Rnal rJ/ltasy II, Dl1kkhln and 
Populous Grut pilCH II S25.s30 each. 
Catl 865~m Iem mHsagt. 
10110 126 TWO SI AGE SNOW Blower. 
lhp, 26' cut tllel. slart 3, Irw, speeds & 
rlv. ~tt Ohlin., 1400 or BO Dall 854· 
4588,lsk fot DIVI, 
ltmlrs L&D FU~ll\JIl:· 235 Con· 
grill st In Pol1tand. BiMng .& seltttv;jln· 
tiQUIIIIJld ulld hmiltut1, deli'iIiY lII~ce 
IfiIIlbtt, II~ bit of M~1l0. 18f ~193 
WOOO SlOVF· Decorative charming, 
S350i lumping l'lmpoline $10i posture 
thalt, SIOi SHEPARDICOLLJ~}emale , 




ntAYI. toSluart St. to lynn 10 Saugus) 
Women', clolhlng larg' SIZ9I,lurnlture, 
kltchln sluff. All mlJ9t go. Sal only,9·2 
COUNTr.y WOODCRAFTS· m Con· 
grillS. Portllnd,871·1350, Large .. • 
lecllon of wood pioducls, also Ilukel 
wlIYln; lupptlu, lIenclis Ind palnls. 
Open 10·5 Mon,-Sat. CIISIIII. Available, 
SARA'SGIFTS,ORAFTS," DRIFTWOOD· 
Acrosa from SCalbotough Oowne In' 
trlnce, 11ft It tight. Houts: 10anl·2pm ot 
call fot appointment. 883.0422. 
music 
FOR SAlE· SPINEl PIANO ~ G. Sieck. 
Exc.llenl condlUOIl, S1000 814·()OH, 
'VIS .. 115-1822 days. ---
PIANO I.ESSONS· Portll1d andllorhalTl 
sludlos, All agee wllcome. Explrl.l1cld, 
cotlege-edUC:llld taachet. Call lor ap . 
IlOlnfOienl. ~. GallS Studio, 839·6141 
Kup trying. 
wheels 
bUICK SKYLARK, 1~10· new brakes, 
nlw du.1 exhaust, new tltts, new 
watBrpump [IditOl, soml rusl, needs 
SOllie work but rUl,swal1. Asking $1 ,500 
or BO, Greal deal! 642·5335 I'le 856· 
6356 days Dwight 
CORVETIE $400i BRONCO SSOi '89 
Marcedes .. $200; '81 bMW." $100; '65 
Mustang, .. &50. U,S. Public Auction, 
Druglord P,opertles Chooselrom lhou· 
sand. slartlng &50 FR~E Information 
24·hour hotline, 801 ·379·2930, copy· 
tight IME011414. -
CORVElTE,1986·Black,luto" lowmtln, 
Consider IIttellsting '60s 70s muscle 
car In partial Itade Best r8ltsonable 01· 
fer, 774-3643. -
ECONOLINE VAIj, E·260, 1989· Lois of 
extras. ']}OO, Good condition, nice In· 
tetlor. 1l1l1·9638. 
-
FORD DUMPT RUCK, 1911· 6 yard ca-
pacity, New pOWer takl·off on dump, In 
lop running condition wllh OIIIY 18K orlgl 
nal mtles.l'I81se cal! 799 36n 
rORD ESCORl WAGON, 1986· Auto 
matlc, /tOtI! wheel dllve, I OWllll, Ixcel· 
lenl care, runs well Inspl!Cted, 90,()OO 
II1ltl9, sllvtl·blue. $1,600 or B.O. 761 · 
0038. 
FORIl LTD 1985· Needs soma basic 
lIIalnlenance, good condition, 76,000 
millS, I'IWI AMIFM slereo. /IsKlng 
$I~O!JO, boOK value ovet S2,OOO, 799· 
40J'l call anyUme. 
Halld-7'Wilng 
r Ollr Specl/kat/oll.'J 
Snowboards, lool 
$9.95 
Tu .. ·Fri, 6.,m,·6p.rn, 







Call 1·800·244·8822 TODAY! 
FORO TEMPO, 199Q. AlI·whtll dtlYI. 
58,645, Catt 892·5110, 
JEEP WAGONEER LIMITED, 1981· 41(4, 
1 owner, 4 ttlrl, 6 cyl" EFI, aUlD, lit, 
sunroof, Ixcettenl clre and co~dltlon, 
very shatp. 58,995 OBO 799-5213. ---- ---
NISSANSENTRA.S~·R 19V1·Whlle,2· 
door, tIP' deck lunrool, 5·sptad, 8,700 
nliles. Fasll Asking $10,200. 929-4803, 
NISSAN STANZA XE, 1985· 5,sPlld,4· 
doot h~tchblllk, 82,000 miles, n.wII tes, 
lid w/atay yelour 11I1.tlo~ good condl · 
lion, $2,650 or B,O. 284'1421. ---
OLDSMOBILE 98,1982' Ve, brand new 
Inspecllon stlcktt, lIbuJilenglne, approx 
56k millS, good condillon, power, MN 
FM st.reo, Also '79 280Z nllds body 
work, both lot 12.000 199·2736 
PONTIAC GRAND PRIX SE 1991· Red, 
lully loaded, ready lor 8)[cltement 3.1 
fuel ·ln!eClsd .ngl"l, 13,000 mil .. , 
Stlcke, prlce$19,800, only askln; whal's 
lelt on loah. 828.Q024, ask for JOII. 
SAAIl 9()OS, 1990· 3·door, 5·speed, 
loaded Sunroof, healed seals, alrbags, 
Am -rm cassette, laclory warranteed, 
MUst SllII, 512,150 or B.D. 846·1015 
anyttme. ---
VOLVOIlLE, 1983·1utbo·lntercooled, S 
sp., mint con dillon, loaded, leathet Inte· 
tlor, sUnlool 1 owner, has beeh sU· 
perbly malnlarned, d.flnlllly musl be seen 
5399S, 883·5190. ---
VW PASSA11991 5 Slid, 46,000 1111, 
loaded, sunroof, am·fm cassette, power 
mryltilng. EVln Ih' seals heal upl 
512,500 Witt negollal •. 865-4549. 
learning 
PHONICS· nRST CLINIC· II your chttd 
has failed to Ilad II/Ith the guessing 
game 01 thl 'whole Iinguage' method, 
Iry Intensive phonic •. It wotksl Dlagn08' 
tm Jesting, Certified, Lenora. 121·3312. 
PRIVAI E 1 Ul ORING BY READING SPE· 
CIAlIST· Is your chttd hevlhO dlHlculty 
In reading? Provld. hlmlher witt, Indf 
vidual herp· NOW Don'l Deley· Call To· 
day I 883·5382, 
animals 
BlACK u.o, 1 mos. old mall!· NI shots 
Loves kids and cats, 0'M"l8l1 a~ a 101. 
Needs 11Iwhome Clllt.er6pm 883 Q5(}1 
IT'STHE CATS PAJAMAS· Bed &Break· 
fast 10r Cals, olferlnu NO·CAGE 
accolnOdaliohS, NIWJ large outdoor .n· 
closed play area ano TLC for yoUt Cit 
whtte you're away, Catt 883-\1611, 
LOOKING FO~ GOOD HOME for young 
PltakHls. Call belwa.n 1·6pln , 883; 
8129. 
lE~H YOU~ DOG TO OBEY, 6·wllks 
beginner coutse, S25'PUP~ classel, 5 
WIIIkl 515, Also advll1ce classH. In· 
slruc:lors with 30 yra. com ned eXPlrl· 
ence handling a varilv of brHds, Dogs In 
Training, Portland. 839·8439,926·3174 
01693·6912. 
daUna services 
CUPID'S DATING SERVICE· Convenlenl, 
personal, reasonable. Soutl1ern Maine & 
N.H. Fot an appolnlmenl near you, cali 
Roberta at 282·5460, 
adult services 
J.900-288-ERICA (3742), .. S2Imln. 
Adulls Only, New Numbetl ""LEGENDI' 
Romanllc Slotll5. EPS Co. 108·882· 
7813. 
A NEW YEAI1'S ~ESOLUTION to dale 
muiliple eXCiting & attrecllve singles 01 
lIIeel thai special someone , 1·900·172· 
11 to, S2.49/mln. 18~. 
DROWN IN ECSTASY, SWEET AGONyl 
1·800·1HRICA. S2,991mln. VlsalMC 
FOR LOVERS ONL y. Portland's 11 Dale· 
line, 1·900·288·2515, $1.99/mln, LIVE 
1·0h·11ALK, 1·900·288·2595, 52.991 
I1Iln. Sev,Dem .. LB" N.Y. 18yrs.+ 
HEAR TAl~ING PERSONALS· 1·900· 
~JE~~lf'r.~J~::J.~~J,~~,~ 
I1Iln, (18.). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft. 
Laud., 11.. lnlo: 305·5~5·5433 (x9122). 
HIM·2-FEM GUIDE lor CROSS·DRESS· 
ERS: StoHes, Personals. Rltallsrs, cata· 
logs, Coaching, Shopping, Ideas, Ad· 
vloe, Meetings, More. For full delalls 
(pre 'racorde6) Cal! 1-404·333,6455 (24 
hIS.) 
flOT & WILOlll ·900 903·8008, S15· 
18yrs.+ 900 Amer.ll.V,NV, 
~- -----
HOT SEXY SINGLES! AVAILABLE IN 
PORTLANDI Make Ihe call lonlghl! 1· 
900·448 7710, S2.49/mln Adulfs only, 
24 hO\lrs 
PAY 
Dale CaTtl!8lt Prlctl? 
~ 
rHR50~AL ENIiANCHtIIF.Nr SYSrgM5 
'llIpjIIrv 'JOIIt .,. pplflllitl I"""~ 





lrId1y!dllll to CllIpIIrItll.eYoi 
Scot Seltzer 797,9127 
LOCAL WOMEN· With phOht nUmbersl 
1-900.a84.DAT~1'xt. 428., 52,90/mln" 
18+, (lV., Fort Myers, Fl,,!.t.) 
MORE THAN A DATELINE· Fun! Exclt· 
Ingl Available Portland singles await your 
clll I AlIO, gtt horostope., sPOtts up· 
dllesl 1·9OQ·990.Q580, Wmln. 18+ 
Oon't delay, UO for III 
PEflSONAl CONFESSIONS 'WARNING 
lothoM wllh high blood ptessure' CAU· 
TlON! 1·900·131·4328~ S2.951111In., 
Illy" .• , W, LV, NV619·l8S·1502, 
SEXY, SWEET & IIVAILABLE GIRLS In 
Portland. Get Ihelr home phone nUm· 
bers now! 1·90d·28N861,exl 11. $21 
min. 24 hours, 18+. - ~-
SINGLE'S AWllrrI Makelhe Datil Do It 
nowl Don'l Hesltale! t ·900·289 9355, 
S2.00/mln. 
SINGt.E? SEXY? SMAR1?Call the POR r, 
LAND dalellne, 1-900·884· t 585J S 1.991 
min, live j·on· l, 1·900·894·1595, 
S2 ,951mln. Rand, S D" CA, t8~ , 
STOP CAlLING DATELINES!! Lealn wIlal 
Women Realty Wallt NOWI Ailluailive 
tecordbdlntalVlewS~1·900 -40·PICK·UP 
(1425-8), exl114. ~1 ,99/mlh. 18 •. 
TALK IS CHEAP, S6ICAll! For Inltos 
and IIvel ·on·j talk', 24 houts 1-900· 
420·1212,llat~. 18 • . Amerlcal, hllot· 
malion Nelwork, Chicago, !L cURtdmer 
service ~312·229·0000 , ---.----
TRUE LOVE AWAIl S YOUR Cl\lll More 
ladleelhan anyolr.rdatellne, Makelhe call 
nOVl!I.gQO.776·1170, S2,491mln. 18+. 
DREAMS 
_ "'" ...... ofV-: _""" 
far 1noI ..... lnlo rat. 1100. 
..... he broiihIR ... ICKAHICA~ 
......... of"'" \JthI .... --. 
1-800-782 ..... , DII'T.408 
liVE rSYCHICS INTERPRET 
YOUR PAST, pneSENT & 
PUTURE THROUGH THE pbWI:R 






Try lite Sure Se ll: 
775-1 n4 
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-' 
30 0IsaJ Bay ~kly 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL 
(Calls cost 1.49/min. Must be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234) 
women .. men 
24 YEAR OLD PROFESSIONAL, attrac-
tive & amiJtious woman wlgood values 
looking for the same in a man. Modern 
woman at worX seeks old-fashioned ro-
manceathome. Gall me!!r 220t (21t5) 
A DAY WITHOUT LAUGHTER IS A DAY 
WASTED! Haplll', healthy physically & 
emotionally, optimistic, open-minded, 
32, petite, professional seeks same. My 
joke or yours?!r 2172 (2115) 
AHYllP,MAATHA. rrSME!SWF,29,zany 
midwesttransplanlwho has been told she 
is animaiBd, pleasant looki~, great sense 
of humor, friemly, tomboyish. Looking for" 
same in male, 25-34. !r 2083 (211) 
ARE YOU AMAN OFCONTRADICTIONS? 
Mature (35-45), but young at heart; se-
rious, but wnh a good sense of humor, 
hard-worXing, but playful; a homebody, 
but enjoy going out? " so, contact this 
lady of contradictions. tI' 2154 (218) 
ATIRACTIVE, PETITE DWF, 38-lsthere 
a hopeless romantic with old-fashioned 
values who enjoys romance, respect 
honesty, sunsets, talks, walks, drives. 
Julia Fordham, Everything but the Girl, 
gourmet coHee, Victoria'sSecret,candle-
light and committment?!r 2039 (1125) 
BRIGHT, PROGRESSIVE, NOT PERFECT, 
musical, professional woman with 
warped sense of humor seeksarticulate, 
open, independent soulmate for pas-
sive-solar country life. !r 2212 (2115) 
DOYOULIKEBIOl, BEETHOVEN, Brahms 
and ZlNon? Are you a 35-45 y.o. democrat 
who is kind, compassionate, handsome, 
rugged. into kids, dogs, movies, eating and 
a good game of joopardy !? Then call tI'is 
very attracive, slender and Vivacious fe-
male counterpart! !r 2095 (211) 
DWF, 35, DARK BlONDE HAIR. blue eyes. 
I am a single parent notlookingfor afather 
figure for my teenaged son. Seeking S/ 
DWM, 5'9'., 32-42, who may enjl7f bowl-
ing, beach walks and candlelight dinners. 
Honesly appreciated. !r 2129 (218) 
DWF, 40s, ACTIVE, athletic, indepen-
dent adventurer looking forfuncompan-
ionship, friendship. NIS, no drugs or 
drinks. no kids. Likes to do stuN that's 
outdoors and active. tI' 21 SO (218) , 
ECLECTIC, INDEPENDENT MOM- Petite, 
active, 43, with fun teenager. Educated, 
well-trawiled. Music: Stevie Ray, PSO; 
Travel dreams: Jamaica, Smnhsonian; 
Movies: Cinema Paradiso, Howard's End; 
Media: Mother Jones, P.f'BN; JIctivities: 
Racquetball, walking. !r 2195 (2/15) 
FIND THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE Thurs-
day night at the Seaman's Club, from 5-
7 pm. Irs the Personal Connection! 
FRIENDSHIP, DANCloo, HOCKEY are 
my favorite words, 31 , seeking partner-
ship with steamy love affair to follow. 
Love children, reading, win., outdoor 
activities and theatre. !r 2029 (1125) 
FUN-LOVING, INDEPENDENT, mature 
DWF, early 30s, 5'5-, 130#, seeking SIt) 
black man for friendship and possible 
relationship. Must be emotionally ma-
ture, romantic and secure. Enjoy danc-
ing, movies, dining out and quiet times. 
!r 2153 (218) 
GOOD DANCER AND ENJOYS POOL-
DWF looking for SiOWM who likes chil-
dren. Successful professional in lOs, 
likes summer sun. Attractive and seeks 
same. tI' 2208 (2115) 
IF YOU'RE MALE AND OVER 50, please 
call this widow over 50, 5'9'. Aloneness 
can drive one up a wall. !r 2139 (218) 
INTRIGUING, INTELLIGENT SWF, 40, 
who is politically aware, non-repUblican, 
independent, witty, likes the outdoors, 
Van Morrison .. photography, skiing, sail-
ing, dogs, movies, books, and Is looking 
for one good man. !r 2210 (2115) 
LET'S HIBERNATE TOGETHER! Smoker! 
49 years young! Like warm places, warm 
hearts, hate winter. You'l1I under 49, hard 
worXer,aleader, dontwearsuns& ties,like 
country music and mel tI' 2186 (2/15) 
LUMBERJACK OF MY- DREAMS-
Outdoorsy, single mom, 30, seeks 
outdoorsy man for romps in the woods, 
ice-fishing and Scrabble. Must be over 
5'10' and over 160 Ibs. tI' 2077 (211) 
MOVIE MANIAC, NO BUTTER- SWF, 
31, professional who's not afraid to 
live life. NIS. Enjoys all sports and 
making others laugh. Let's meet over a 
cup of Lipton. !r 2194 (2115) 
RENAISSANCE REDHEAD LOOKING for 
her renaissance man- age 35-49. Must 
be intelligent witty andaHractive.1 enjoy 
fine art, good food, movies, books, out-
doors, swimming, hiking, traveling. CBW 
Box 170. !r 2216 (2115) 
SHY, OUIET, NICE COUNTRY GIRL seek-
ing a SWM, 18-23 to spend time with: 
Movies, walks, dinner. Looking for afriend-
ship first relationship later. !r 2127 (218) 
SLIGHTLY OFF-tENTER, excited about 
I~e , self-assured, well-educated, attrac-
tive SWF, 40s, loves diversity, travel, 
openness, physical fitness, indipen-
dence, lookingforsecure male who isn't 
working out his issues with tender side. 
!r 2217 (2115) 
SPEND TIME IN AVALON- SWF, 38, en-
joy Arthurlan myth as much as time 
aboard my boat Avalon. Liketotakeasail 
into legend? Summer '93 and Casco Bay 
beckon. !r 2147 (218) 
SWF, PETITE, ATIRACTM, 27, NIS, Nt 
0, outgoing with azeslforlife ... seeks to 
meet successful professional who ap-
preciates country living. I enjoy goffing, 
exercise, adventure andquiettimes. Pre-
fer 28-35. !r 2205 (2115) 
TEACH ME TO LASSO OR other unusual 
skill and 111 sing you a romantic song. 
Talented, Intelligent slim F, 37, seeks 
stable, kind, literate mate. Height not 
important!r 2223 (2/15) 
TIRED OF MEETING LOSERS AND US-
EAS- DWF, 40, seeking S/OWM, LAl, Nitl, 
and clean, v.t1o'stired of phonies and skinny 
images. but lIItlo's secure enough to have 
a relationship with a full-ligured woman. 
Serious replies only. !r 2080 (2/1) 
TWO SEVENTIES ALUMNI- Healthy, ro-
bust, sell-actualized. seeking malecoun-
terparts for fun and ... ? Music, laughter 
and positive outlook mandatiry. Single, 
NIS,l.ID, NID. !r 2182 (2115) 
UNSTABlE, ADVENTlIlOUS, very curi-
ousaboutl~e. Havetravelled thewo~d. Still 
haven1 seen South America. Africa. Well-
educated, but on 1I1e verga of a nelVOus 
breakdoV«l. Lookingfor purnalist-type man 
in 40s or so. tI' 2206 (2115) 
ADVENTURE IS WHAT I LIVE FOR! "you 
like the outdoors, excitement, fun, and 
romance, then this trapping young lad is 
for you! Come on, what have you gollo 
iose? tr 2207 (2115) 
ADVENTUROUS ATHLffi, SWM, loves 
to ski, skate and scuba dive. The Carib-
bean is my second home. Seeking SWF 
who loves to fun and sun. !r 2197 (2115) 
AEROBICS SHOP 'N SAVE, stress frac-
ture, woodlands. !r 2041 (1125) 
pass this paper 
on to a friend 
AffiNTION! Animated, arty, academic, 
about 40, big on bicycling, boullabaisse, 
Bill Evans, craves debonair, delightfully 
devilish damsel, D.O.B. 1957-1967, de-
siring empathetic, friendship, frankly 
forever!!r 2185 (2115) 
CARPE DIEM! DWM, 39, 6', 190#, 
seeks non-marriage minded, non-
commital (sort of) serious Venus for 
New Years present to self. Call or I 
might crawl back into my respective 
hole for a while! tI' 2026 (1125) 
COUNTRY LIVING SWM WHO IS 25 
years of age would like to meet a SWF 
wnh whom toshareconversation, walks, 
music, thegoodandthe bad ti mes. Please 
write: P.O. Box 73, Oxford, ME 04270. 





The Seamen's Club 
375 Fore Street 
Portland 
WICKED HAPPY, WICKED 
NICE, wicked in-shape in 
brain and body, 30s, doctor, 
seeks si milarly wicked 
woman, '8' 2211 (2/15) 
Brought to you by 
Each week, a Casco Bay VWleI<I)I personal ad is chosen .... CBW'. 
The Seamen's nub "Person of the Week" and ia awarded a prize package. 
VIBRANT, PROFESSIONAL SWF, 29, 
amateur musician, seeks open, honest 
emotionally mature, spiritual partner 
aware of his own issues and enlightened 
re feminist issues who enjoys the out-
doors. the arts, big dogs, candlelight 
and good food. !r 2024 (1125) 
men .. women 
"THE BOSS" ADMIRES CARING, affec-
tionate, fun-loving females while this 
DWM, SO, seeks someone with some-
thing between her ears, good dancer, 
Iikes2l4-footed animals! 1t 2196 (2115) 
1 SWF, 30., WANTEO BY DWM, 6', BRI 
BL, NIS, real nice guy. Let's ski, laugh, 
hang-<lut. I'm worth the call. Do it now. 
!r 2089 (211) 
3O-SOMETHING, professional, handsome, 
BrlBl,NIS,seekswoman, 21-35,forsteamy 
relationship. I am polne and professional 
on one side, insatiable on the other. Call if 
compatible. tI' 2137 (218) 
39 BUT YOUTHFUL, handsome, NIS, 
BlWL, professional, educated, employed 
male, seeks woman, 24-39, for friend-
ship and passion. I am congenial, wnh a 
great sense of humor. !r 2030 (1125) 
AFFECTIONATE, INTELLIGENT, smiley 
carpenter,33, seeks bright attractive, NI 
S woman of principle, 27-37. I'm fun, 
funny. emobonally direct, conscientious. 
unpretentious, good cook. avid reader, 
music lover. Varied interests indoors 
and out. Seeking warm, kind heart, ac-
tive mind and body. 1r 2176 (2115) 
ALL LADIES: Who don1 answer Per-
sonal Ads and wonder where all the nice 
guys are- Here's your chance to meet 
that special someone' I believe in the 
adage 'Trqatsomeonethe way you want 
to be treated'. Call me and be my Queen. 
!r 2200 (2115) 
ALMOSTSANECOllEGESTlllENT,SWM, 
26, 5'S", BrtBr, handsome, very intelligent 
physically fit (I sport no spare tire), ex-
tremely honest with sell and 01l1ers. Seek-
ing prettylattractive, SiOWF, 25-35. You 
shouldalso be fit inelligent veryhonesl. Nt 
S, interested in seeing ONE person for 
friendship/relationship, dancing, movies. 
taiking, etc. !r 2180 (2f-15) 
ARE YOU OUT -GOING, FUNNY, attrac-
tive? Quiet. 31, SWM looking for SWF, 
25-30, for friend and lover. Call today! 
!r 2088 (211) 
DESPERATELY SHY, 34, contemplative, 
artistic. Champion Christ's true teach-
ings. not man-made religious dogma. 
Seeking pre-destined soulmate, authen-
tic life, meaningfulness, intimate soli-
tude, mutual devotion. Photo favored. 
1r 2165 (2115) 
DO YOU NEED A SPANKING? An aver-
age-looking but passionately nurturing 
poet and artist, 5'9', 41 , seeks a slender, 
intelligent, choicefully submissive 
woman, 23-38, willing to commit herself 
to a lovingly dominant non-oppressive 
older man. n you long for both pamper-
ing and occassional erotic discipline, 
write, detamng your fantasies. Letters! 
photos before meeting. CBW Box 171. 
DO yom FRIENDS DESCRIBE YOU AS: 
Very aHra::tive, friendly, communicative, a 
~ host. elegant butdown-t~rth,femi­
nine? •. 35-45. lIso ... DWM,47,5'S", excel-
lent health, friendly, outgoing, fun~oving , 
clean-cut, likes beachwalks, summer 
swims. sun-soaking, dancing, videos, din-
ing, taks about life's purpose. Portland 
environs please. !r 2168 (2/15) 
DOES SNEEZING TURN YOU ON? Then 
let me and my allergies take you to 
Nirvana wnh non-stop, erotic sneezing. I 
also gMt good cough. tI' 2122 (218) 
DOWtHO-EARTHREALGUY-llikefish-
ing, camping, walks on the beach, mov-
ies & dinner, quiet times and travel. 
Looking for outgoing, caring, secure 
SWF,21-32, who knows what she wants! 
!r 2209 (2115) 
OWM.33,I351,DARK,FIT,teacher,open-
minded, romantic, sensnive listener. En-
Pfs long drives (among 01l1er activities), 
versatile. Seeks attractive, down-to-earth 
female, 20-33, similar interests forfnand-
ship, relationship. !r 2152 (218) 
DWM, 5'8", 39, caring, affectionate, Brl 
Br. I like movies, outdoor activities, 
music,. Seek Slt)WF for good times, 
with some interests of her own. Bath 
area. 1r 2174 (2115) 
DWM, SO, LOOKS 45, ACTS 30, NIS, 
seeks NlS SJUWF for long-term rela-
tionship. Caring, soft gentle, love out-
doors, arts, intimacy, cooking, cuddling. 
Tolerate SOM relationship? Call, no 
control freaks. !r 2092 (211) 
FUN-LOVloo KID AT HEART- Athletic, 
shy, professional, SWM, 31, enjoys the 
outdoors, skiing, cycl ing, hiking, work-
ing out, traveling, quiet evenings, hugs, 
laughing and true love. Seeking SWFfor 
lifes adventures. !r 2134 (218) 
GIVE ME A TWIST, I'll catch you at the 
turn. SWM, 28, looking for Ginger 
Rogers. Wanting to dance the mghtaway 
at Country Crossroads. !r 2145 (218) 
GDOO MAN SEEKS GOODWOMAN-WM, 
mid-20s0mething, secure and motivated, 
new to state of Maine, and in search of a 
special someone. I enjoy movies, bicy-
ding, outdoors, and conversations with 
good people. All responses shall be rephed 
to. Interested? Please contact CBW Box 
169. tI' 2190 (2115) 
GooO-lOOKING DWM, NIS,40s,seeking 
concubine, red hair, green eyes. 30-40, fit 
and aHractive, to keep my pots and bed 
warm tI'is winter. !r 2022 (1125) 
HANDSOME AND SINCERE- DWM, 41, 
BrlBr, seeks attractive female, 35-45, 
for romance leading to a long-Iasling 
relationship based on trust and under-
standing. !r 2135 (218) 
HAS YOUR PASSION FOR LIFE been too 
long supressed by a career? SWM, 39, 
seeks companion to off-selthe momen-
tum of professional life. Time can be 
elusive and there is much to share: 
warmth, humor, and access to the in-
ner-~fe of another. This trim NIS seeks 
the like qualities of a fleXible, high-en-
ergy woman. !r 2179 (2115) 
I SURVIVED CORPORATE LIFE, but I'm 
normal now. Successful entrepeneur 
looking for pasSion, humor, beauty, in-
dependence or a CPA. If you're 25-35, 
give me a call. tI' 2054 (1125) 
I'M NOT THE TALLEST GUY you've met 
(57"), northe richest. .. l'm a reallyniceguy 
who's been looking for a NIS special 
woman, betwaen 23-31, with weight pro-
portionate to height To hell with beaches 
and long walks ... let's watch movies, 
cuddled up in our socks! tI' 2120 (218) 
FREE FOUR-WEEK PERSONAL AD WITH PERSONAL CALL® 
HoW to respond to a personal ad: 25·Character Headline: includes spaces, be creative! category/Rates: 
Just cal 1-900-370-2041 anytime, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
phone! Enterthefour-digh'" nurrberofthe ad you wish to respo/1d to, hIan 
to the greeting, then leave a nlSp0ns8. (Anadv«tiser may not havereconled 
a greeting bythetirneyoucall.You rneystilleall9a rnessageon that person's Your Ad: first 25-words FREE wnh Personal CallI!!) 
Hne.) The date at the end olthe ad is the last day to reply to that ad. You may 
also choose to "browse' through an ads in a specific categOfy (companlone 
andothera not avaNabieto "broWse"). Calls cost $t .49/rrin. You must be 18 
or over. 
To respond to a CBW Box " address mai to Casco Bay Week.y, SS/A 
CongfflSSSt., Fbtt/and, ME04fOf, making sure to print thethree-digh CfN'l 
Box • clearty in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope. 
HoW to plaCe your personal ad: 
To place a FREE ad with Pe....",. CallI!, fill out the coupon and meil or 
FAX h (175-1615) to us. Of faxing, please photocopy the coupon firllt and then 
fax ~. The newsprint doesn~ reproduce welL) The deadline for placing 
personal ads is Friday at noon, FREE per.onale ads are 25 words or less 
(including headline), and run four weeks. Othe<s, Co~nlons, and Lost 
Souls ads are 2-week ads and run at a cost of 5Oci: per word. Personal Calli 
ads with more than 25 words cost5Oci: per additional word. We" send you 
a Iour-dign ... nurrber (to appear in yourad) and a security code forexclusive 
access to yourresponses1hrough an 800-ine at no cost 10 you. Ads without 
Perwonal CallI! cost .50 perword plus mai~lo!warding orP.O. Box charges. 
CfN'I Box Is and P.O. Box h cost $20 pertwo-week ad. Ads may be paid 
for with Visa, MasterCard, local check or cash. 
HoW to use your Personal (all® mallbol: 
After you receill9 your ... number and private security code, you may 
record your personal introduction. Use your Introduction to tell more about 
your.;elf than your ad does. Give your fm name, but DON'T give your lest 
nama, phonenurrberoradaess. Makesureyou askyourcalers to IeaIl9 their 
names, phone nurrbers and the best times 10 call them. NA introductions are 
reviewed by CBW and go on line within 24 hou",. 
Guidelines: 
Per1IOOaI ads are available for aingle people aeeki09 refa1ionshipe. Ada _09 to buyoroelloexuaf 
oervicee ",ill be refuNd. No full narra, _ add ......... or phone numbers will be published. Ada 
contllini09 explic~ _uai or anatomical !ang_ will not be published. We rel8lVe the right to adit, 
_ or recategorizo any ad. Advertiee", mua' be over 18 yura 01 age. 
FlEE e-WEEl ADS 
Owomen ... men 
Omen ... women 
o women'" women 
Omen ... men 
soelWOllD. 2-IIEEi ADS 
o others 
o companions 
o lost souls 
COnftdenUallnformatlol: 
(lNe cannot print your ad without ~.) 
phone: ________ _ _ __ _ 
n~: _ _ ___________ ~ __ 
address: _____________ _ 
c~: ____ ~ ____________________ -
state: ________ zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Rrst 25 words & headline £IKE 
with Personal CalI<8l: _ .....! .. '-'-"I1LL~ _ _ 
add'i words 0 50¢ each: ____ _ 
W~hout Personal CallI!!) 
all words 0 50¢ each: _ ___ _ 
others, lost souls, or 
companions 0 5O¢lWord: _ _ ___ _ 
CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20):. _ ____ _ 
Total: _____ _ 
men .. women 
I 
IVEGOT ABODYBUILTFOR SIN and an 
appetite for passion. NlSSWM 26 long-
hairedRock 'n' Roller seeks p8~able, 
attractive SWF, NIS, 20-32, for sincere 
relationship. No headgames. I'm edu-
cated, quiet when I have to be, and wild 
when I want to be. Under all this leather 
IS a heart of chrome. Can you make it 
shine?!r 2t 28 (218) 
ONE-WOMAN MAN looking forone per-
son for lasting relationship. No expecta-
~ons. 50-65 years old. Steady romance. 
1m 65, 170#. Love to travel & sight-see. 
. If eamest, please call. !r 2187 (2115) 
SWM, 28, SEEKING N/S SWF, 20-
35, In Greater Portland, who likes 
mOVies, dining-out, dancing, live 
mUSIC, sports, fitness, beach . Join 
me for a pizza? 11" 2087 (211) 
men .. men 
ALLURING 28 y.o. SEEKS SOMEONE 
who is adventurous and stimulating in 
all the nght places. I need compassion 
cuddling and contentment. Don't you? 
Me: 5'S', 175#, aubum hair green eyes. 
Who wrote 
the Book of Love? 
OUTGOING, ATHLETIC, attractive, NIS, 
SWM, professional, 28, With varied in-
terests, has made New Year's resolution 
to meet attractive, mature, honest, 
fnendly, humorous. energetic SWF 24-
SWM,28, SEEKS FEMAlE PN;AN, prefer-
ab~ Wlccan, for lasting relationship. Age 
not Important. Blessed be. !r 2075 (211) 
IMAGINE! YOU CAN: Praise Christ, ex-
plore Lazarus, ETs, walk-ins, rainbows, 
Investigate aHemative realities and life-
choices, love a handicapped child em-
poweryourself, give and racieve, ali with 
a great guy. NlS, NID, 36. Friendship 
first. Appreciation of ice cream cookies 
and hugs a must! tI' 2132 (21'8) , 
36. !r 2173 (2115) , 
PICTURE THIS- DWM, 37, in search 
of a lovely lady who likes a good 
time and loves to have her photo-
graph taken. !r 2220 (2/15) 
SWM, 40, OUTDOOR lYPE, likes running 
x-countryskiing. skating,long walks, NIS: 
easy-golng. 8nPfs hockey & pasta. Look-
Ing for SWF, 25-40. !r 2028 (1125). 
tI' 2136 (218) , 
GM, 29, 5·8', 180#, seeking to meet 
otherGM, Kenn./WellslBidd.area. Chem-
free. ". you're honest, sincere, and not 
Into mind games, call. !r 2094 (211) 
You did! 
INTIMATELY PLEASURABlE attractive 
WM, 28, free daily, some eves to fulfill 
life's lacking pleasures. No commit-
ments, questions, orpressures. Seeking 
energetic and spontaneous fun, friend-
ship and romance. !r 2198 (2115) 
LET'S DO RURAlAJRBAN COMllO- Tall 
handsome, nice guy, 42. living semi-rug: 
gad but dassy outdoor I~e in N.H. moun-
tain resorttown; veryactive, open-minded, 
Wide-ranging Interests; looking for slim, 
very pretty, mid-:n; woman who could 
(iJtimately) thrive in a log cabin and mix it 
up cuHullllly. !r 2204 (2/15) 
L!FE IS NOT THAT SERIOUS! SWM, 24, 
5 S", 1651, active,athletic,senseofhumor 
looki~ for fun, attractive SF for skiini 
camPIng, romance, and some good dean 
fun. Let's laugh. !r 2215 (2115) 
LOOKloo FOR BRAINS- SWM, 'n, profes-
SIonal, athletic, liberal, attractive, looking 
for Slt)WF, 21-39, ....00 is very intelligent 
liberal, open-minded, attractive & athletic 
Let's gettogether. !r 2183 (2/15) . 
LooKloo FOR THE GROlID- Bearded 
bisexUal, intellectual student sensual open 
creative, impLjsive, tfin. mature, mascu: 
line. Seeking woman to help keep feet to 
floor. 0001 smoke. !r 2166 (2/15) 
MAKE LOVE, NOT WAR! VOILA! Inter-
est.ing man seeking natural woman for 
ratIOnal romance. GenUe mind, rugged 
body. Looking for similar interests in 
music and sports. !r 2OSO (1/25) 
MAN WANT LOVE- DWM, SO, smoker, 
NiD, lOOking for sincere Slt)WF long-
term, lOVing relationship, near Portland. 
Prefer long hair, but looks unimportant 
Faithfulness is! tI' 2035 (1125) 
MAN WITH CHICKEN SEEKS WOMAN 
with same for ~uble date. I'm 36, my 
chicken IS 3. We re open to suggestion 
and ready for love. !r 2017 (1125) 
NEW IN TOWN- SWM, 24, blond hair, 
blue eyes, student athletic, quite cute, 
advahturesome, in search of SWF 19-
25, who is fun & cute. !r 2018 (1k5) 
NEW TO AREA- ATTRACTIVE 32 years 
young musician seeks bombshell sugar 
mama for cuHure, romance, up-all-night 
fun. Can you l3ke me there?tI'203&(1125) 
PROFESSIONAL SM, 35, 5'10', 1521, 
Kennebunkport, seeks well-defined 
healthy, fashionable SWF, 25-35, daci: 
Slve, well-balanced personality for dat-
ing, possible romance. !r 2082 (211) 
SWM, 6', 200#,. 40, NIS with average 
100ks .. 1 am Intelligent, conservative, re-
sponSible, never married. You are in-
clined to reach for an MS-DOS manual 
before calling for help, find this newspa-
per much too liberal, and you have your 
own camPIng gear. You are an early 
nser~ have a sexy body and you don1 get 
5aaSlck. CBW Box 166. !r 2042 (1125) SCORPIO INTENSITY! Attractive, muscu-
lar, childless, 36, emotionally available 
S3/lor. Seeking gentle, intelligent. and fer-
tile.woman b celebrate lift's joys within a 
lOVIng, honest. and supportive marriage. n 
you are available to date and your go<is 
Include a committed partnership br the 
pareo~ng yealS, write! All answared. caw 
Box 168. it 2167 (2115) . 
SEARCHING FOR SUBSTANCE- SWM 
27, professional, intelligent, attractive: 
successful, lOOking for a woman of sub-
stance who is ambitious successful 
attractive, 25-39, Slt)WF. 'Let's get to: 
gether. !r 2f 31 (218) 
SICK OF as WITH ITCHES- SWM 22 
6'2', BIWR. friendly and fun-ioving, i 
enJOY I.ong walks, pool, camping, and 
snug~ling . lnsearchofSWF,18-26, with 
beautiful eyes. !r 2084 (211) 
SNIFF, SNIFF, MY CHIA PET DIED. My 
onef therapist insists I get out more. He 
feels a beautiful and humorous woman 
would help. Who am I to argue? NIS Nt 
D, tAl. tI' 2055 (1125) , 
SO WHAT? I'M FAT! SWM, 29 looking 
for relationship, possible marriage 18-
whatever. Nationality unimportant: I've 
got green eyes and brown hair. Caring, 
great attitude. Love music and sports. 
!r 2076 (211 ) 
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE- SWM 35 
schooled in medicine and the daSsics' 
tri-lingual, cinemaphile, drummer, ap: 
preclate Zootz. Old Port. sables Sunday 
NYTImes, reading and conversation yes 
T.V. NO. tI' 2052 (1125) , 
SPIBITUAlL Y GROUNDED, emotionally 
av3Jlable SWM, 36, 1oves nature, changing 
seasons, and real people. Handsome, ath-
letic, ed ucated, and outgoing. Seeks attrac-
tive, Intelligent and heart-centered SWF 
26-35, forfriendshpanc intimacy. Willing: 
~o play, laugh, cry, grow, iIld explore 
_""r meanings of life preferred. II you 
have fallen and CAN get up, I would like to 
hearfrom you. !r 2175 (2115) 
THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE YOU SEEK 
could be waiting for you althe Seamen's 
Club on Thursday nights from 5-7 pm. 
Irs the Personal Connection! 
TIRED OF STRIKING OUT in smokey, 
nol~ beer 10lnts? You love the music, 
danCIng, etc., but never find meaningful 
conversation with Mr. Right?This SWM 
28, 5'10-, 200#, professional, couldn1 
see you through the haze. Seeking SWF 
21-35, relationship-minded, attractive: 
athletiC, never married. !r 2025 (1125) 
TOTALLY ATYPICAL SWM, 26, hand-
some dude seeks wonkette for coffee 
CoHrane, downing. ~ you'd rather b6 
equal than queen, appreciate integrity, 
levity, and creativity, this brighl rare fi nd 
awaits. !r 2138 (218) 
TREE MAN, 40, fit, trim, attractive, col-
lege-educated, successful tree growing 
bUSiness on 277 scenic acres seeks fil 
tnm, dependenUess female with forestry 
& gardening interests. !r 2045 (1125) 
VERY ATTRACTIVE, INTELLIGENT, fit-
ness-onented SWM, 30, 6', excellent 
shape,. varied interests. Looking for very 
attraclive, slim female, any age, for friend-
ship & fun! 1r 2181 (2115) 
VERY HANDSOME, considerate, finan-
Cially secure, very patient, and still look-
Ing for the woman I've yet to find. Love, 
where are you? DWM, 48, profeSSional. 
!r 2189 (2115) 
WALK ON THE SEMI-WILD SIDE! SWM, 
28, NIS, profeSSional, avid dancer and 
hiker, romanticgUYseekslively, fitSFfor 
danCing, candlelight (jining, good con-
versatIOn,. hiking. Seeks friendship, pos-
Sible relationship. 'Ir 2t 51 (218) 
WICKED HAPPY, WICKED NICE, 
Wicked In-shape in brain and body, 
30s, doctor, seeks similarly wicked 
woman. !r 2211 (2/t 5) 
SPONTANEOUS, ATHLETIC SWM, 22, 
looking forfriendly, emo~onally stable lady 
18-27, withalBSlforlite. Must haveagood 
sense rt humor. tI' 2023 (1125) 
YOUTHFUL MECHANIC· SWM, 26, seek-
InO.SIt)WF, 22-30, late models, for fine 
tUning and regular maintenance. It all 
comes with an attractive care package. 
!r 2t 33 (218) 
women .. women 
GM, 38, seeks GM with similar inter-
ests: Almodovar movies, GAP clothes, 
CIVil rights, . baked beans, expensive 
haircuts, Vldeoport, Thai take-out, 
sense of purpose, sense of self, sense 
of humor! tI' 2222 (2115) 
GOOO-LOOKING GWM, 30, SLIM, who 
would be the perfect last minute Christ-
mas present and more intelligent than a 
Chia pet Looking for one guy who: has 
actt~ether,. is caring and sensitive, isn't 
effeminate, hkes long drives, walks in the 
woods, doesn1 dance or care to, doesn't 
sleep around but isn't afraid of 
committment with the rig~t person, is 
mce looking. !r 2021 (1125) 
GOOD-lOOKING IN BUTTON-flY JEANS 
blonde-haired, blue-eyed, 23yr. old lookin: 
for 18-26, for relationship and just good 
quality times. tI' 2090 (211) 
GWM,19,SEEKSBlONDVENUStokeep 
me company! You: 18-24, agile, care-
free and sweet. Let's get together and 
limbo 1il dawn!!r 2140 (218) 
GWM, 23, 6'1', BLlBLN NIS profes-
Sional. I enjoy long walkS on the beach 
worX.ingout music, dancing<r1dfriends: 
SeekingGWM,18-35, withsimilarquali-
ties. I am not promISCuous. Discretion a 
must. !r 2049 (1125) 
GWM, 23, 6'4' TEDDY BEAR seeking 
someone who is 25-35, honest, mo-
nogamous and likes intimate dinners 
cuddling by the fire, walks on the beach: 
loves to laugh and dance, <r1d have ad-
venturous fun. Also, be non-effeminate 
and know who you are. !r 2142 (218) 
GWM, 25, BRIBR, would like to meet 
someone to s~end time wi1l1, possible 
relationship. likes food, music, mOVies, 
cuddling, walks. Dislike headgames 
fems, alcohol, drugs. !r 2078 (211) , 
GWM, 28, BRIBL, 140#, SAFE, looking 
for honest, non-game player for healthy 
relallOnshlp. Very domesticated and 
accepllng of the different. Lers chat! 
tr 2033 (1/25) 
Chapter 1: 
Your valentines to your loved ones. 
Compose your masterpieces and get them 
to us by February 5, 1993. We will 
publish your love notes (free!) on 
a first come-first served basis, so 
plan to get yours in early, Help us 
ourand keep it short: No more 
than 50-60 words. 
Next week: Chapter 2 
Fax your valentine to: 775-1615, 
ps. LooU", 1993 lob, JI''''I''''",(",m.,.,.. s....J in. Casco Sa- W .. ld I d r y penon. I , too. 
PHYSICAL: 41 ~31-37, 5'S', blue eyes; 
Sensual: attractive, sexy romantic· Emo-
tional: Intelligent spiritual, proud: kind; 
Pohllcal: liberal, progressive, indepen-
dent Leisure: arts, entertainment out-
doors, travel. !r 2091 (211) 
PROFESSIONAL GWM, 27, seeks 
healthy, self-assured GWM under 30 NI 
S, who is honest and caring, sensiiive 
yet masculine. Someone who appreci-
ates a Far Si.desense of humor as well as 
sPlntuality, Intimacy and romance. CBW 
Box 167. tI' 2124 (218) 
SPONTANEOUS ROMANTIC, affectionate, 
prof8SSlonal, open-minded, genuine male 
37, who enPfs Quiet times, the outdoors: 
and dining out lOOking for similar, drug-
free and NIS. !r 2169 (2/15) 
CAN DO: BE YOUR FRIEND, be your lover, 
be there. Can1 do: get a divorce, be 39 
agam. Want details? Call! tI' 2171 (2/1) 
FEEL NEGLECTED? So do I. MWM 
43, 5T, handsome, good sense oj 
humor, Interested in meeting S/MF 
for discreet romance and fun , happy 
new year. !r 2141 (1/24) 
FIRSTTIME Bi seeking lV-TS to give and 
reclave overall massage in my home. You 
the teacher, I the student !r 2130 (1125) 
HUG A TREE FOR JIM HENRY! 
GWM, 35, SEEKING a special someone 
25-30. Enjoy cooking, dining out, musi: 
cals, and romances built on friendship 
first! TIred of the 'scene"? Let's con-
~rse! !r 2038 (1125) 
GWM, 40, PROFESSIONAL NIS 
straight-acting, somewhat shy, lOves to 
laugh, travel, walks on the beach, dining 
out, seeks similar, 25-45, for friendship, 
maybe more. Give me a call and tell me 
about yourself. !r 2043 (fI25) 
STRAIGHT-ACTING 18 YR OLD GWM 
BLlBR Enjo.y the finer things in life: 
dinner, mOVieS, mall, GWMs. Must be 
18-21, trim, straight-acting. Looking for 
a meaningful friendship or possibility of 
relationship. !r 2081 (211) 
M~C IN 30s looking for couple, 25-35. 
We re healthy, fit, aHractive, happily 
marned, NlS, NJU. Looking to share fun 
fnends, fantasies with anotheradventur: 
ous, outgoing couple. Oiscretion ex -
pected and assured. Please give usa call 
today! tI' 212f (1125) 
MWM NEEDS SPECIAL FRIEND- Nice 
guy, healthy, m, seeks female, open-
minded, attrache, petite to average. 
Likes: fine wine & cuisine, music, physi-
cal actiVity. Discretion needed & guaran-
teed. !r 2t91 (211) 
SWM, HANDSOME, TONED BODY worXs 
out masculine, 33, 6', straight bUllook-
Ing for very handsome guy, 18-35, with 
well-toned bodyforexperimenting. Must 
have great body. !r 2056 (1125) NICE. G.UYS FINISH LAST- This DWM, 
33, 59 , IS not ready to be last. Caring, 
honest fatherof 4, seeks Slt)WF 25-40 
who wants to finish first with me. 11ik8 
danCing, playing with children, week-
ends. Make that call that could change 
your life. tI' 2202 (2115) 
STILLHAVENT FOUND WHAT I'm looking 
for. OWM, 34, 190#, warm South Ameri-
can heart lost in New England, looking for 
active,practical, down-to-earth femma for 
great times. !r 2t48 (218) 
SWM, 22, INTERESTED in meeting a 
special lady, 19-29, who is attractive 
intelligent and possesses a sense 0; 
humor. I need to learn some english 
BiWFLOOKING FOR FRIENDS to share fun 
times with. New to area. No age limits. 
Musl bedean . Oiscre~onamust lam very 
cute. Call for more. !r 2184 (2/15) 
HIGH ON LIFE? And want to share? 
Professional, NlS, 30, into theatre, mov-
les,outdoors, cOZl:timesat home,laugh-
ter, fitness, pondenngthe universe seeks 
you! 1r 2144 (218) , 
MWM, LATE 20s, wants to meet a MI 
SWF for a discreet relationship. You are 
18-40 and submissive and playful Let's 
brighten our lives. !r 2123 (1125j THE LOooER THE BrnER! (Hair, that 
IS') If you have longer hairor an unusual 
hairstyle, this 6', 185#, late 30s GM 
wants to meet you. Call! tI' 2146 (218) COmpanions 
~~SEEKS NJG- :Nice.Jewish Boy', 23, 
59, handsome, Intelligent charming 
seeks 'NiceJewish Gi~', 2oS, attractive: 
for adventure, romance, and to placate 
my mother. tI' 2221 (2115) 
OVICE NATURIST SEEKS GUIDANCE 
and hand to hold in social situations. 
Please help me blossom in this newly 
found freedom. Recreational opportuni-
ties desired. !r 2193 (21t5) 
ONE MAN AND A CAT looking for one 
woman and a kitily (optional). SWM, 35, 
tall, blonde. Cat is neutered and I'm notl 
tI' 2213 (2115) . 
!r 2177 (2115) ... 
SWM, 24,. ENJOYS MUSIC, dancing, 
mOVI8S, gOing out. NIS. Seeking SWF, 
18-25, NIS. Share good times with me 
!r 2192 (2115) . 
SWM, 26, TALL, LANKY, searching for 
30-35, tall, thin SWF willing to stretch 
my thoughts and raise my expectations 
!r 2149 (218) . 
SWM, 28, 5:10', 1951, professionaJ, ath-
letic, attractive, seeking NIS, aHractive, 
coIl~reer-type SWF, 20-35, who en-
JOYSITIOVIeS. music, beach, dancing. dining 
out camping, fitness. !r 2126 (2J8) 
GWF, NIS, MID-30s, nature-loving roman-
tc seeks sensitive, caring, fun-loving 
woman who likes: the Outdoors, dancing, 
spending tme with friends and cuddling. 
Preferciean, discreet NIS. !r 2048 (1/25) 
GWF, NlS, NID, 2Os, loves heavy sports 
and seeks same to share romantic times 
w~h. Newly discovered desires. Seeks 
Intimate times with one who likes pri-
vacy. tI' 2t25 (218) 
SOBER DYKE, 23, AND OUT' I abhor 
'discretion' and closets and long for a 
woman W!th Anne Sexton's intensity and 
Amy Ray s fire. Are you a recovering 
poet? Awaken me! tr 2044 (1125) 
People 9o/- Speoa.1 eel So wrorq man . 
The~ thinK Its Spa 2/T\OS An& f'€tardOS 
0.1'0 Lathe-os a"d fo.geu1oslY\an . Bur 
ma" '3~GiC\1 eJ is Y'f'tON 11\t9resti ll!f-: 
liKe .thiS one sp".-z.I"nO Sir I GI·Gi With 
rnov~T\q spazrno e':je5 IS OoIWa-ys 
5a~ l n~ l'nall}l'nan . So now I'M <; i ng 
man o.no. f'r>an I diS It man! .--....>L.,~ 
Ahd r Sp!c.itX-1 mrs 
Le Sen~ e ma 1\ She \ 5 9rea t rna () . 
Our ClS$ i3Y"1rnent mtll'\ Ct:tn!;JOIA c;Ug 
It- WI\S d.r&!w ~ovr hero vnaJ't o.,,'c/ 
\ (Ovid .llAst see wf\at"fi.,e heroS 
1N0vid be 1\'\ IJn-Special tel mall. 
A'or~hAM ~il'tcoln man. BecM~e Mr. 
File man WOVllc;:( ~IVl ~Olo\ e)(trl;\. 
it m£l.r\ for piC.Ki that. 1. 
vt Vfn fY\p.r. to Mr. File 
ITALIAN, BEARDED, BAlDING 40 NIS-
My week is busy with work, SChOol, ~oIun­
teenng and down time. Seeking gentle 
men,30-45, for hikes, movies, talks,laugh-
mg, l<Mng, playing ... !r 2218 (2/15) 
M, MID-4Os, FIT, MASCULINE, NlS, pro-
fesSIOnal, decent; seeking company of 
male for fun times in great outdoors: 
walking, x-c skiing, skating. Let's see 
what develops. tI' 2178 (2115) 
MISSION: FIND OTHER KIND, samrt. 
cute, fit GMs to date, and perchance find 
JOy WIth partner who loves life much as 
I do. I'm 35, wrner, runner, SOCial worXer . 
!r 2199 (2115) 
WHEREISMRRIGHTHIDlNG?GWM 36 
warm,caring, sensitiveandfun,lookinqfor LOOKING FOR SINGLES TO GET TO-
GBM for friendship and possible rela~on- GETHER for a 'parlor' discussion of 
ship. Must like to have fun. !r 2079 (211) - natlonalAntemational - sociallpolitical 
ISSUes. I am a progressive radical, but 
would enJOY debate with liberals and 
conservatives. tI' 2214 (211) others 
ADVENTUROUS COUPLE seek another 
35-45, for getting acqUainted for casual' 
sensuous meetings, to share interests and 
fantasies. Call us with further physical and 
mental descriptoos. !r 2203 (211) 
BiF, ,5'S", 1201, seeking BiF, trim, fit, 
who. d like to )Oln me and boyfriend for 
erotic encounters. Long-term preferred 
Let's have fun!!r 2219 (2115) . 
MWM, 43, 5'S', NIS, NID, FIT seeks 
female dance partner to take sallroom 
dance lessons with. Please be light on 
your feet fit, and under 5'S". Strictly 
platoniC. tI' 2170 (211) 
WEEKENO COMPAN ION WANTED- SWF 
55, worXs out ollown, desires comp<r1: 
10nshiP of energetic, interesting NIS SI 
DWM, 55-63, for Portland area activi-
ties. !r 2143 (1125) 
I d. re W m tl hero S pIA -zm 0 e~es 
who I COn hll N'tllfL IS secreH~ a. 
a.ngel rMn or 0. revU"Stible sp~ rYllln 
Sa.~s ffiMl IW..bQ ~ tb:rr l rr.trn.~af-d / 
tl the 'I\O.me-.and tDi6iS eljebt1 lis 
B 0 fu /I Spill Sh e starts shtl k'·1\~ 
at rst! 80 t- Sea rna II un+n 
9i9i 90t hApf~ · s:tltl1bt-erun ~o l 
5.:a.Jd 1i. a§4i1+ 1 Ahd my pictvre fYUj 
'3rea$t pIGhin' bf m~ o.{/ (IFe hero 
Gal" put J1.{J 01:J 1he. biau1 He ! S 
beCLlJ,hfJ,,{ 50.1(1 Mrs . Le[;'ense W(/! ' 
'::lOlA teo.c.h th~ C(ass his han'H'? 
yea'" rMY) Stl.'jS b16! SpA 2. eJj~S. 
'3o;n~ 0eah yr.(1.() fnddfe'(;OMtlIlW' 
a rd. gets spit on her lIPS Mrs. 
Le.Seh~e rVns iD her rnan "nd h"ld~ 
her n"ia.n tll ~a.-h·OA stop:). 
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Join Jose Cuervo!! " ,.~ ., 
for a full day of outrageous 
winter games. And, whe 
the sun goes down, head for 
the Cuervo lodge party ... for 
more games, prizes, and fun! 
January 2 
Hunter Mtn., NY 
(518) 263-4223 
January 9 
Mount Snow Resort, VT 
(802) 464-8501 
January 16 
Sunday River, ME 
(207) 824-2187 
January 23 
Snowshoe Mtn. Resort, WV 
(304) 572-1000 
January 30 
Sugarbush Resort, VT 
(802) 583-3333 
February 6 
Indlanhead Resort, MI 
(906) 229-5181 
February 13 
Boyne Mtn., MI 
(616) 549-2441 
February 20 
Alpine Valley Resort, WI 
(414) 642-7374 
February 2t.:.. ., 
Angel Fire Rbort, NM 
(505) 377-2301 
March 6 
Fairfield Snowbowl, AZ 
(602) 779-1951 
March 13 
Snow Summit, CA 
(714) 866-5766 




Squaw Valley USA, CA 
(916) 583-6985 
April 3 
Telluride Ski Resort, CO 
(303) 728-3856 
April 10 
Arapahoe Basin, CO 
(303) 468-2316 
Jose CuelV~ T.quila. 40'11> Ale , by ~o1J80 Proof e1993 
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